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Abstract 

ecent advances in digital technology enabled the use of multimedia in various fields of our lives. 

Education, health, security, entertainment, business and many other sectors started using all 

kinds of multimedia material for their benefits to provide better services. In order to utilize the full 

potential of such material and enable their effective consumption in those areas, accurate analysis 

and understanding of the multimedia content is essential. Content based multimedia analysis aims 

to provide this insight through various computer algorithms and extract relevant information to 

support different fields. When designing such algorithms, in order to lead to practical solutions, it is 

essential to keep in mind that both performance and efficiency are of significant importance. 

Considering the fact that humans have remarkable ability in analyzing visual content, this thesis 

presents algorithms for image and video analysis by taking the perspective of human visual 

perception.  

The algorithms presented in this thesis follow the perceptual rules proposed by Gestalt 

Psychology, which suggests that our perceptions are based on the emergent properties that result 

from the organization of individual percepts. Such a stance is often overlooked – if not ignored – in 

content analysis algorithms, and the offered solutions are generally based on analyzing individual 

components only. This typically results in either inadequate or overcomplicated solutions. By 

following the perceptual organization rules defined by Gestalt Psychology, it has been shown in this 

thesis that content analysis can be performed in a significantly more efficient and effective manner. 

These improvements are revealed in miscellaneous topics, such as color content description, image 

segmentation, object recognition and video shot change detection.  

The main contribution of this thesis is to demonstrate the significance of taking a perceptual 

standpoint in image and video content analysis. This significance can be examined through the 

benefits it brings in, namely the improvements in performance and efficiency. Performance 

improvements in this thesis are realized in the aforementioned fields, specifically by attaining more 

accurate characterization of the color composition of an image, more precise segmentation of the 

objects, higher accuracy in recognizing objects and higher accuracy in detecting shot boundaries in 

a video. Achieving such improvements via simple and lightweight algorithms without over 

complicating or over engineering the underlying problem proves the efficiency of the proposed 

algorithms. Algorithms presented in this thesis are evaluated according to both criteria, i.e. 

performance and efficiency, and it will be shown in the thesis that they achieve exceptional results 

when compared to the state of the art. In other words, describing the color content of an image, 

segmenting an image into meaningful objects, recognizing objects and detecting shot changes in a 

video are all successfully accomplished with minimal effort – just as we humans perform such tasks. 
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Introduction 

umans have extraordinary ability to observe and interpret their environment. However, we do 

it so naturally and effortlessly that most of us take it for granted and do not even realize how 

complicated and challenging it actually is. Seeing a leaf slowly falling from a tree, hearing the sound 

of a car horn, recognizing the smell of our favorite food, or any trivial phenomenon occurring during 

our daily life in fact stems from a flurry of activity of our senses and brain. We use our senses to see, 

hear, taste, smell and feel things around us, yet our perception of our environment is more than 

simple transmission of these senses. What goes on behind the curtain, how our senses, our past 

experience, attention, interests etc. are analyzed by our brain to allow us understand our 

environment has always been part of the focus of human psychology – more specifically 

psychophysics, which is formally defined as the branch that quantitatively studies human perception 

and examines the reasons and relations behind it. Moreover, as we start to understand more about 

how our brain works, other fields, such as cognitive neuroscience, has also joined the quest of 

solving the mystery of perception. Together with the advances in computer science, computational 

models have been used in modeling perceptual theories [1]-[4]. Such models not only allow better 

quantitative analysis and evaluation of these theories, but also enable utilizing them in various areas 

such as artificial intelligence (AI) [5], computational photography [6], audio processing [7], robotics 

[8], human computer interaction (HCI) [9] etc. Ultimately, the main aim in all these areas is to simulate 

human perception so that they can lead to better engineering solutions. For instance, designing a 

better microphone, a better speaker or a better audio codec is a result of proper understanding of 

human the hearing and auditory perception. The well-known audio standard MP3 uses perceptual 

audio coding [10] in order to offer a better compression by reducing the file size without sacrificing 

the audio quality. Similarly, camera design is vastly influenced by the human visual perception where 

the lens, aperture and sensor strive to replicate the corresponding elements in the human eye 

(specifically, the cornea, the pupil and the retina, respectively). Digital video coding also resorts to 

H 
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visual perception in order to remove details which cannot be seen by the human eye [11]. Robotics, 

AI and HCI focus additionally on recognizing and comprehending the sensory input that allows them 

to act based on their inference. For example, when you search online for a video based on its 

content, this means the system needs to know what is inside all the videos that you are searching 

so that it can retrieve related ones. This requires answering questions such as “what is the video 

about” and “what is interesting in the video” and finding the relations between videos based on such 

questions, which undoubtedly requires a good understanding of both visual and auditory perception. 

Similarly, a self-driving car should also be able to localize the source of any incoming sound and 

recognize what sound it is – be it ambulance, a shouting pedestrian or another car’s horn, or realize 

any moving object in its field of view – be it other vehicles, pedestrians or bicycles. Considering how 

easily we humans perform such tasks, understanding human perception has always been at the core 

of such engineering designs. 

1.1. Visual Perception 

Visual perception refers to information processing that allow us to process and understand our 

surroundings from the information that we gain through our vision. However, as mentioned above, 

such understanding is not always the same as what is out there. The light rays reflecting from 

surfaces, going through our eyes and reaching our brain may be reconstructed as a completely 

different object than what is actually there. In other words, our perception can often be different than 

the physical world. Since we end up seeing things that actually are not there, many perceptual 

phenomena are often called optical illusions. However, even though the word illusion make it sound 

like a malfunction of the visual system, it is in fact an effective demonstration of how our visual 

perception works. 

Figure 1-1 shows an example of how our perception differs from the measured physical reality. 

The phenomenon is referred as simultaneous contrast, where the perceived lightness of the patches 

are affected by their background. This is a simple demonstration of the fact that our perception is not 

a direct aggregation (or concatenation) of our senses. If it were, we would receive all the stimulus 

from those patches independently and see the patches on the same row with exactly the same 

lightness. However, their surroundings lead us to perceive them as different. 

There have been many attempts to explain and model human visual perception – i.e. vision 

theories [12]. Each approaches the problem from a different perspective, but not all of them are able 

to explain the relativity and dependency we observe in Figure 1-1. Still, one particular theory stands 

out since its main motivation is built on such inter-relations among visual percepts. Gestalt 

Psychology (see Chapter 2) claims that our perception is more than the collection of individual 

percepts, and focuses on the emergent features that stem from their organization [13]. However, just 

like all the other vision theories, Gestalt Psychology is also a theory. It tries to explain why we see 

the world the way we do by various observations. Even though it provides us several descriptive 

principles, today we still lack a complete model and understanding of our visual perception. Yet, 

these theories and observations continue to inspire current technologies and innovations. 
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Figure 1-1. Illustration of simultaneous contrast. Patches on the same row have exactly the same intensity; 
however, they appear to get darker from left to right. 

In recent years, algorithms utilizing Machine Learning techniques have dominated the field of 

image processing. These methods try to learn generic representations of input images for a given 

particular task. As we will see in Chapter 6, they may bring in certain advantages in certain cases. 

However, machine learning techniques are outside the scope of this thesis. The interested reader is 

referred to [14], [15] for further reading. 

1.2. Objectives of the Thesis and Author’s Contributions 

This thesis aims to demonstrate that image processing algorithms can significantly benefit from 

taking the perspective of human visual perception. Considering how efficient and successful we 

humans are in the tasks that we try to solve in image processing, substantial improvements can be 

achieved if we successfully reflect what we perceive to such algorithms. In this thesis, various image 

processing problems are tackled by designing solutions based on the principles of the 

aforementioned Gestalt Psychology. Following subsections summarize each area that is tackled 

together with the author’s contributions in solving the specific problem. 

1.2.1. Color Perception 

The aforementioned relativity we observed in simultaneous contrast is not specific to lightness, we 

can also observe similar behavior in color perception. That is to say, similar to Figure 1-1, our 

perception of a certain color is significantly affected from its neighborhood. Figure 1-2 illustrates a 

situation where the color of a tile appears (or perceived) entirely different when it is surrounded by 

different colors. This is a clear demonstration of the fact that we cannot consider color elements 

individually and independently from their surroundings. In [P1] a perceptual color descriptor is 

proposed that aims to characterize what we see in an image in terms of colors. It is clear that a 

competent color descriptor should take such spatial relationship into account in order to reflect our 
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visual perception. Otherwise, if colors are taken out of context and handled independently of their 

spatial distribution, what we actually perceive can never be accurately described by a feature. The 

author contributed to the design and implementation of the color descriptors and writing of the paper. 

The author planned and executed the comparative experiments. 

1.2.2. Image Segmentation 

Perception of basic visual features such as color, lightness and shape may be lying in the roots of 

our vision; however, when we look outside we do not see light rays entering our eyes, lines or colors. 

Similarly, when we look at an image, we do not see individual pixels. What we see are objects, 

surfaces, structures, and so on. So how do we go from basic features to objects? How do we form 

objects from those features? In fact, the situation we face in image processing is a lot like what our 

visual system faces, i.e. how we go from the simple visual input in our retinal receptors to a coherent 

visual world, and how we go from individual pixels to a structured image. Thus, a digital image 

represented merely with numerical values of pixels need to be organized into meaningful objects. 

There are potentially unlimited number of possible organizations, however what we perceive is 

typically only one of them. [P2] tackles the problem of image segmentation, i.e. partitioning the image 

into meaningful objects, from a similar perspective. Stemming from how humans group individual 

percepts into meaningful objects, it proposes a method for segmenting digital images into objects by 

grouping image pixels. The author contributed to the design of the proposed algorithm and writing of 

the paper. The author implemented the proposed algorithm and performed the experiments.  

1.2.3. Object Recognition 

Our daily lives involve continuous decisions we make and actions we take based on our 

surroundings. However, simply “seeing” what is around us is not sufficient for this purpose. We need 

to “understand” what is around us, give meaning to them, and finally decide our actions accordingly.  

In that sense, seeing objects is simply the initial step for this process and recognizing those object 

is the next step. Humans are exceptionally talented when it comes to recognizing objects. We can 

Figure 1-2. The two patches, despite having the exact same physical color values, are perceived to be 
different in the context. The lower patch is perceived more “yellow” on the left, whereas it has exactly the 

same color with the above “brownish” patch – which is revealed on the right when taken out of context. 
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recognize multitude of objects around us with little effort, even if we see them from different angles, 

in different size or scale, or even when they are partially occluded. But how do we do this? Do we 

simply keep every possible view of an object in our memory? Or do we follow a more elaborate path? 

Recognizing an object from its parts has been one of the popular theories on object recognition. For 

example, a chair is perceived to be composed of four legs, a seat and a back. However, as we 

discussed above, our perception is never a simple registration of our senses. In addition to these 

parts, object perceptions also include spatial relations among those parts. A disassembled pile of 

legs, seat and a back does not give rise to the perception of a chair. Therefore, [P3] and [P4] propose 

methods on how image features can be organized in a similar way followed by humans to organize 

them in order to recognize objects. In [P3], the author contributed to the design of the algorithm. The 

author implemented the algorithm, performed the experiments and wrote the paper. In [P4], The 

author contributed to the design and implementation of the algorithm, experiments and writing of the 

paper. 

1.2.4. Video Shot Change Detection 

Our visual system takes in continuous flow of information as long as our eyes are open. We use this 

information to see our environment, recognize it and act upon it. However, our perception is not 

always about seeing things, sometimes it is rather about not seeing things. Every so often, a certain 

object is right in front of us, within our field of view, yet we still do not see it – or rather do not perceive 

it. The visual stimulus is presented to us, the light rays from the object reaches to our eyes. So why 

can we not perceive it? One should keep in mind that, in designing perceptual approaches, in 

addition to studying how we perceive things, it is also important to understand how we cannot 

perceive things. For instance, in [P5], by understanding the limitations of the human visual system 

on detecting changes, a method is proposed for detecting shot changes in a video. The author 

contributed to the design of the algorithm. The author implemented the algorithm, performed the 

experiments and wrote the paper. 

1.3. Outline of the Thesis 

Based on the above discussion, the thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, Gestalt Psychology, 

which inspired most of the works in this thesis, is presented. In Chapter 3 color vision and perception 

is described by discussing the color descriptor proposed in [P1]. Chapter 4 addresses the problem 

of interactive image segmentation and how it is tackled in [P2]. Object recognition based on local 

image features is discussed in Chapter 5 together with the contributions of [P3] and [P4]. Chapter 6 

examines our ability of change detection and how it is utilized in [P5]. Chapter 7 concludes the thesis. 

 



 

Gestalt Psychology 

he Gestalt school of thought evolved from the research by Max Wertheimer, Kurt Koffka and 

Wolfgang Köhler in the beginning of the 20th century. Wertheimer published his famous 

monograph on φ-motion in 1912 [16] where he noted that we perceive motion when there is nothing 

more than a rapid sequence of individual sensory events – in contrast to the conventional view of 

apparent motion (commonly known as β-motion), where we see an object at several successive 

positions and motion is then “added” subjectively. In fact, the difference between φ and β motions is 

often unclear to most. In order to demonstrate the difference, consider the formation in Figure 2-1 

where a number of black discs are distributed to form a large circle. Now, consider one of them is 

missing. When we change the location of the missing disc sequentially around the circle, we start 

noticing a motion. At lower speeds, what we notice is the disc adjacent to the missing location is 

moving to the empty space and leaving its own space empty. This is β-motion where we see the 

object at the beginning and end points which in return gives us the sensation of that object is moving. 

As the speed goes higher, we no longer see the discs as moving, they all appear stationary. Instead, 

we only see as if the white space moving around the circle. This is φ-motion. The interesting 

phenomenon here is that we cannot even describe the object that is moving around, we only have 

the sensation of motion. That’s why Wertheimer also called this “pure motion” since it is not bound 

to any object. For a more detailed discussion on φ and β motions, the reader is referred to [17]. 

The φ-motion was the perception of a pure process, which could not be composed from more 

primitive percepts of a single object at multiple locations. In other words, the perceived motion was 

not added subjectively after the sensory registration of several spatiotemporal events but had its own 

characteristics and status. From this phenomenon, Wertheimer concluded that “structured wholes” 

are the primary units of our perception. This was the key idea of the new and revolutionary Gestalt 

Psychology. 

T 
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Figure 2-1. When the location of the missing disc is sequentially changed, we start observing φ and β motions 
depending on the speed of change. 

 “Gestalt” is a German word, which can be translated as “whole” – more in the sense of shape or 

form. What Gestalt Psychology suggests is that our perception of the whole is not simply the 

aggregation of individual stimuli, but is a distinct percept on its own which cannot be reduced to parts 

or even piecewise relations among them. “The whole is different than the sum of its parts” is the 

famous motto of Gestalt Psychology that conveys this very idea. To illustrate, consider the formation 

in Figure 2-2. where we see a disc in the middle of the black lines. Some may also perceive it as a 

white disc on top of four crossing lines. However, the disc does not exist. There is no closed curve 

forming a circle nor any other elements forming a disc. Yet, we still perceive it as such. This shows 

us that simple sensory inputs are not sufficient to explain perception.  

 

Figure 2-2. The figure has eight black lines on a white background. There is no disc in the figure, nor any circle 
to begin with. However, we perceive it as a white disc placed over straight lines. 

Even though Figure 2-2 demonstrates the fact that our perception requires more understanding 

than the simple analysis of the parts, it does not tell us “why” or “how” it is so. How do we see 

something that is not there? What makes a disc appear in front of our eyes even though there is no 

such disc or circle there? Gestaltists used such examples as evidence in order to validate the 

emergent properties of the whole which are not possessed by any of its parts. In Figure 2-2 properties 

of a disc such as its diameter, area and circumference are not properties of the lines we see. We 

are able to talk about those properties due to the configuration of the lines when they are arranged 

in this specific manner. In other words, the organization in which the lines are arranged gives rise to 

an entirely different perception than the lines themselves. Such organization plays a key role in our 

perception. In fact, Gestalt psychologists were the first to realize the importance of perceptual 

organization and first to systematically study the properties that govern it. Typically, such 

organization is directly associated with perceptual grouping – often used synonymously. However 

perceptual grouping is simply one particular type of organizational property. Another crucial one is 

figure/ground organization, which basically is one of the most fundamental ways our perception 

simplifies a scene. In the next sub-sections will detail these organizational phenomena and discuss 

other vison theories in order to give a complete picture. 
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2.1. Perceptual Grouping – Prägnanz 

After postulating the concept of Gestalt 1  – the whole – Wertheimer published another 

groundbreaking paper in 1923 [16] in pursuance of illuminating the fundamental principles behind 

what construes the “whole”. He studied perceptual grouping and investigated what factors are 

affecting perceived grouping of individual components. He started with constructing a scene from 

very basic visual elements and by varying the relations among them he proposed a set of principles 

that govern how various stimuli are perceived as belonging together.  

Prägnanz – which in German means succinctness or pithiness – embraces all the other laws 

Wertheimer proposed and construes a basis for the whole Gestalt theory. It suggests that humans 

tend to form the simplest possible organization from their visual field. Consider Figure 2-3.A, where 

most people see five overlapping circles. Even though it is possible to break it apart as in Figure 

2-3.B, our perception is attracted by the simpler solution in A and see overlapping circles instead. In 

order to clarify what is “simple” and what is not, a set of laws were described that allows us to predict 

our comprehension of perceptions. 

 

Figure 2-3. Law of Prägnanz. We tend to perceive visual scenery in the simplest form. 

The very first factor Wertheimer studied was proximity, where he started with a group of equally 

spaced dots and observed that the dots do not group together into a larger entity – except that they 

form a “line” all together (Figure 2-4.A). He then increased the spacing between some adjacent dots 

so that some pairs were closer to each other than others, and noted that closer dots are grouped 

together into pairs (Figure 2-4.B). The effect was so strong that even if one tries to perceive the dots 

in a different grouping (such as ● / ●● / ●● / ●● / ● instead of ●● / ●● / ●● / ●●), it is extremely difficult 

if not impossible. Next, Wertheimer studied the concept of similarity, where he altered various 

properties of the elements such as color, size, orientation, shape etc. (Figure 2-4.C-F). All else being 

the same, elements with the same property tend to be grouped together. Again, it is rather difficult 

to perceive the elements in Figure 2-4.C in different groupings than based on their color similarity – 

similarly in Figure 2-4.D-F for size, orientation and shape. Another factor he studied in grouping was 

common fate, where elements that move in the same way tend to be grouped together (Figure 

2-4.G). Proximity and common fate are sometimes considered to be special cases of similarity where 

the common properties of the grouped elements are respectively their relative positions and 

                                                      

 

1 The term “Gestalt” has actually been introduced to psychology in late 1800s before Wertheimer, yet the notion was 
somewhat different. Unlike Wertheimer, the whole was described to be constructed from its parts, where Gestalt 
Psychology sees the whole as a separate entity of its own. 
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velocities. Symmetry, parallelism, continuity and closure are further factors affecting perceptual 

grouping (Figure 2-4.H-K). Continuity and closure are particularly interesting in Figure 2-4 since 

Figure 2-4.J is perceived as two intersecting curves (rather than four line segments whose ends are 

touching at one single point), whereas the same curves are perceived as two closed shapes when 

their ends are connected to form a closed shape. We never group the line segments in Figure 2-4.H 

Figure 2-4. Classical principles of grouping (adapted from [19]). 
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such that it is perceived as two parts divided to left and right from the intersection point. However, 

those segments are immediately grouped together in Figure 2-4.K to form two separate closed 

regions touching at one point. Here, we observe how one grouping overcomes another. Such 

predominance may occur in any law of grouping discussed above. One good example is camouflage, 

where an object is not perceivable since it is grouped together with its background due to similarity 

of color, texture etc. However, when the object starts moving, common fate overcomes other 

groupings and the object starts to be perceivable. This is why Gestaltists call these laws “ceteris 

paribus rules” (translates from Latin as “with all other things being equal”), which means that the final 

perception can only be predicted when no other grouping factor is affecting it. 

2.2. Figure/Ground Organization 

The idea of figure/ground organization relates to one of the most fundamental ways we simplify a 

visual scene by means of partitioning it into an object (figure) and background (ground). The Rubin’s 

vase in Figure 2-5 is one of the most frequent demonstrations of the phenomenon. Whether you see 

a vase or two faces looking at each other depends on whether you see the black or white as the 

background. Most people can also switch back and forth between a vase and faces. 

 

Figure 2-5. Rubin’s Vase 

How does our brain decide what is the object and what is the background? How does 

figure/ground perception occur? Traditionally, the factors that determine figure/ground organization 

have been tested via subjective experiments using examples composed of various black and white 

regions where either the black or the white region could be either figure or ground. Subjects were 

asked to choose which region they perceived as the figure. These experiments support less formal 

early demonstrations of the importance of certain configural cues for initial figure/ground segregation, 

without relying on past experience (familiarity). These features – as in laws of grouping – are also 

considered to be ceteris paribus rules and their affects are analyzed independently. However, as we 

will see, certain features override others easily in certain cases. 

The classic configural cues proposed by Edgar Rubin [18] and the Gestalt psychologists are 

associated with the figures rather than grounds. One basic feature that affects figure/ground 

organization is the size of the region. Typically, the smaller the region is, the more likely it will be 

perceived as figure. Consider Figure 2-6.A and B where we instantly perceive the vertical lines as 

the foreground regardless of the polarity. Symmetry is another property that influences our 
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perception of figure/ground where symmetrical regions tend to be perceived as figure (see Figure 

2-6.C). However, convexity dominates symmetry in Figure 2-6.D and we are more likely to perceive 

white regions as the figure even though black regions are symmetrical and white regions are not. 

Finally, if a region is completely surrounded by another region, the surrounded region is perceived 

to be the figure and the surrounding one is the ground. These aforementioned properties are known 

to be the classical configural cues.  

 

Figure 2-6. Thin lines in A and B are almost always perceived as figure, since we tend to perceive smaller 
regions as figure and larger regions as ground [21]. Whereas black regions in C are being perceived as figure 
due to symmetry, convexity takes over in D and white regions are perceived as figure even though black 
regions are symmetrical [19]. 

Following the introduction of classical configural cues in early 20th century, even today scientists 

continue to propose new image based features that effect our perception of figure/ground. Saliency 

[22], extremal edges [23], lower region [24], top-bottom polarity [25], edge-region grouping [26] are 

examples of such features (see [27] for further details). 

More recent studies focus on the effect of past experience on figure/ground (often referred to as 

foreground/background especially in computer vision literature) organization and study how it is 

affected if a previously known figure is presented. Does it contradict the classical (or in general 

“image based”) configural cues? Historically, past experience was held solely responsible for 

figure/ground perception by Structuralists (see Section 2.3) and Gestaltists opposed that idea by 

proposing the aforementioned classical configural cues and claimed that the visual input is organized 

into figures and grounds based on factors readily apparent in the image before memories of past 

experiences are accessed. However, note that evidence indicating that the Gestalt configural 

properties are relevant to figure assignment does not entail that past experience is not relevant. 

Today, evidence show that past experience plays a role in in such organization [28], [29]. In order to 

demonstrate the effect of prior experience, Peterson et al. [28] presented the experiment in Figure 

2-7 where the white region in A resembles the figure of a standing woman. Subjects were more likely 
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to choose the white region in Figure 2-7.A as the figure, but not in Figure 2-7.B or Figure 2-7.C. They 

deduced that the familiarity of the object in A (i.e. past experience) was the reason for such result, 

since image based properties should not be affected by reversal or scrambling.  

 

Figure 2-7. Figure of a standing woman is given in two portions (left and right) in A. The same figure in A is 
given upside-down in B. The same figure in A is given with scrambled parts in C. 

After a century of the initial ideas of Gestalt Psychology, we now know that other image based 

features than the initially proposed classical cues do effect our final figure/ground perception. 

Moreover, it is also proven that initially discarded cues such as past experience, attention and 

intention also play a significant role. As a final point, what recent research concludes is that 

figure/ground perception results from a “winner takes all” competition, where all of the 

aforementioned cues compete to dominate the other cues [30]-[31]. 

2.3. Other Vision Theories 

Wilhelm Wundt (1832–1920), who is often referred as the father of experimental psychology, was 

the first scientist to investigate human mind scientifically in a controlled environment. His aim was to 

analyze thoughts and sensations into their fundamental elements. His ideas and way of thinking 

were expanded by one of his students, Edward Titchener (1867–1927), who later formally 

established the first psychological approach to perceptual theory – known as structuralism [12]. 

Structuralists believed that our perceptions could be broken down into individual sensations, in a 

theoretical analogy to chemistry where primitive atoms come together to form more complex 

molecules. In this perspective, Gestalt Psychology arose as a reaction to structuralism, rejecting 

almost everything they put forward. 

William James (1842–1910) opposed structuralism stating that the mind is fluid, not stable. 

Therefore, instead of trying to understand its structure, understanding its function would be more 

beneficial. He later named this viewpoint functionalism. Another psychological school opposing 

structuralism was behaviorism, which was also at the target of Gestaltists. Behaviorists claim that 

emphasis should be on observable behavior and not on mental events or subjective. 

Another classical theory of visual perception is called Ecological Optics, which essentially came 

from the works of James Gibson (1904–1979), states that environmental perception is entirely a 
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function of the stimulation received from the environment – i.e. it is direct. In Gibson's terms, humans 

receive information directly from the environment and view it as a whole meaningful entity rather 

than in a disaggregated way, and their perception is based on the use of these entities rather than 

their form, color or other attributes. 

One of the latest theories on visual perception is proposed by David Marr (1945–1980), which is 

called computational theory. He claims that visual perception is nothing but an information 

processing task, and characterizes it in three levels in a similar way that a machine would carry out 

the task: computational theory (what is the goal and logic?), representation and algorithm (how can 

it be implemented?), and hardware implementation (how can it be realized physically?). Interested 

reader is referred to [32] for a more comprehensive discussion of theories on vision. 

One important point to notice is that, throughout the history, theories of visual perception did not 

follow a straight line of development that builds on top of each other. Instead, the theories evolved 

from various approaches influencing one another. For instance, despite losing attention for several 

decades after their founding fathers died, the influence of Gestalt Psychology on both ecological and 

computational approaches has been acknowledged explicitly and many of its principals – mainly the 

laws of grouping and figure/ground organization – have again gained attention in the forefront of the 

field. 

 



 

Color Perception and Description 

hen we look around our environment, we observe all kinds of objects with all kinds of colors: 

A red rose, a green car, a brown cup… This leads us to believe that color is the physical 

property of these objects. However, in contrast to the mainstream belief, it is in fact a psychological 

property of our visual experience. It is of course true that our perceptions stem from the physical 

properties of those objects, but our final perceptions are more often than not different than their 

physical properties. What we actually perceive is the result of complex interactions between those 

physical properties, our eyes, nervous system and brain. Despite being one of the most disclosed 

topics in vision science, there is still considerable amount of undiscovered territory in color 

perception. For instance, even though the sensory processing of color is well understood, less is 

known about how it is processed in the brain. 

The notion of perception in color vision was first proposed by the famous writer Johann Wolfgang 

von Goethe (1749–1832), who recognized that colors which are physically the same may appear 

different to humans or conversely, different colors may be perceived physically the same by the 

human brain under certain circumstances. By stating that our perceptions can be different than the 

sensory inputs we obtain from our environment, Goethe actually paved the way for Gestalt 

Psychology that we discussed in Chapter 2. In fact, he was the first to introduce the word and concept 

of Gestalt to science [33]. It is rather easy to demonstrate what he intended to say. For example, 

when we look at a patch of green grass under a blue sky and then later at sunset, the color of the 

grass seems unchanged. However, the reflected light reaching the eye has a very different spectrum 

in the two situations – a phenomenon today called color constancy (see Section 3.1.2). Similarly, if 

we reconsider Figure 1-2, two color patches which are physically the same are perceived different 

in different settings. Goethe was undoubtedly right, but what is it really that makes us perceive 

different colors to be similar and similar colors to be different? Is it simply the context or background? 

W 
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Does memory (i.e. familiarity) have any role in it? Do other visual properties such as shape, texture 

or geometry has any effect? Even though there are various descriptions, demonstrations or theories 

undertaking such questions, there is still no scientifically proven and accepted model on color 

perception. For instance, it has been typically believed that perception of color is independent of the 

perception of other visual features [34]-[36], however further research showed that there are in fact 

neural connections between color and 2D shape processing [37], [38]. It has also been shown that 

color perception is strongly influenced by 3D shape perception [39]. However, even though such 

findings shed light on the issue, the puzzle is yet to be solved. Furthermore, what we know for certain 

is that our perception of color is not merely bound to physical measurements. 

3.1. Color Vision 

Isaac Newton (1642–1726) was the first one to propose that light is responsible for color, by obtaining 

different colors of light via refracting it through a prism and refracting them back together to form a 

white light. The color of these refracted lights are determined by their wavelength. The human eye 

is able to distinguish different colors between 400-700nm of wavelengths – which is a minuscule 

fraction of the entire electromagnetic spectrum. We can detect the light within these wavelengths via 

the photoreceptor cells located in the retina of our eyes that are called rods and cones. While there 

is only one type of rod cell in our eyes, there are three types of cone cells and our color perception 

is based on the relative responses of these three types of cones. Cones are sensitive at high 

luminance levels whereas rods serve our vision at low luminance levels (ergo, we do not perceive 

colors at very low level of illumination). At high luminance levels the rods are effectively saturated 

and only the cones function. The three types of cones are most properly named as S, M and L cones, 

which refer to short-wavelength, middle-wavelength and long-wavelength sensitive cones 

respectively. They are often inaccurately named as R, G, and B cones referring to red, green and 

blue. However, these cells are not specifically sensitive to one single color (i.e. wavelength), but 

rather a range of wavelengths broadly overlapping with each other. Figure 3-1 shows the spectral 

response of the rods and the three types of cones found in the human eye. Note here that even 

though cones are responsive to some ultraviolet light (wavelengths shorter than 400nm), we cannot 

see them since they are blocked by the lens of the eye before reaching the cones [40].  

It would be rather straight-forward and simple to assume that each color we perceive is formed 

by a mere combination of photoreceptor responses. Unfortunately, the process is much more 

complicated. These signals that are formed in the retina are then processed through the network of 

retinal neurons and sent to the brain via the optical nerve. The neural processing of visual information 

is already quite complex within the retina, but it becomes significantly more complex at later stages. 

Interested reader is referred to [12] for an overview of the paths that some of this visual information 

follows. However, there are certain theories and phenomena that help us comprehend the 

processing of color signals in the human visual system. 
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Figure 3-1. Normalized absorbance of short (S), medium (M) and long (L) cone cells and Rod cells (R) in the 
eye with respect to different wavelengths of light (adapted from [42]). 

3.1.1. Theories on Color Vision 

There are two major theories that explain and guide research on color vision: the trichromatic 

theory, and the opponent process theory. Today, both theories are accepted as complementary to 

each other, and explain processes that operate at different levels of the visual system. 

Trichromatic theory was proposed by Thomas Young in 1802, which was later extended by 

James Maxwell and Herman von Helmholtz. The theory proposed that the human visual system 

performs additive color mixing via three primaries. In other words, there are three photoreceptors in 

the human eye that have different peak sensitivities (namely at red, green and blue) and our 

perception of different colors occur through activation of these photoreceptors in different relative 

ratios. Even though the physical validation of these photoreceptors was made more than 100 years 

after the initial proposal of the theory [43], trichromatic theory was able to dominate the field of color 

vision for over a century because it was able to unravel many facts via relatively simple expositions. 

However, there are certain aspects that the theory still cannot account for. For example, there is no 

explanation for red/green color blindness, which would require the absence of red and green primary 

photoreceptors based on the theory. Yet it fails to explain the ability of the same person to perceive 

“yellow” which would be the combination of red and green based on the theory. Besides, the theory 

also fails to explain certain phenomena such as “after images” (see Section 3.1.2). 

Edward Hering (1834–1918) noticed the aforementioned shortcomings of the trichromatic theory, 

and proposed the opponent process theory. He realized that certain color pairs never perceived 

together – namely red/green or yellow/blue. Therefore, he proposed four primary colors red, green, 

yellow and blue, working in pairs red-green and yellow-blue and a third, black-white (or light-dark) to 

account for our perception of brightness. All three of these mechanisms work in opposing pairs, i.e. 

the perception of red opposed to perception of green, perception of yellow opposed to perception of 

blue and perception white opposed to perception black. In fact, the main stance of the theory lies in 

such observations that we never observe a reddish green or yellowish blue color. 
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The two theories, trichromatic theory and opponent process theory, competed for decades and 

there were endless debates between two factions. In the middle of the 20th century, together with 

support from overwhelming quantitative and physiological data and research [44]-[46], modern 

opponent theory (also called as stage theory) was shaped. The theory, unlike earlier disputes, 

proposes that Young, Maxwell, Helmholtz and Hering indeed were all correct, but their theories refer 

to different stages in visual perception. Whereas trichromatic theory models how the initial signals 

are received by cone receptors in the eye, those signals are not directly sent to brain as the theory 

claimed. Instead the colors are encoded into opponent channels as the opponent process theory 

suggests. Figure 3-2 shows the first stage of color vision suggested by the modern opponent theory. 

 

Figure 3-2. Encoding of signals received in cones into opponent channels and the response of opponent 
channels with respect to wavelength (adapted from [12]). 

3.1.2. Basic Phenomena Affecting Color Perception 

The aforementioned theories explain early stages of our perception of color and shed light to 

various phenomena, yet they still fail to explain the subjectivity that Goethe mentioned: “physically 

same colors may appear different to humans or conversely, different colors may be perceived 

physically same under different circumstances”. Here, the key part of Goethe’s statement is “under 

different circumstances”, because those circumstances in fact have significant impact on our 

perception.  

The adaptation mechanisms of our visual system, namely brightness and color adaptation, 

determine how our perception behaves under changing illumination conditions. For example, when 

we walk into a dark room from a bright room our eyes adapt to the new conditions by changing the 
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sensitivity of the photoreceptors. At first, the cones gradually become more sensitive. Then, until 

about 10 minutes have passed, visual sensitivity is roughly constant. At that point, the rod system, 

with a longer recovery time, has recovered enough sensitivity to outperform the cones and thus the 

rods begin controlling the overall sensitivity. The rod sensitivity continues to improve until it becomes 

asymptotic after about 30 minutes. The same physiological mechanisms serve when we move from 

a dark room into a bright room, but there is an asymmetry in the forward and reverse kinetics resulting 

in the time course of light adaptation being on the order of 5 minutes rather than 30 minutes as in 

dark adaptation [12]. One interesting phenomenon during brightness adaptation is the so called 

Purkinje effect, which causes a difference in color contrast as the illumination level changes from 

bright to dark and shades of blue look relatively lighter than shades of red. This is due to the fact that 

as cone vision gradually switches over to rod vision, the peak of visual sensitivity shifts towards 

shorter wavelengths [47]. Another event that causes an apparent change in color as the illumination 

level changes is called Bezold–Brücke effect. Specifically with increasing intensity, longer 

wavelengths appear more yellow and shorter wavelengths appear bluer. When intensity is 

decreased, shorter and longer wavelengths become redder in appearance while middle-wavelengths 

appear greener [48]. 

Whereas the sensitivity of all photoreceptors adapt in case of brightness adaptation, our eyes 

can also adjust the sensitivity of each type of cones (S, M or L) independently after being exposed 

to a certain color of light – this is called chromatic adaptation. In other words, if we are exposed to a 

specific color for a prolonged time, our visual system’s sensitivity to that color decreases. In order to 

demonstrate, if you cut a yellow Ping-Pong ball into two and place each half over your eyes, after a 

few minutes you will start seeing a colorless gray fog rather than a yellow surface. This is because 

the sensitivity of your eyes’ to yellow has decreased. Then if you remove the balls after complete 

adaptation, the world will look slightly bluish – complementary of yellow. This is called an aftereffect 

(or afterimage). After images can be defined as the after effects of viewing highly saturated colors 

for a prolonged period of time. These afterimages were among the important bases for the opponent 

process theory Edward Hering proposed. Similar afterimages can also be observed for brightness 

adaptation. 

3.1.3. Spatial Color Vision 

The different types of adaptation discussed so far are observed after a prolonged exposure to a 

certain stimulus over time. However, similar effects can also be observed when such stimulus is 

placed in a certain organization over space. For instance, consider Figure 1-1 where the patches are 

perceived with different lightness depending on their background. In fact, all patches on the same 

row have exactly the same lightness; however, the ones placed on darker background appear to be 

brighter than the ones placed on light background. This phenomenon is called simultaneous contrast. 

Simultaneous contrast can also be observed in colors (in which case it is referred as simultaneous 

color contrast). In Figure 1-2 the small patches appear in different colors because of their 

surroundings. The upper patch appears brownish while the lower patch looks yellow. However, when 

isolated from their background, it is easy to observe that they are exactly the same color. Notice that 

in both cases of simultaneous contrast, the region of interest is shifted towards the complementary 
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color of the surrounding background. In Figure 1-1 the dark background forces us to perceive the 

patch lighter, and light background forces us to see it darker. Similarly, in Figure 1-2, the lower patch 

is surrounded with blue patches which shift its color towards yellow – complementary of blue. 

An interesting Gestalt observation was made by Kurt Koffka on simultaneous contrast. He 

presented the Koffka ring in Figure 3-3 and pointed out that the effect of simultaneous contrast 

disappears (or suppressed) when the objects of interest in different backgrounds are brought 

together. What happens is that in Figure 3-3.A the ring is observed as a whole object, whereas in 

Figure 3-3.B each half has its own identity. 

 

Figure 3-3. The Koffka ring. (A) The ring is perceived to be uniform, (B) Each half of the ring is perceived to 

have a different lightness due to simultaneous contrast. 

3.1.4. Color Similarity 

During his proposal of the trichromatic theory, Helmholtz performed color matching experiments 

to investigate the additive property of the human color matching. The subject is given a region 

illuminated by a certain color and asked to match another region’s color via adjusting three primary 

light sources. On the other hand, Hering proposed six colors working in opponent pairs for human 

color perception; which are red, green, blue, yellow, white and black. These colors are also referred 

as Hering primaries. Moreover, psychological and linguistic studies have also revealed that humans 

have a small number of basic color terms for specifying colors, but whether these colors are universal 

or not is still an ongoing debate. Whereas one line of though follows the findings of Berlin and Kay 

that perception of primaries is universal [49], others claim that color also has cultural and linguistic 

aspects, hence each culture (language) has its own primaries [50]. For example, they categorized 

colors for English in eleven primaries which in addition to Hering primaries, include orange, purple, 

pink, brown and gray. Naming of colors is critical also when we judge the similarity between them. If 

we formulate the problem as a clustering problem (i.e. dividing the entire color space into a certain 

number of regions where the aforementioned primaries are the centers of those regions), then where 

we draw the border between different colors becomes of significant importance in terms of color 

similarity. For instance, Broek et al. used the above eleven primaries for introducing a new color 

matching method and referred to these colors as focal colors [51]. At this point it is also important to 

notice the fact that the human eye cannot perceive a large number of colors at the same time, nor 

able to distinguish their similarity (or dissimilarity) [52]. This fact also agrees with the concept of focal 

colors, leading to the conclusion that a small number of colors are sufficient to represent a 
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multicolored pattern; which are commonly called dominant colors. For instance, Figure 3-4.A shows 

an image where in total there are 71893 different colors. Figure 3-4.B on the other hand represents 

the same image using only 6 colors. The two images are immediately recognized as similar – if not 

the same – when they are compared in terms of color similarity. Dominant color extraction is also a 

fitting example of Gestalt grouping since what happens in Figure 3-4 is that our perception groups 

pixels together based on their similarity and proximity. The image in Figure 3-4.B may look different 

than the original image in Figure 3-4.A, however it is a better representation of what we perceive in 

terms of colors. If we were to describe the color composition of the original image, it would be 

something like: “a white and brown horse on a green field and yellow flowers”, which is exactly what 

Figure 3-4.B shows. In other words, what we perceive is different than what individual pixels have – 

the whole is different than the sum of its parts. 

 

Figure 3-4. Illustration of dominant colors. (A) Original image with 71893 unique colors. (B) Same image 
represented with 6 colors. 

3.2. Perceptual Color Description 

Color is one of the most frequently used features in image processing due to its robustness to noise, 

image degradations, changes in size, resolution and orientation. In fact, color composition of an 

image turns out to be a powerful feature when judging image similarity, particularly if such 

composition is represented in a perceptually oriented way. It should however be noted that color 

properties correlate with the true image content only to a certain extent, and cannot be used as a 

single cue to characterize the entire content [53]. In order to use color as an analytic measure to 

judge similarity, mainly two steps are essential: representation of individual colors and description of 

the color composition.  

3.2.1. Color Space 

Colors are typically represented by means of different color spaces. The vision theories 

discussed in 3.1.1 both suggest separate ways of representing a color. For instance, trichromatic 

theory proposes that a color can be represented as a mixture of three primary colors. Typical 
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example of this idea is the RGB color model1 where each color is represented as a weighted 

combination of the primary colors red, green and blue. On the other hand, the opponent theory 

suggests that colors should be represented with three components black/white, red/green and 

yellow/blue. The Lab color space, for instance, follows the opponent theory and represents each 

color with L: black/white, a: red/green and b: yellow/blue. HSV color space, on the other hand, is 

designed to be more intuitive and easier to interpret. H (Hue) refers to the pure color without any 

shade or tint (or “dominant wavelength” in more physical terms). S (Saturation) refers to the purity of 

the color and V (Value) stands for brightness. Figure 3-5 depicts these color spaces in 3D space. 

 

Figure 3-5. Different color spaces. (A) RGB, (B) Lab (adapted from [54]), (C) HSV. 

Each color space is typically designed to serve a specific purpose. For example, the sRGB color 

space (i.e. standard RGB) is widely used and standardized in color reproduction such that almost all 

LCDs, digital cameras, printers, and scanners follow the sRGB standard. HSV color space is more 

preferred by designers where color modifications and understanding is necessary such as computer 

graphics or image editing software. This is due to its intuitiveness that we would know how changing 

each channel would affect the resulting color. Due to its ease of interpretation for humans, HSV is 

also widely used in computer vision and image processing applications, such as robotics, face 

detection/recognition, object detection/recognition, content based image retrieval etc. However, our 

ability in comprehending the dynamics of the HSV color space does not necessarily transfer to those 

algorithms. For a computer algorithm, a color in a color space is simply a set of numbers. While 

concepts such as hue, saturation and value make perfect sense to us and help us understand how 

colors are affected by changing these channels, for a computer these concepts do not mean much 

unless the algorithm is specifically designed to deal with them. Lab color space on the other hand is 

designed to be perceptually uniform, which means that two colors that are equally distant in the color 

space are also equally distant perceptually. In this sense it is much more suitable for computer vision 

algorithms than any other color space – particularly if the algorithm involves color similarity judgment 

– since our notion of color similarity is inherently transferred to the algorithms. 

                                                      

 

1 The color model only defines the mixing of the colors relative to the primary colors red, green and blue. It becomes a 
color space only when the exact meaning of those primaries are specified colorimetrically. There are various color spaces 
that follow the RGB color model such as sRGB, Adobe RGB etc. 
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3.2.2. Color Descriptor 

Color content and composition are among the key elements that have been utilized in image 

processing applications. They have either been used as direct attributes to represent an image or 

image region, or combined with other features with the purpose of increasing the description power. 

In order to capture such content and composition accurately, a descriptor needs to be designed 

carefully bearing in mind the target application. For instance, there are many color descriptors that 

only contain the information of the colors that are present in the image. The composition or structure 

may or may not be significant for the intended use case. Such descriptors are typically referred as 

global color descriptors, meaning that no spatial information is relayed by the descriptor. The well-

known color histograms [55] are classic examples of this kind, where the entire color space is 

quantized into a predefined number of bins and each pixel in the image is assigned to the appropriate 

bin. Due to their simplicity and reasonable performance, there are wealth of methods incorporating 

color histograms – or histogram based approaches [56]-[58]. The dominant colors discussed in 

Section 3.1.4 also fall in the category of global descriptors, where they cluster the image pixels (i.e. 

colors) into typically a few clusters – which are called the dominant colors. If they are extracted 

properly according to the aforementioned color perception rules, they can indeed represent the 

prominent colors in any image while discarding the unperceivable elements in the image. Moreover, 

since they only include the few (dominant) colors that are perceivable in the image, they are 

significantly more compact than histogram based descriptors where the entire range of colors is 

quantized and included in the descriptor. 

Global color descriptors provide information of which colors are present in the image and how 

much. However, they provide no information on the structure or distribution of those colors within the 

image – which can be of significant importance. In other words, in addition to describing ‘‘what” and 

‘‘how much” color is present in an image, specifying ‘‘where” and ‘‘how” they are distributed may 

prove to be of significant importance – particularly for the purpose of image similarity. Ideally, from 

a perceptual standpoint, it makes more sense to speak about objects’ colors and their spatial 

distribution. However automatic image segmentation is an ill-posed problem and is not reliable and 

robust enough to serve as a basis for object based image analysis (see Chapter 4). 

3.2.3. Proximity Histograms and Grids 

In [P1] we have discussed the drawbacks of commonly used global and spatial color descriptors 

and proposed two new descriptors based on human color perception discussed in this chapter and 

Gestalt Psychology discussed in Chapter 2 – namely proximity histograms and proximity grids. 

These descriptors are designed to address the drawbacks and problems of the conventional color 

descriptors. In order to achieve this, they are mainly motivated by the human color perception rules 

and therefore, global and spatial color properties are extracted and described in a way our visual 

system perceives them. The descriptors carry both global and spatial information regarding colors 

in the image. Whereas the global component is common for both, spatial component can be 

extracted as either proximity histograms or proximity grids. Based on the earlier discussion, global 

information of the colors in the image is acquired entirely based on dominant colors in order to get 
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the most perceptual, reliable and compact information. Dominant colors are extracted in a similar 

fashion in [59], where the colors in the image are clustered until a maximum number of clusters with 

a maximum allowed distortion is reached. The clusters are also allowed to be similar up to a certain 

level. These limits are tunable in order to allow the algorithm to serve different purposes. The 

extracted statistics, i.e. the color value, normalized area and standard deviation of each color, are 

part of the final color descriptor. These colors are then back-projected onto the image in order to 

further analyze their spatial distribution. 

As we discussed in Section 3.1.4, the image with dominant colors back-projected is a proper 

illustration of how we perceive the original image based on the gestalt rules of grouping. However, 

the clustering and back-projection operations may naturally lead to some isolated clusters (see 

Figure 3-6). These clusters are outliers for our perception – again due to the rules of gestalt grouping. 

Even though these small clusters are visually similar to other larger clusters in terms of color, their 

size and proximity disqualify them from being perceptually grouped with larger similar clusters. 

Therefore, these spatial outliers need to be removed in order to have a more (perceptually) accurate 

spatial representation of the image colors. In order to achieve this, a quad-tree decomposition is 

used which starts from the whole image and incrementally goes to its parts. Quad-tree keeps 

partitioning the image until either a certain uniformity is reached in a block, or the maximum level of 

depth is reached. These two limits control the level of “resolution” in the final image. Finally, the 

colors of the host quad-tree blocks are back-projected onto the image in order to remove the 

aforementioned spatial outliers (see Figure 3-6). 

The final image, where outliers in both color and spatial domains are removed and the dominant 

colors are assigned to their blocks, can be conveniently used for further spatial analysis. Note that 

quad-tree blocks can vary in size depending on the depth, yet even the smallest block is large 

enough to be perceivable and carry a homogenous dominant color. So instead of performing a pixel 

level analysis, the uniform grid of blocks in the highest depth of the quad-tree can be used for 

analyzing the spatial characteristics accurately. Two alternative descriptors are proposed in [P1] 

where both of them reveals the distance of each color in the image relative to another color. Whereas 

proximity histograms describe such inter-relation in a scalar measure, proximity grids also include 

the direction information. In other words, while proximity histograms can state ‘‘17% of red is 8 units 

(blocks) away from blue”, proximity grids can say ‘‘17% of red is 8 units (blocks) right of blue”. Note 

that such directional information may or may not be important based on the application in which the 

descriptor is exploited. For instance, in an image/video recognition system where we want to detect 

the sky, we may need to know where in the image the “blue” region is located. Or in a system where 

we want to detect national flags, relative location of color regions is crucial. 

A proximity histogram for a color pair 𝑐𝑖 and 𝑐𝑗 stores in its 𝑘𝑡ℎ bin the number of blocks hosting 

𝑐𝑗 at a distance 𝑘 from all blocks hosting 𝑐𝑖. Such a histogram clearly indicates how close or far two 

colors are and their spatial distribution with respect to each other. Note that the size of the histogram 

indicates the maximum distance 𝑘 that is checked between two colors. Whereas it is possible to 

perform a full range search within the entire image, that is in general redundant since their spatial 

proximity will seize to produce a gestalt after a certain distance and whether they are 𝑁 blocks away 
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or 𝑁 + 5 blocks away will not affect our perception. Similarly, a proximity grid for a color pair 𝑐𝑖 and 

𝑐𝑗  stores in its (𝑘, 𝑙)𝑡ℎ  bin the number of blocks hosting 𝑐𝑗  at the (𝑘, 𝑙) coordinate relative to all 

blocks hosting 𝑐𝑖. As a result, such a grid characterizes both inter-color proximities and the relative 

spatial position between the two colors. The gist of the description for both proximity histogram and 

grid can be seen in Figure 3-7, where proximity grid distinguishes the relative direction of a color 

pair, but proximity histogram cannot due to its scalar metric. Together with the colors’ global 

properties (i.e. the color value, normalized area and standard deviation) the final descriptor holds all 

necessary information in order to portray the color composition of an image. 

 

Figure 3-6. Overview of Proximity Histograms and Proximity Grids. 

 

 

Figure 3-7. Proximity histogram vs. grid for a simple image (above) and its horizontally flipped version (below). 

In order to compare two images based on their color similarity, a penalty-trio model is proposed 

in [P1] where both the difference of the similar colors and the amount of different colors in each 
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image are taken into account. Since the colors have both global and spatial properties, the model 

penalizes both global and spatial differences. Equation 3-1 shows the calculation of final distance 

from three penalties where Pφ is the penalty for different colors in the images, PG is the penalty for 

the global properties in similar colors, PS is the penalty for the spatial properties in similar colors, and 

α is the weighting between global and spatial properties. While Pφ results from the difference in the 

area (i.e. coverage in the image) of the non-matching colors in two images, PG considers both area 

and color distances (i.e. distance in the color space) of the matching colors. PS is simply the 

difference of the spatial descriptors (i.e. proximity grid or histogram). 

𝑃𝛴(𝑄, 𝐼) = 𝑃𝜑(𝑄, 𝐼) + (𝛼𝑃𝐺(𝑄, 𝐼) + (1 − 𝛼)𝑃𝑆(𝑄, 𝐼))  (3-1) 

Note that the above penalty model performs a color matching operation on color sets from two 

images. However, matching two sets of colors is not that straightforward. One color in one set can 

easily be similar to many colors in the other set, making descriptor comparison rather complicated. 

Whereas enforcing a one-to-one matching would be an easy solution, it could introduce significant 

errors particularly due to the dynamic clustering in dominant color extraction. Therefore, initially a 

one-to-many matching is allowed, then a color fusion is performed on those “many” colors that the 

“one” color matched and their global and spatial descriptors are combined accordingly. Since any 

color in any image can match to many colors in the other image, color matching is performed twice 

– first I → Q, then Q → I. Once the matching color pairs are established, calculation of each penalty 

term is straightforward.  

[P1] evaluates the performance of the proposed descriptors on a content based image retrieval 

system [60], and calculates the Average Normalized Modified Retrieval Rank (ANMRR) [61] to 

assess retrieval performance. Basically three databases of different sizes are used – namely with 

1000, 10000 and 20000 images. However, since the ground-truth in these databases are extracted 

based on the actual semantic content, they do not necessarily reflect the color content similarity. 

That’s why a third database consisting of 1089 synthetic images with various color compositions is 

used in order to demonstrate the true description power of the proposed descriptors since in that 

database, color alone characterizes the entire content. Figure 3-8 shows a sample query and its 

retrieval results based on three different algorithms on the synthetic database. The power of the 

penalty-trio model can easily be seen where Color Correlogram [62] only reveals spatial 

characteristics in pixel level and the proposed descriptors reflect both the global spatial dissimilarities 

of the query image. Table 3-1 shows the ANMRR scores of the proposed descriptors, Color 

Correlogram and the MPEG-7 Dominant Color descriptor. Note that neither the global nor spatial 

features are distinctive enough on their own in order to represent color content, and both of the 

proposed descriptors outperform their competitors. 
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Table 3-1. ANMRR scores of the proposed and the competing descriptors for three Corel databases. 

Descriptors Corel 1K Corel 10K Corel 20K 

MPEG-7 Dominant Color 0.180 0.458 0.461 

Auto-Correlogram 0.222 0.381 0.444 

Correlogram 0.195 0.357 NA 

Proximity Histogram 0.154 0.263 0.357 

Proximity Grid 0.162 0.291 0.390 

 

 

Figure 3-8. Result of a sample query for the proposed descriptors and Color Correlogram in the synthetic 
database. 

Since the publication of [P1], there has been various attempts for proposing a successful color 

descriptor particularly for the purpose of content based image retrieval [63]-[67]. Whereas most of 

these works acknowledge the perceptual approach taken by [P1], few have included the algorithm 

in their comparative experiments. Color correlogram and color histograms are still employed as the 

most popular competitors, arguably due to their ease of implementation. Therefore, an admissible 

direct comparison with [P1] still ceases to exist. 

 



 

Interactive Image Segmentation 

mage segmentation aims to partition an image into smaller regions in order to form a simpler and 

more meaningful representation. It is a fact that humans cannot see or distinguish between 

different pixels, hence a pixel-wise representation neither reflects how we see an image nor forms a 

proper basis for further analysis. Therefore, image segmentation assigns every pixel in the image to 

a segment such that the resulting segments cover the entire image. Whereas these segments would 

ideally correspond to objects in the real scene, they may also represent only part of the objects. In 

either case, a more convenient and semantic representation of the image data is reached compared 

to the pixel representation. Such representation not only enables further applications, but also 

improves most of the image analysis algorithms providing a more solid and meaningful basis. For 

example, content based image retrieval problem can be performed on object level instead of the 

entire image content. One can search for a “football”, and the system would bring images with football 

in it. This would be impossible without segmentation since the football object may cover only a small 

portion of the image, therefore a global descriptor of the image would barely include a hint of the 

football. However, if the descriptors are extracted for every object in the image, then an object based 

search and retrieval will be possible. Another example can be the object detection and recognition 

problem discussed in Chapter 5. The local patches that are assumed to be part of the object are 

extracted from the entire image and often include parts of both object and background depending 

on their size and location. However, if those patches are extracted from the segmented image, object 

and background will be in different segments and such errors can easily be sidestepped. 

There are typically two main approaches to image segmentation. One is to group adjacent 

portions of the image based on their similarity, and the other is to detect local differences in adjacent 

regions and separate them. The methods using the former approach are commonly referred as 

region based methods, while those in the latter category are called edge based methods. In fact, 

I 

4 
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defining regions and edges cannot be separated from each other. In region based approach, edges 

emerge naturally as a byproduct between the formed regions. On the other hand, in edge based 

methods regions are the byproduct of edge detection, provided that the detected edges form closed 

contours. However, that is not usually the case and additional complex algorithms are often required 

to group piecewise edges and define regions. Still, these defined regions, either by region or edge 

based methods, rarely capture the entire object and typically over or under segment1 the image. 

Hence, in order to extract the entire object, those regions need to be grouped to form an object by 

further processing. This is rather expected, since most real life objects are composed of smaller 

regions. Consider, for example, Figure 4-1 where each person in the image contains multiple 

segments. If the objective is to segment people, then the smaller segments need to be grouped 

together. However, if the objective is to segment their clothing, then the segmentation is rather 

accurate. 

      

Figure 4-1. Left: Original image, Right: Segmented image. 

4.1. Superpixels 

When Gestalt psychologists were proposing their famous laws of perceptual grouping (see Section 

2.1), they assumed that the parts that are to be grouped in order to reveal the whole are already 

present. However, those elements are not directly given by the stimulus, but they also require 

analysis just like the whole needs to be analyzed from its parts. The obvious basis in an image for 

such elements are the abovementioned regions obtained via over segmentation. The over 

segmented regions provide proper elements that are to be grouped based on perceptual criteria – 

such as the perceptual laws of grouping from Gestalt Psychology. Palmer and Rock [68] proposed 

the concept of uniform connectedness in order to explain how these elements might be formed. They 

claim that humans tend to perceive connected regions of uniform image properties – such as 

                                                      

 

1 Over segmentation occurs when multiple segments cover one object in the image. Conversely, under segmentation 
happens when a segment covers more than one object. 
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luminance, color, texture, motion and disparity – as the initial units of perceptual organization.  They 

also argue that uniform connectedness cannot be reduced to any of the principles of grouping, 

because grouping principles assume the existence of independent elements that are to be grouped, 

whereas uniform connectedness is defined on an unsegregated image. For this reason, uniform 

connectedness must logically operate before any principles of grouping can take effect [12]. 

Therefore, if we intend to follow the flow of human perceptual organization, these regions need to 

be extracted first before applying any organizational constraints. Superpixels are a fitting example 

that targets to extract such regions from the image that are uniform in certain image properties such 

as luminance, color, texture, shape1 (see Figure 4-2).They essentially generate over segmented 

images, where the purpose is to capture pixel level image redundancy, provide a convenient primitive 

from which to compute image features, and reduce the complexity of subsequent image processing 

tasks [68]. 

 

Figure 4-2. Left: Original Image, Right: Superpixels extracted in different granularities (namely 100, 500 and 
1000 superpixels extracted from the original image). White lines denote superpixel boundaries. 

The name “superpixel” in fact explains the underlying purpose properly: They are meant to 

replace pixels as the building blocks of the image, and they are capable of much more than regular 

pixels since they contain much more information than a single pixel. Whereas it is hard to define an 

ideal way of extracting superpixels that would perfectly serve any application, in [69] Achanta et al. 

defined three properties that any superpixel algorithm should have: 

1. Superpixels should adhere well to image boundaries. 

2. When used to reduce computational complexity as a preprocessing step, superpixels should 

be fast to compute, memory efficient, and simple to use. 

3. When used for segmentation purposes, superpixels should both increase the speed and 

improve the quality of the results. 

                                                      

 

1 Features such as motion or disparity are rather used in video segmentation, and the segmented regions are then 
referred as supervoxels. 
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Based on the above criteria, the authors in [69] compared state-of-the-art methods for superpixel 

generation, yet they were not satisfied with the outcome. For instance, some algorithms had high 

boundary recall rates, yet their under segmentation error was also high. Some were computationally 

too expensive, some had little or no control over the amount or compactness of the superpixels. 

Therefore, they proposed a new algorithm called SLIC (Simple Linear Iterative Clustering), which is 

basically an adaptation of the well-known k-means clustering algorithm. SLIC superpixels are 

currently one of the most popularly used superpixel generation algorithms, and there are 

implementations that enables generating SLIC superpixels much faster than real-time [70]. 

4.2. Region Merging 

 

Figure 4-3. Left to Right: Region Merging algorithm iteratively merges neighboring regions [80]. 

Superpixels have been used at the core of numerous algorithms serving as a preprocessing block 

before the actual segmentation algorithm. Starting from these primitive regions, the segmentation is 

conducted by progressively merging similar neighboring regions according to a certain predicate, 

such that a certain homogeneity criterion is satisfied. Here, the two critical issues are the similarity 

and the homogeneity criteria. In other words, how to merge the underlying regions and when to stop 

merging. Whereas many methods utilize basic image properties such as color, texture, luminance in 

order to judge similarity between regions [71], there are also methods that use statistical properties 

[72] or graph properties [73], [74]. Stopping criterion can be defined rather straightforward via some 

homogeneity threshold based on the underlying similarity measure. Another criterion may also be 

imposed to limit the size of the merged region – not to allow it to grow above a certain limit in order 

not to lose local information. 

Regardless of the similarity and stopping criteria used, most methods follow the same philosophy 

and progressively merge neighboring regions to obtain larger regions that cover the entire image as 

in Figure 4-3. In other words, they start from smaller superpixels and end up with larger superpixels. 

[P2] distinguishes itself from other methods mostly in this sense, such that the merged regions in 

[P2] are overlapping. Figure 4-4 illustrates the grouping algorithm that forms the overlapping regions, 

where each superpixel (call it “center superpixel”) is iteratively grouped with its similar neighbors, 

similar neighbors’ neighbors and so on until no similar superpixel is found within a limited radius of 
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the center superpixel. Note that every superpixel in the image may belong to multiple regions at the 

end. This feature not only allows the algorithm to be more error tolerant, but also allows it to serve 

multiple purposes allowing various groupings. For instance, the branch in Figure 4-3 may or may not 

be intended to be grouped with the background. Allowing it to be grouped with both the object and 

background enables the algorithm to select the appropriate group in the next stage (see Section 

4.3). 

 

Figure 4-4. For each superpixel, a region is formed by merging it with its similar neighbors, neighbors’ 
neighbors and so on until no similar neighbor is found or a maximum size is reached. Orange, green and purple 
regions above are formed by grouping superpixels around red superpixels. 

Figure 4-5 illustrates the overlapping regions on a real image. Note that due to local similarities 

between foreground (FG) and background (BG), some regions may contain superpixels from both – 

such as the pink region in Figure 4-5. However, note also that there are other regions that cover the 

FG nicely without including any superpixels from the BG. The next step of the algorithm in [P2] 

selects the correct regions to be included in the final segmentation mask, which is discussed in the 

next section. 

 

Figure 4-5. Overlapping regions formed by superpixel grouping as in [P2]. (A) Original image, (B) Initial superpixels, 

(C) Some overlapping regions formed by grouping superpixels, (D) Some individual regions, (E) Borders of the regions in 
C and D. 
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4.3. Interactive Object Segmentation 

 

Figure 4-6. Popular methods of user interaction for image segmentation. (A) Original image, (B) FG and BG 
scribbles, (C) FG box. 

Until this point, the definition of image segmentation we have discussed is to partition the entire 

image into meaningful regions as in Figure 4-1. However, there are various algorithms that define 

the problem as segmenting the image into only two regions: FG and BG instead of segmenting every 

object in the image all at once. This approach can also be referred as object extraction, since the 

ultimate goal of the process is to extract only the FG object by segmenting the image into two regions. 

In Section 2.2 we have discussed how figure/ground organization occurs in human perception, i.e. 

how our perception decides what is FG and what is BG. Those cues without a doubt shed light to a 

proper FG/BG segmentation; however, considering the variety of the context and applications where 

segmentation is required, defining such FG and BG becomes rather ambiguous – turning fully 

automatic image segmentation into an ill-posed problem without any semantic knowledge of the 

target object [75]. For instance, what is the FG object in Figure 4-1? Is it the mother and her child in 

the middle? Or just the child? Why do they belong together? Or are all people in the picture FG? 

What makes the people on the back FG but not BG? What if there were more people, would they all 

still be FG? The problem is that there is no definite correct answer to these questions. Specifically, 

based on the target application, we may even be interested in the BG, not FG. One way to answer 

these questions is semi-supervised image segmentation, also called interactive image 

segmentation, which aims to overcome such difficulties by taking advantage of user input for 

assistance. Typically, the user specifies FG and BG objects (more correctly, object of interest), or at 

least gives hints about them. The algorithm then uses these inputs to separate the image into FG 

and BG regions. Note that in most algorithms such input not only helps to decide what is FG and 

BG, but also assists the segmentation process via telling the algorithm what properties the object 

and background have so that similar pixels to the user input can be grouped together. In other words, 

instead of grouping pixels similar to each other, pixels similar to user input are grouped together. 

Figure 4-6 shows some examples of user interactions used in most popular algorithms [76], [77]. 

In Figure 4-6.B the user provides separate scribbles to mark both FG and BG, and in Figure 4-6.C a 

box is drawn around the object of interest. Typically, since most methods use these inputs in their 

calculations, the user is waiting idly during segmentation. Next, since the initial result is rarely 
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satisfactory, the user provides more scribbles in order to fine tune the result. Whereas there are 

methods that try to overcome this iterative approach, they usually come with a loss in accuracy [78], 

[79].  

In [P2], various algorithms and interaction techniques are discussed and a novel interactive 

segmentation algorithm is proposed. The main contribution of the algorithm is to provide effective 

results with minimal idle time for the user. This is achieved by moving the user interaction to the end 

of the entire process, so that no heavy computation is done after the user interaction. The interaction 

is built on the overlapping groups that are formed as described in Section 4.2. In [P2], these groups 

are referred as hypotheses since each region represents an alternative grouping. Remember from 

Section 4.2 that some of these hypotheses may nicely adhere to object boundaries and some may 

not due to local similarities between the object and the background. Such erroneous groupings do 

occur inevitably in any region merging algorithm due to the infinite possibilities of FG and BG 

compositions. Most algorithms try correcting such errors with further iterations, which in return 

increases the required user interaction, overall complexity and degrades the user experience. By 

treating the overlapping groups as hypotheses, [P2] skillfully minimizes such tedious operations. The 

user simply moves his/her finger (or the cursor in case of non-touchscreen devices) over the FG as 

if painting over the object and the segmentation mask automatically snaps to object boundaries. In 

fact, such interaction has already been proposed in [80]. However, it is built over the well-known 

graph cut algorithm [76] and modifies it in order to decrease complexity and achieve instant feedback 

so that the users feel like they are painting the FG object, which comes with a loss in accuracy. [P2] 

uses the same user interaction; however, what happens behind the scene is that the user’s scribble 

is simply used for selecting which hypotheses belong to FG and which do not. Figure 4-7 shows the 

user interaction both from the user’s and the algorithms perspective. While the user moves his/her 

over the object, the hypotheses that are painted by the scribble more than a predefined threshold 

are immediately included in the segmentation mask. Such a threshold naturally determines the error 

tolerance of the algorithm, or in other words, the sensitivity of the user interaction. If the threshold is 

too low, any hypothesis barely painted over will be included in the mask. On the other hand, if it is 

too high, the user will have to paint over almost the entire object to include it in the mask. By setting 

Figure 4-7. Top row: User interaction of the proposed algorithm from user’s point of view (progresses left to 
right). Bottom row: User scribble used by the algorithm for hypotheses selection (invisible to the user). 
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it properly, a seamless interaction can be achieved where the user roughly scribbles over the object 

and extracts the FG object. 

[P2] proposes a novel and proficient method for image segmentation. However, no matter how 

capable an algorithm is, it is possible to encounter segmentation errors due to various reasons. The 

aforementioned local similarities between FG and BG are one possible cause of errors. Having a 

complicated FG or BG is another reason such that small objects or object parts end up as hypotheses 

themselves since there are no similar superpixels around them to be grouped with. In such cases, 

as mentioned above, most algorithms require additional user input and re-iterate the algorithm. The 

user typically provides separate scribbles for FG and BG corrections. Such toggling is rather 

demanding particularly for touchscreen devices, since the user needs to select a different brush (i.e. 

FG or BG) in order to correct errors. Especially when heavy calculations are done after the user 

input, fine tuning becomes a tedious process as the user ends up switching back and forth and 

waiting idly in between until all errors are corrected. In [P2] a novel interaction method is proposed 

that eliminates the necessity of selecting a different brush for FG and BG corrections. Figure 4-8 

shows the fine tuning scribbles provided by the user for an erroneous segmentation. Note how the 

scribble is regarded as FG scribble when it starts from FG, and BG scribble when it starts from BG. 

In other words, the user is not required to alter the brush between FG and BG, such selection is 

done automatically based on the starting location of the scribble. Whereas such an interaction is 

suitable for any algorithm that provides separate scribbles for FG and BG, no heavy computation 

should be performed between scribbles to achieve a smooth user interaction. During the initial 

interaction, [P2] uses user scribbles simply as a mask over the grouped regions. Similarly, in fine 

tuning stage they are used to paint over the initial superpixels. By doing so, a higher precision is 

achieved in error correction and also correcting possible errors that stem from grouping is enabled. 

The proposed method in [P2] provides an efficient and effective image segmentation algorithm 

by proficiently incorporating human perceptual rules and considering “the user” as the upmost 

concern of the entire design. However, the main contribution of the whole scheme is not limited to 

its high performance, but can be listed as follows: 

Figure 4-8. Fine tuning scribbles. (A) Original image, (B) Segmentation errors, (C) Fine tuning interaction with 
FG and BG scribbles (red dots indicate the starting end of the scribbles), (D) Final segmentation mask 
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1) Inconvenient menu operations are avoided by utilizing only a single brush. 

2) User’s idle waiting time is eliminated by performing all time consuming operations prior user 

interaction. 

3) The method can handle significant amount of user error. 

4) A novel fine-tuning method is proposed where both FG and BG corrections are enabled with 

automatically altering brushes in an intuitive manner. 

These contributions are shown in [P2] with Figure 4-9 and Table 4-1 by comparing it to two of 

the state-of-the-art interactive segmentation methods that also perform superpixel grouping. Note 

here that the algorithms in [71] and [81] require different user inputs for both FG and BG. Moreover, 

the computation times for both [71] and [81] in Table 4-1 are spend after the user interaction, i.e. the 

user needs to wait idly during these time intervals. However, all the calculations for [P2] are 

performed before the user interaction, thus these intervals are not reflected to the user. 

Table 4-1. Computation times (in seconds) for the tested images in Figure 4-9 

Images [81] [71] [P2] 

Bird (163 x 192) 2.68 0.53 2.63 

Flower (229 x 216) 4.13 1.15 1.84 

Tiger (264 x 192) 8.49 2.14 1.94 

Dogs (335 x 295) 5.01 1.14 1.85 

Horses (481 x 321) 22.43 2.28 2.37 

Sculptures (321 x 481) 33.01 5.44 1.95 

MonaLisa (376 x 425) 13.21 3.49 1.64 
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Figure 4-9. Experimental results for (top to bottom) bird, flower, monalisa, dogs, horses, tiger and sculptures. 
Left to right: Original image, [79], [81], [71], [P2] and ground truth. Presented images are the result of the initial 
interaction, i.e. no fine-tuning is performed. 



 

Feature Based Object Recognition 

bjects are the most fundamental units of our visual perception. When we look around us, what 

we see are solid meaningful objects rather than lines, edges, uniform patches etc. Chapter 4 

discusses how these objects are formed in our perception from their parts under the light of Gestalt 

Psychology which is also discussed in Chapter 2. However, what is important to us in our daily 

experiences is the assessment of what that object is – i.e. recognizing the object. This is indeed how 

we evaluate the usefulness of an object and act accordingly. Our actions in our daily lives, no matter 

how simple or complicated they are – be it drinking water, taking a bus, or playing football – basically 

all stem from recognizing an object and deciding what to do accordingly. Even discarding an object 

in our view requires us first to recognize it. 

Recognizing an object is basically matching it to an already known object and categorizing it 

based on our past experience. Palmer [12] defines the four basic components of object recognition 

as follows: 

 Object representation: The relevant characteristics of the object must be represented. 

 Category representation: Each of the set of possible categories must be represented. 

 Comparison process: There must be a way which the object representation is matched or 

compared to the category representation. 

 Decision process: There must be a way to decide to which category the object belongs on 

the basis of comparison. 

Based on the above scheme, objects are represented based on their characteristics and 

compared to each other. Additionally, certain decision criteria have to be set in order to assign the 

object to the appropriate category. 

O 

5 
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Note that the humans’ ability to recognize objects is astonishing. We can recognize an object 

despite varying viewing conditions, orientations etc. This aspect of object recognition is referred as 

object constancy. Even if the object is viewed in a completely different lighting condition, or from a 

totally different angle, we can successfully tell what it is. Therefore, representation of the object and 

the category in question need to capture the commonalities across varying conditions and 

viewpoints. 

One noteworthy theory of object recognition is the “Recognition by Components (RBC) Theory” 

which was proposed by Irving Biederman [82]. The theory proposes that objects can be specified as 

spatial arrangements of primitive volumetric components, which are called geons. Arcs, cylinders, 

spheres, blocks are all examples of geons and Biederman suggested thirty-six different geons. 

Figure 5-1 shows sample geons and sample objects that are formed from their combinations. Then, 

recognizing an object is simply matching a geon description of the target object with geon 

descriptions of object categories.  

 

Figure 5-1. (A) Sample geons and (B) objects formed by combination of geons [82]. 

Note that the Gestalt view of perception is dependent upon the whole object and less so upon 

its individual features. However, Biederman claims that the Gestalt principles serve to determine the 

individual geons, rather than the complete object. A complete object, such as a chair, can be highly 

complex and asymmetric, but the components will be simple volumes. A consequence of this 

interpretation is that it is the components that will be stable under noise or perturbation. If the 

components can be recovered and object perception is based on the components, then the object 

will be recognizable [82]. On the other hand, one should notice that the perception of a chair is 

different than the perceptions of its parts brought together. In other words, the bucket in Figure 5-1.B 

may be composed of geons 3 and 5 in Figure 5-1.A, but its perception is different than a mere 

combination of the perceptions of its geons. Even though the bucket is composed of those geons, a 

new identity, new properties and a new perception arises when those geons come together to form 

the bucket – this is what Gestalt Psychology essentially underlines. 

Given an input image and 3D model of an object (i.e. the “category” in Palmer’s scheme), The 

classical approach to object recognition in computer vision is to interpret the image as a part of the 
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model by checking whether its parts and spatial arrangements match the model. The image can be 

the view of the object from a certain viewing angle, certain distance etc. However, this method 

requires a 3D representation of the object. Another approach is to represent the object category by 

a small set of 2D views and match the input image to these 2D views. Hence, the problem scales 

down to matching 2D images and trying to find the same object in both of them. In fact, typically in 

computer vision, the problem is to construct the 3D model of an object from its various 2D images – 

which understandably requires recognizing the object in those images first. The most popular way 

of achieving this, is to take a similar approach to Biederman’s Recognition by Components theory 

and try to match components of the objects in an image (i.e. local parts) to different images. Such 

an approach allows recognizing the object even under strong occlusions. Figure 5-2 shows a typical 

example of such a matching, where parts of objects are recognized in a complex scene. In order to 

achieve this, local patches of both images need to be represented, compared and matched following 

Palmer’s scheme. A common name for these local patches and their descriptions is local image 

features.  

 

Figure 5-2. Object recognition via local image patches. Objects can still be detected despite occlusions, 

rotations and scale differences [83].  

Local image features are being used to enable various applications. Automatic photo 

categorization in large photo albums, automatic tag suggestions in various photo sharing platforms 

such as Instagram, Facebook, Twitter are just the tip of the iceberg that are allowed by recognizing 

the object(s) in an image. They are also used in camera pose estimation, which is a prerequisite for 

constructing the 3D model of the object from its 2D images from multiple views. They can also be 

used in image alignment, e.g., for panorama imaging or video stabilization, simultaneous localization 

and mapping (SLAM) in robotics, video tracking etc. 

5.1. Local Image Features 

The idea behind using local image features in object recognition is to detect certain points in the 

image that are stable and repeatable, so that they will be detected on the object no matter what kind 

of transformation it is subject to. In other words, those points will be detected on the object on every 
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image despite being viewed from another angle, another distance etc. Next, those points (more 

accurately, local regions around these points) are described uniquely via some descriptor in order to 

make it possible to identify and recognize the same point in different images. In order to do so, those 

descriptors are compared with each other and matched based on certain criteria. Finally, a decision 

is made based on those matches whether the objects in the images are the same or not. 

5.1.1. Local Feature Detectors 

Considering that the target of local image features is to recognize an object from its components, 

the locations where these local features are extracted are of crucial importance. Figure 5-3 shows 

some example patches from an image. Note here that if we search for the patch B in another image, 

it would be rather difficult to find the exact match since there is nothing that discriminates it from any 

other homogeneous patch except its color. Similarly, patch A is another difficult case since we only 

see a line segment, which can be placed anywhere along the line. Patches with gradients in at least 

two distinct directions (for example corners) are typically the easiest to localize. Note for instance 

how easy it is to locate patch C in Figure 5-3, on the other hand there are multiple alternative 

locations for patches A and B. 

 

Figure 5-3. Local patches from various locations in the image. Corners are typically more distinctive than lines 
and homogeneous regions. 

The history of local interest points (i.e. keypoints) can be dated back to 1980s and Moravec’s 

corner detector [84], however they became truly popular after the milestone papers of Lowe in 1999 

[85] and 2004 [83]. Lowe’s proposal, Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), has been widely 

used ever since on most object recognition tasks. It uses the local minima and maxima of difference-

of-Gaussian (DoG) function in order to detect stable keypoints that are invariant to image scaling 

and rotation, and partially invariant to change in illumination and 3D camera viewpoint. In order to 

realize this, the image is convolved with Gaussian filters at different scales, and then the differences 

of successive Gaussian-blurred images are taken. Keypoints are then taken as minima/maxima of 

the difference images at multiple scales. Accordingly, each keypoint is assigned a scale which brings 

in scale invariance. Additionally, in order to achieve rotation invariance, each keypoint is also 

assigned an orientation based on local image gradient directions.  
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Numerous variations and improvements of SIFT have been proposed, such as SURF [86], KAZE 

[87], ORB [88], BRISK [89], where some of them bring in speed improvements and some provide 

increased stability and repeatability. For instance, SURF uses integral images in order to efficiently 

calculate convolutions and reduce computation time. In [90], authors proposed an accelerated 

version of KAZE (A-KAZE) and compared it with SIFT and the above popular feature detectors in 

terms of repeatability under different distortions such as blur, zoom and rotation, compression, 

viewpoint, noise and synthetic rotation. Their results show that A-KAZE outperforms all its 

competitors also in terms of computational complexity. The reader is referred to [91] for a complete 

survey of recent feature detection methods. 

5.1.2. Local Feature Descriptors 

Once keypoints are detected in different images, they need to be compared with each other in 

order to decide if they belong to the same object. Note that certain detectors assign a scale and an 

orientation to each keypoint. Hence, once these differences are compensated, one may expect to 

use image patches around these keypoints directly (i.e. via calculating the correlation of pixel 

intensities) to compare and judge similarity. However, even after such compensations, local 

appearances of image patches typically show significant differences making it hard – if not 

impossible – to match with each other via such a correlation measure. Therefore, certain features 

are extracted from those image patches in order to uniquely describe the region around each 

keypoint which allows recognizing similarities between similar patches and yet are distinct enough 

to realize the differences among them. 

In theory, any image feature can be used as a local feature descriptor, such as color/intensity 

histograms and/or any texture or shape descriptor. However, the discriminative power of such global 

image features is typically not sufficient when it comes to matching local image patches. As 

mentioned above, multiple gradients such as corners are typical candidates for a keypoint. 

Therefore, the descriptor should be able to characterize these gradients appropriately. Gradient 

histograms are good examples for such descriptors which are proposed by Lowe as a part SIFT 

(hence commonly referred as SIFT descriptor). Lowe designed his descriptor similar to the response 

properties of complex neurons in the visual cortex, in which a feature position is allowed to vary over 

a small region while orientation and spatial frequency specificity are maintained. This is basically 

based on the experiments of Edelman et al. [92] that simulated the responses of complex neurons 

to different 3D views of computer graphic models, and found that the complex cell outputs provided 

much better discrimination than simple correlation-based matching. Their experiments showed that 

matching gradients while allowing for shifts in their position results in much better classification under 

3D rotation. This can be seen, for example, if an affine projection stretches an image in one direction 

relative to another, which changes the relative locations of gradient features while having a smaller 

effect on their orientations and spatial frequencies [93]. Accordingly, Lowe created a local descriptor 

by first computing the gradient magnitude and orientation at each image sample point in a region 

around the keypoint. These samples are then accumulated into orientation histograms (see Figure 

5-4). 
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Figure 5-4. SIFT Descriptor extracted from 8x8 sample region into a 4x4 descriptor. Gradients are weighted 
by the Gaussian window indicated by the blue [83]. 

One group of local descriptors worth mentioning are the so called binary descriptors. Considering 

that storing and comparing high dimensional floating-point data becomes a problem particular in 

case of large image datasets, binary descriptors are designed to be efficient both in computation and 

size. They are typically built from a set of pairwise intensity comparisons and each bit in the 

descriptor is the result of one comparison. In [95] the authors provided a comparative study of 

popular binary descriptors BRIEF [94], ORB [88] and BRISK [89]. They also compared them with 

respect to other floating-point descriptors. They have found SIFT to have the best overall 

performance; however, significant performance gain can be achieved via binary descriptors which 

can be useful in many applications. Another noteworthy conclusion the authors made in [95] is that 

after experimenting different detector/descriptor pairings, they showed that the best performance did 

not always correspond to the original authors’ recommendations. 

5.1.3. Feature Matching 

Once the local features are detected and their descriptors are extracted, these descriptors are 

compared with each other in order to judge their similarity – ultimately to decide whether they belong 

to the same location on the same object or not. Comparison is based on the distance between 

descriptor vectors, such as Euclidean, Mahalanobis, EMD [96] etc. Note that the feature matching 

process can easily be computationally expensive considering that matching two images involves 

comparison of all possible keypoint pairs and most applications require comparing multiple images. 

Therefore, some methods utilize smart data structures and indexing methods, such as 

multidimensional search trees or hash tables, in order to reduce the computation load caused by 

feature matching [97]. Muja et al. demonstrated in [97] that these can speed the matching of high-

dimensional vectors by up to several orders of magnitude compared to linear search. However, no 

matter how successful and discriminative the feature descriptors are, incorrect matches are 

unavoidable particularly due to difficult image content such as cluttered backgrounds, repetitive 

patterns etc. When matching SIFT descriptors, Lowe proposed to discard a match if there is any 

uncertainty of its correctness. He achieved this by comparing the distance of the best matching 

feature to the second best match and rejecting any match if their distance ratio is greater than 0.8, 

which he claims to eliminate 90% of the false matches while discarding less than 5% of the correct 

matches.  
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One popular method for decreasing the number of false matches is to use geometric verification 

methods and consider matches that do not fit the geometric transform as outliers. However, this 

method assumes that we already know the nature of the geometric relation between the images. 

Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) [98] is a parameter estimation algorithm commonly used in 

object recognition, where parameters of the transformation between images are estimated based on 

the matched features. RANSAC is an iterative approach, starting from a random set of samples. For 

each iteration, a transformation is obtained from the set and all other points are tested for 

consistency. An error is calculated between the obtained and assumed model if sufficiently large 

number of inliers are found to be consistent. It can also operate in the presence of outliers, this is 

why many algorithms utilize it for the sole purpose of discarding incorrect matches. However, the 

estimated transformation is also useful for various applications such as camera pose estimation, 3D 

registration etc. However, apart from its randomness and heavy computational cost, inliers need to 

be dominating outliers for it to give accurate results. Chum and Matas proposed a method in [99] 

called Progressive Sample Consensus (PROSAC). They claimed that they achieved significant 

speed improvements over RANSAC by assuming that the ordering by similarity computed on local 

descriptors works better than random selection. This also means that the similarity measure predicts 

correctness of a match better than random selection over the whole set of matches. 

5.2. Neighborhood Matching 

The study in [P3] proposes a feature matching algorithm that innately avoids incorrect matches. By 

relying on Gestalt laws of perception, the method induces some structural restrictions on the matches 

so that not only incorrect matches are avoided but also additional correct matches can be found. 

The idea stems from the famous Gestalt motto “the whole is different than the sum of its parts”. In 

fact, what is done in regular straight-forward feature matching is simply summing up the individual 

matches in order to draw conclusions about the whole object. Instead, [P3] suggests that we need 

to consider those individual matches together in order to be able to draw accurate conclusions about 

the object, i.e. the whole. An interesting observation is also made in [P3], where matching local 

features independently is related to the perception of a man who has a disorganized vision due to 

brain damage. The man explains his confusion in recognizing objects and how he perceives parts of 

different objects belonging together as follows: 

“If I saw a complex object, such as a person, and there were several people in my field 

of view, I sometimes saw the different parts of the people as not, in a sense, belonging 

together, although... if a given person moved so that all the parts of him went in one 

direction, that would... tend to make him into a single object. Otherwise there was this 

confusion of lots of things, all of which were there, but did not seem to belong together... 

Several of these cases of things not belonging together gave quite absurd results. For 
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instance, I do remember one case where there was what seemed to me to be one object 

which was partly motor car, partly tree and partly a man in cricket shirt. They seemed 

somehow to belong together. More frequently, however, a lot of things which to any 

ordinary viewer would be parts of the same thing were parts of different things.” [12] 

Figure 5-5 shows two pictures of “Arc de Triomphe” taken from different angles. They are 

matched using their local features. SIFT features extracted from both images are matched using 

regular feature matching. Note that even though the distance ratio method proposed by Lowe is 

applied, numerous incorrect matches are visible. Some of these are caused by the repetitive patterns 

on the object.  

Figure 5-6 illustrates the algorithm proposed in [P3] by comparing it to regular matching. The 

idea is to match the neighboring points together, instead of matching them individually. In other 

words, if point X is matched to point Y, X’s neighbor XN is likely to have a match in the neighborhood 

of Y. If XN matches to a point far away from Y, one of the matches is likely an incorrect match. So 

[P3] proposes that in order to match X to Y, certain number of matches should also be found in their 

neighborhood. 

 

Figure 5-6. Neighborhood matching (A) compared to regular matching (B). Points are matched only if their 
neighboring matches also agree on the match. While incorrect matches are filtered out (matches exist in B but 
not A), it also introduces correct matches (matches exist in A but not B) by relaxing the similarity constraints. 

One critical point in the above description of the algorithm is the definition of “neighborhood”. 

[P3] mentions two options: a fixed size neighborhood – which should be selected very carefully not 

to invalidate scale invariance, or using K-nearest neighbors which selects the K closest keypoints as 

Figure 5-5. Regular matching with distance ratio 0,5. 28 matches. 
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the “neighbors”. However, a keypoint may not have any other keypoints in its close vicinity. This can 

easily invalidate the idea of proximity. Another method, which is not mentioned in [P3] is to utilize 

the scale information of the keypoint, if available. For instance, SIFT keypoints are assigned a scale 

and orientation when they are detected. Hence, for a matching pair X↔Y, if a certain size of 

neighborhood is selected for point X, Y ’s neighborhood should be in proportion to their scales. 

The above definition successfully filters out the incorrect matches if their neighborhoods do not 

agree on the match, provided that the same matching criteria is applied on all keypoints. However, 

the method in [P3] is also capable of increasing the number of initial matches. This can be achieved 

by relaxing the matching criteria for the neighborhood matches. Such tolerance is admissible since 

the candidate matches are highly restricted by the proximity limitation. Figure 5-7 shows how 

neighborhood matching improves the recognition process by filtering out incorrect matches. 

However, it is clear that regular matching cannot be performed with the criteria in Figure 5-7 since it 

creates abundant incorrect matches. It should be noted that both regular and neighborhood matching 

methods have their own optimal criteria. Therefore, it will be a fairer comparison to compare Figure 

5-7.B to Figure 5-5. 

 

Figure 5-7. Regular matching (A) has 101 matches, compared to Neighborhood matching (B) has 70 matches. 
Both methods use distance ratio 0,64. Each color in B represents a different matched neighborhood. 

Note that neighborhood matching is not an alternative to geometric verification methods such as 

RANSAC or PROSAC. In fact, it improves their performance by decreasing the number of incorrect 

matches. Considering both RANSAC and PROSAC are iterative algorithms, they will converge much 

faster given that neighborhood matching increases the ratio of inliers. 

5.3. Feature Integration 

Recognizing an object based on its components is indeed how we perceive objects, and local image 

features together with neighborhood matching realize this approach fittingly. However, trying to 

recognize a random object that is present in two images solely based on local features does not 

always give the intended result – and in fact it does not reflect our way of perception entirely. Note 

that what we try to achieve with local image features is to capture the object’s local information. 
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However, if the image has more content than the object itself, that extra content may easily degrade 

the performance of the algorithm. Figure 5-8 shows an example of such a case, where background 

objects interfere with local matches introducing incorrect matches. Particularly strong textured 

regions tend to yield abundant number of keypoints, which in return can easily create false positives. 

Typically, neighborhood matching eliminates most of those incorrect matches too, but it may not 

remove all of them (see Figure 5-8.B). 

Feature Integration Theory, proposed by Treisman et al., suggests that attention must be directed 

to each stimulus in a display whenever combinations of features are needed to characterize or 

distinguish the possible objects presented [100]. They also state that before focused attention, the 

visual system contains separate representations of features as in Figure 5-9. Each of those “feature 

maps” is organized based on the locations in space and is constructed independently from the 

others, and when we focus on an object appropriate feature maps from its location are activated and 

combined. Accordingly, feature integration theory is analyzed in two stages: pre-attentive and 

focused attention. Even though the theory is targeted mainly on the role of the focused attention, it 

also has significant proposals on the pre-attentive stage. For instance, Treisman also states that 

their findings suggest a convergence between two perceptual phenomena – parallel detection of 

visual targets and perceptual grouping or segregation. Both appear to depend on a distinction at the 

level of separable features. Neither requires focal attention, so both may precede its operation [100].  

When we look at feature integration theory from object recognition perspective, in order to 

recognize an object our focus of attention needs to be on that object. Then the features of that object 

are extracted and bind together for us to perceive that object. In other words, features from different 

spatial locations are not used when the focus is on the object. Figure 5-8 can be thought as doing 

otherwise, where features from other heavily textured areas are used while we were trying to match 

object features. 

In [P4], a basic implementation of the pre-attentive stage of feature integration theory is realized 

in order to overcome the aforementioned problems. Large heavily textured areas are detected and 

Figure 5-8. Local feature matching performance is usually affected by strong textured regions (A). Whereas 
neighborhood matching removes most of the incorrect matches, it is still possible to end up with erroneous 
results (B). 
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excluded from the object recognition process. Consequently, color and texture features are used in 

order to describe those textured regions, and local image features are used to describe the remaining 

regions. By doing so, not only the descriptive powers of multiple distinct features are harvested, but 

also the processing time significantly improved since textured areas typically introduce abundant 

number of keypoints which takes substantial time to detect, extract descriptors and match. Figure 

5-10 shows how the algorithm reduces the number of keypoints significantly. 

The method in [P4] is proposed as a means for automatic image and video annotation. Naturally, 

images with similar content (i.e. that has the same objects and/or similar regions) are expected to 

have similar annotations. Thus, a query image is compared to a database of annotated images and 

similar images are used to annotate the query image automatically. Annotation performance is 

measured with 85 query images on a database of 2360 manually annotated images from [102]. 

Whereas a slight improvement in both precision and recall are reported in [P4], the main 

improvement is observed in the computational complexity. The total time for the extraction of SIFT 

descriptors and matching them across the set of query images improved almost 40% compared to 

the time for extracting and matching the SIFT descriptors from the non-texture regions, and 

extracting and matching the texture regions. Moreover, an image does not have to include a 

prominent object, particularly when it comes to annotating generic image databases. For instance, 

landscape content such as ocean, forest, sunset, sky, grass are typical texture areas that can 

establish the entire content themselves without any object. Local image features obviously would 

not be of any use in those cases. Using texture or color descriptors on the other hand would provide 

better image matching, hence better annotations. 

Figure 5-9. Treisman’s feature integration model of early vision. Individual maps can be accessed in parallel 
to detect feature activity, but focused attention is required to combine features at a common spatial location 
[101]. 
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Figure 5-10. Original image with overlaid region boundaries (A). Detected regions. Each region is shown as a 
different shade of gray (B). Detected local keypoints on the original image (C). Detected local keypoints after 
applying the texture mask (D).



 

Video Shot Change Detection 

igital videos take advantage of the apparent motion mentioned in Chapter 2, where motion 

arises from the rapid presentation of completely static images – so called video frames. In this 

sense a video frame is the most basic building block of a video. A video frame is technically no 

different than a digital image, which in return enables any image processing technique also available 

to digital video processing. However, apparent motion received considerable attention from Gestalt 

psychologists in order to demonstrate the emergent properties in perception. As they propose, our 

perception of motion is also different than the sum of its parts – i.e. it cannot be reduced to simple 

relations between frames. Hence, in order to analyze motion, a larger portion of the video is required 

than a single frame. Thompson et al. defines a video shot as the smallest unit of visual information 

captured at one time (i.e. uninterruptedly) by a camera that shows a certain action or event [103]. 

Based on this definition, in order to understand the video content properly, detecting video shots 

from the entire video is of crucial importance. Such understanding enables various applications, such 

as video summarization, indexing & retrieval, numerous post-processing and video editing 

applications. For example, video summarization typically selects a certain number of frames to 

represent a shot (or an excerpt of the shot, depending on the application), and then uses these 

frames from each shot to represent the video. For instance, if we want to see whether “Barack 

Obama” is in a certain video or not, we can simply skim through those frames instead of watching 

the entire video. These scenarios are particularly gaining importance in the current digital age, where 

the amount of video content has been growing with an astonishing speed. YouTube, globally the 3rd 

most popular website, announced in 2016 that 300 hours of video are being uploaded to the website 

every minute – up from 72 hours in 2013, and the number of hours people spend watching videos 

on YouTube is up by 60% year-over-year. With this much content being created and consumed, 

manual processing of these videos is out of question. Automatic, efficient and proficient tools are 

necessary and essential. 

D 
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Our visual perception is particularly sensitive to sudden changes in the visual field such as 

objects appearing/disappearing, or changes in color, structure etc. Bearing in mind the concepts of 

attention, semantics, familiarity etc.; we are capable of detecting even small changes particularly 

when they occur abruptly. In fact, psychological tests measuring change blindness1 typically places 

a blank frame between two different frames when they are presented to the subject. The subject 

sees the first frame, then a blank frame is shown, and then another frame appears asking the subject 

to spot any difference if present. It is observed that subjects are often blind to large changes, 

suggesting that any visual disruption that masks the location of the change can induce change 

blindness [104]. Correspondingly, when a shot abruptly changes in a video, we can immediately 

detect it without any difficulty. However, not all shot transitions in a video are abrupt. Video creators 

often use artistic effects and transitions for the benefit of special effects or better story telling. As a 

result, many shot transitions occur in a gradual fashion instead of changing abruptly. Figure 6-1 

shows both an abrupt change and a dissolve type gradual change from one shot to another. Whereas 

it is still easy for a human observer to detect that a shot change has occurred even when the 

transition is gradual, our perception reacts in a different way to gradual changes compared to abrupt 

changes. This has been investigated in [104] from a perspective of change blindness. When subjects 

were provided different images with changes that are detectable when the original and modified 

image were swapped instantaneously without a visual disruption, they were able to detect 97% of 

addition/deletion changes and 92% of color changes. On the other hand, when subjects were 

presented with either a disruption (a blank frame in between two images) or when the change is 

presented as a gradual dissolve from one image to another, their detection rates are significantly 

reduced (~60% for addition/deletion, ~35% for color changes). This is because gradual changes are 

noticed consciously, i.e. we need to evaluate the new situation and judge it to be different from the 

previously analyzed situation. Because of this, gradual change blindness can be decreased by 

increasing the viewer’s ability to consciously perceive differences in their surroundings [104]. 

 

Figure 6-1. Gradual (above) and abrupt (below) shot changes in a video. Note that whereas it is easy to tell 
when the shot changes in an abrupt change, it is relatively hard to pinpoint when exactly the change occurs 
when shots are dissolved into each other. 

                                                      

 

1 Change blindness is defined as the induced failure to detect major changes in an image. 
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Figure 6-2 is taken from a perceptual test performed in Computational Visual Cognition 

Laboratory in MIT, where the beginning and the end frames of a gradual change are shown in the 

figure. There are multiple differences between two images, such as the sign of the market on the 

left, interior of the market, color of the building door, middle window on the balcony and the entire 

building on the right. It is rather easy to notice some of these changes when two images are next to 

each other and we keep looking back and forth between the two of them. However, when the content 

changes gradually from Figure 6-2.A to Figure 6-2.B, these changes – even the entire building – can 

easily pass unnoticed. 

 

Figure 6-2. Multiple changes occur from A to B. However, when the changes are gradual, they are easily 
missed even if an entire building is replaced [105]. 

The difficulty of detecting gradual changes relative to abrupt changes is also reflected in video 

processing algorithms, most of which typically suffer from low detection rates for gradual transitions. 

The problem arises from the fact that during a gradual change, the similarity between two 

consecutive frames is too high. As mentioned above, gradual changes are noticed consciously; so 

the algorithm needs to be smarter than simply comparing consecutive frames since a gradual change 

cannot be detected that way. In [106], it has been shown that a holistic approach boosts the ability 

to detect changes. The study shows that when our perception forms holistic forms, i.e. Gestalts, our 

ability to detect any changes that happens to that Gestalt is superior to the case where no Gestalt is 

formed. Even though this improvement comes at the cost of the ability to identify the change, it is 

evident that a holistic top-down approach is beneficial for change detection. 

6.1. Information Seeking Mantra 

In addition to perceptual psychology, the field of human computer interaction is also highly interested 

in how humans perform visual search. In the context of shot change detection, visual information 

search may point us to where shot changes occur in the video. From this perspective the well-known 

information visualization technique, namely the Information Seeking Mantra [107], follows a fitting 
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holistic approach for the shot change detection problem. The mantra aims to visualize the data in 

such a way that it guides users to what they are looking for in a fast and efficient way. Therefore, it 

adopts a top-down approach by following its famous motto: 

Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand. 

Overview provides a general context for understanding the data by taking a viewpoint that 

comprises the whole data. From this perspective, major components and their relationships to one 

another are made clear. Simply the overall shape of the data itself can provide assistance in 

understanding the information at hand. Significant features can be discerned and selected for further 

examination. Such features might not be readily viewable from another part of the data 

representation or might be obscured from certain viewpoints. Revealing these features at the outset 

can aid the user in filtering the extraneous information so that they can complete their task more 

efficiently by excluding unimportant aspects of the representation [108]. Zooming and filtering both 

involve reducing the complexity of the data representation by removing unnecessary information. By 

taking a closer viewpoint to the data, unnecessary data is naturally filtered out and items of interest 

are brought into view. Once the entire information is trimmed to the “region of interest”, details of one 

or a group of items can be provided. 

From the perspective of shot change detection, if the problem is defined as visually searching 

the frame where the shot change occurs, the path that “Information Seeking Mantra” suggests is a 

fitting approach where the frame of interest (i.e. shot boundaries) is sought among all video frames. 

Following the Mantra, we need to first overview the whole video, then zoom in to shot boundaries 

and filter out the uninteresting frames (non-boundary frames). The overview phase will then reveal 

the relations between frames and direct us to the part where the shots change. Then, when we zoom 

in to those parts we can precisely tell where the shot changed. 

6.2. Top-Down Shot Change Detection 

[P5] proposes a technique, a modus operandi so to speak, for detecting shot boundaries based on 

the aforementioned Gestalt principles and Information Seeking Mantra. As discussed at the 

beginning of this chapter, a holistic top-down approach significantly improves perception of changes, 

hence is suitable for shot change detection. What the Mantra suggests is also a top-down method 

where we start from the overview of the data and go down (i.e. zoom in) until individual elements. 

Accordingly, [P5] suggests the video to be first overviewed, and then zoomed in to the region of 

interests. Here, region of interest is clearly limited by the shot boundaries. But how do we overview 

a video and reveal where shot boundaries are? How do we zoom in afterwards? Considering that a 

video is a continuous flow of information, [P5] proposes to uniformly sample this information to bring 

out its overview. Therefore, every Nth frame is sampled and compared with the consecutive sample, 

i.e. (N+1)th. If a large enough content change is detected between two sampled frames, then it is 

concluded that a shot change has occurred somewhere between those samples. Then, the algorithm 
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zooms in to that interval by analyzing only the frames between Nth and (N+1)th. In the zoom in phase, 

a new sample is taken by gradually decreasing the distance from the (N+1)th frame. The overview 

and zoom in phases are illustrated in Figure 6-3. Note how the intervals where no shot change occurs 

are omitted and the algorithm only zooms in wherever there’s a significant content change. 

The top-down processing strategy saves significant computation time and resources by avoiding 

redundant processing of irrelevant frames, yet this is not its only benefit – it also enables effective 

detection of gradual changes. Considering that the content similarity between two consecutive 

frames is significantly high, by taking a broader view, the content change from one shot to another 

is naturally realized by the overview method. Remember the discussion on how the changes in 

Figure 6-2 are easily noticeable when the beginning and end frames of the gradual change are 

presented. However, when the changes occur gradually, subjects often fail to notice most of the 

changes. Therefore, by sampling the frames before and after the change, the overview of the video 

(conceptually) transforms the gradual changes into abrupt changes making them easier to detect. It 

is of course possible that the overview frame may end up being sampled among the frames of the 

gradual change. In that case its content may be similar to both shots. That case is easily handled in 

[P5] by using two shifted overviews so that if one overview encounters the case and fails to realize 

the content change, the second will catch it. However, even this method “may” fail to catch gradual 

changes longer than the sampling period. Therefore, an acceptable duration for a shot change 

should be considered while deciding the sampling period. In fact, certain datasets mentioned in [P5] 

contain transitions as long as seven seconds, which may be considered as shots themselves. 

One important concept in the above method is how we judge the content change/similarity. How 

do we say if the content has changed from one frame to the other? There are various methods and 

features to judge image similarity (for instance one example is the color descriptor described in 

Chapter 3). In [P5], an object based similarity measure is utilized. In other words, if two frames have 

Figure 6-3. Summary of the algorithm proposed in [P5] showing the overview and zoom in phases. The 
algorithm uniformly samples the video and zooms in wherever there is a content change. This way, both 
gradual and abrupt changes can be detected. 
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the same objects, they are considered to be from the same shot. Of course, it is possible that the 

same object is present in two separate consecutive shots. However, changing background or several 

foreground objects impact frame similarity which can be detected easily if proper measures are used. 

In Chapter 5, local image features and their utilization in object recognition have been discussed in 

detail. Figure 6-4 shows how the number of matched keypoints changes when we compare the 

consecutive overview frames instead of comparing every consecutive frame in the video. Whereas 

significant local variations in Figure 6-4.A makes it difficult to realize most gradual changes, Figure 

6-4.B shows clear variations at each shot change. The clear difference in the ability to discern shot 

changes demonstrates the power of using video overview. Besides, [P5] takes a step further and 

relieves the similarity measure from the effect of the number of keypoints present in each frame by 

normalizing the number of matches keypoints with the number of keypoints on each frame. In other 

words, if a frame with K keypoints is compared to a frame with L keypoints and M matches are found, 

the rate of similarity between those frames is calculated as: 

𝑅 =
2𝑀

𝐾 + 𝐿
 (5-1) 

The above measure of similarity is more effective than simply using the number of matched 

keypoints and signifies shot changes even more clearly. Note how the peaks in Figure 6-5.A at the 

locations of shot changes become deeper in Figure 6-5.B making them easier to discern from others. 

Remember from the earlier discussion in Chapter 5 that using Gestalt principles improves the 

performance of keypoint matching and hence object recognition. The algorithm in [P5] harvests those 

benefits by utilizing the same approach proposed in [P3] and discussed in Section 5.2. By doing so, 

better and more reliable keypoint matches are obtained; however, that is not its only benefit. 

Remember also the discussion in the beginning of this chapter about the study in [106], and how 

Figure 6-4. Number of matched keypoints when consecutive frames are compared in a video (A) and when 
consecutive frames of the video overview are compared (B). Horizontal lines denote where shot changes occur 
– dashed lines show gradual changes and solid lines show abrupt changes. 
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forming holistic forms, i.e. Gestalts, help our ability to detect changes compared to the case where 

no Gestalt is formed. This effect is in fact demonstrated in Figure 6-5, where Gestalt grouping 

signifies shot changes more clearly compared to the case where no grouping is made. 

The performance of [P5] has been evaluated on a dataset of 8 videos, total length of 91460 

frames and containing 689 transitions (585 abrupt and 104 gradual). This dataset is mainly used to 

demonstrate the advantages of the proposed modus operandi; hence, it is compared to [109] where 

the same idea of content change is employed (i.e. object recognition and local keypoint matching) 

but processes the video in an opposite manner to [P5]. In other words, [109] starts from the zoomed 

in phase and compares every single consecutive frame, and zooms out whenever it suspects a shot 

change. So, in a way, it realizes the same idea that a broader view is necessary to detect shot 

changes. This is in fact reflected to their remarkable detection performance of 93% precision and 

96% recall. However, the path they follow results in exhaustive feature detection, description and 

matching making the method impractical. In fact, [P5] achieved an on par performance (84% 

precision, 96% recall) in less than 13% of [109]’s processing time. This clearly demonstrates the 

benefit of the proposed overview and zoom in way of analysis. 

TRECVid is a project which had an activity track for video shot boundary detection from 2001 to 

2007 joining 57 different research groups in order to determine the best approaches [110]. Despite 

providing valuable insight, working on predefined development and test databases induces several 

(dis)advantages. For instance, development and test datasets have significantly similar contents. 

The fact that 6 out of top 10 performing algorithms using flash detectors, which is a very specific 

case commonly appearing in news videos (which also constitutes most of the TRECVid dataset), is 

also a clear indication that the competing methods were tuned to perform only for the specific 

TRECVid dataset. Therefore, as expected, machine learning methods dominate the top performing 

algorithms (9 out of 10). The single non-machine learning approach is also vastly tuned to work on 

the TRECVid dataset. To be exact, their system is composed of a cut detector, a flash detector and 

a dissolve detector (78% of the gradual transitions in TRECVid dataset are of dissolve type). 

Figure 6-5. By normalizing the number of matches with the number of keypoints, a more affective similarity 
measure is obtained (B) compared to the case where number of matches are used as is (A). 
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Figure 6-6. Performance vs. Computation Time in TRECVid dataset. The horizontal line denotes the speed of 
real-time operation. 

The TRECVid dataset contains 12 videos (7h, 744,604 frames) and has 4535 total transitions 

(60.8% abrupt, 39.2% gradual changes). Figure 6-6 shows the retrieval performance and 

computation time of the algorithm proposed in [P5] compared to the top performing algorithms in 

TRECVid. Despite the aforementioned controversial objectivity of the dataset and the clear 

advantage of the machine learning algorithms, the proposed algorithm in [P5] performs on par with 

the leading algorithms. 

 



 

Conclusions 

nderstanding the content of an image or video is at the core of image and video analysis. 

Whether it is as simple as colors and edges in an image, or as complicated as recognizing 

people and their actions, understanding and consuming such content is already a big part of our 

lives. In fact, we humans are not the only ones who consume that content any more. Computers 

already started taking the lead in content analysis tasks. Our cameras do not simply capture an 

image any more, they tell us who or what is in it and suggest annotations. Security cameras do not 

simply stream the video content to a hard drive for someone to inspect any more, they detect 

intruders themselves without even confusing them with family members or dog, they detect fire or 

house leakage, they analyze traffic and arrange it accordingly. Satellites not only detect natural 

disasters, but also started predicting them. In other words, computers already started understanding 

the content of an image or video as well as we do. All these tasks – almost always – require a certain 

amount of human supervision; because at the end, the visual capabilities of humans are still far 

superior to computers. However, this is not simply for the reason that our brains function faster than 

their processors. No matter how much computation power you have, if you do not know how to use 

it, it will never be enough. From this perspective, teaching computers how to analyze an image – 

how we analyze an image – and helping them “understand” what they “see” is the key to achieving 

more capable and self-sufficient computer systems. Unfortunately, even we humans do not precisely 

know every detail about how our perception works. What we do know is that our perception is not as 

straightforward as simple rendering of the visual input we receive. Therefore, our knowledge on 

human visual perception is based on theories that not only organize and explain known facts, but 

also make predictions about new ones. 

In this thesis, we have shown how understanding human visual perception through these theories 

can help computer algorithms to be more efficient and more effective. It is in fact fascinating that 

U 
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these improvements have been achieved by incorporating relatively simple rules. However, it is 

rather expected as well since this is also how our perception works. We often do not even think any 

explanation is necessary for our perception. In fact, when you try explaining perceptual theories to 

people who are outside this field, you usually end up facing blank expressions. Because to them, 

what these theories tell are so obvious and clear. To them, it is no different than saying “sky is blue” 

or “snow is white”. However, the purpose and importance of these theories become clearer when 

you try teaching human perception to a computer since you need to give very specific instructions 

on where to look and what to look for. You realize that there are rules to follow – no matter how 

simple – in order to match our perception. 

In Chapter 3 we discussed color perception and a perceptual color descriptor. Instead of handling 

each color independently in a pixel-wise manner, we extracted the dominant colors and their spatial 

inter-relations by processing the image in a top-down manner. Such a method has proven to achieve 

a significant improvement compared to pixel-wise processing. There are of course various color 

descriptors that fairly describe the color composition of an image. However, we have shown that 

when we follow simple perceptual rules and describe that content similar to how humans perceive 

it, superior outcomes can be achieved with great efficiency. Similarly, in Chapter 4, the process of 

perceptual image segmentation is discussed and an interactive image segmentation algorithm is 

presented. The algorithm follows the steps of our perception, starting from image pixels to form 

uniform regions, and then group those regions to form objects. User interaction is simply used to 

select the foreground object. By moving all significant computations before the user interaction, we 

minimized the user’s idle time to achieve a better user experience. In the end, compared to the state-

of-the-art algorithms, the resulting algorithm is remarkably simple and successful – just as our 

perception is. Similar grouping principles are also utilized in object recognition, which we explored 

in Chapter 5. We have discussed how humans recognize objects from their smaller regions and how 

various algorithms successfully utilized that fact. However, as we mentioned above, our perceptions 

are never mere rendering of the visual input we receive. Therefore, by applying perceptual grouping 

principles, local image features are grouped and matched together with their neighboring features. 

As a result, the efficiency of recognizing objects from their local regions is significantly improved 

without introducing any complexities. Chapter 6 discusses the problem of detecting shots changes 

in a video. It has been shown that if we approach the problem from the perspective of visual 

perception and handle it the same way as humans detect changes, shot changes reveal themselves 

naturally. Therefore, the video is processed in a top-down manner in order to first reveal the rough 

whereabouts of the shot boundaries, and then zooming in to those locations in order to determine 

the exact boundary location. It has been shown that tremendous reduction in computational 

complexity can be achieved without sacrificing performance by following such a scheme. 

It is rather intriguing to see that in all the topics that are covered in this thesis, all state-of-the-art 

methods have a glimmer of perceptual methodology. However, they mostly fail to stay on the right 

path and end up with either excessive computational loads or insufficient performance. The proposed 

solutions in this thesis to the abovementioned problems take such methodology as a basis, and 

follow the steps of our visual perception. By doing so, it has been shown that complicated and 
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cumbersome algorithms can be avoided, and impressive performance can be achieved if such an 

approach is taken. 

This thesis aims to put forward a mentality, a mode of work or a way of thinking. Taking a 

perceptual perspective in image processing is of course not limited to the topics tackled in this thesis. 

Computational photography, robotics, medicine, surveillance, virtual reality, artificial intelligence, 

human–computer interaction are only few examples that can benefit from such a standpoint. 

Besides, in addition to psychology, other disciplines such as cognitive neuroscience, biology or even 

sociology significantly contribute to the quest of understanding our perception. Therefore, fully 

understanding how our perception works and applying it on any image processing task requires a 

multidisciplinary research undertaking the topic from different perspectives. In this regard, extending 

ones knowledge into a wider spectrum of disciplines shall be a fitting immediate step towards 

producing innovative and effective solutions to the aforementioned problems. 

 

Creativity, more often than not, comes about through the interaction of different 

disciplinary ways of seeing things. 

−Ken Robinson 
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Color features are the key-elements widely used in content-analysis and retrieval. However, most of
them show severe limitations and drawbacks due to their inefficiency of modeling the human visual sys-
tem with respect to color perception. Moreover, they cannot characterize all the properties of the color
composition in a visual scenery. In this paper we present a perceptual color feature, which describes
all major properties of prominent colors both in spatial and color domains. In accordance with the
well-known Gestalt law, we adopt a global, top-down approach in order to model (see) the whole color
composition before its parts and in this way we can avoid the problems of pixel-based approaches. In
color domain the dominant colors are extracted along with their global properties and quad-tree decom-
position partitions the image so as to characterize the spatial color distribution (SCD). We propose two
efficient SCD descriptors; the proximity histograms, which distill the histogram of inter-color distances
and the proximity grids, which cumulate the spatial co-occurrence of colors in a 2D grid. Both approaches
are configurable and provide means of modeling SCD in a scalar and directional way. Combination of the
extracted global and spatial properties forms the final descriptor, which is unbiased and robust to non-
perceivable color elements in both spatial and color domains. Finally a penalty-trio model fuses all color
properties in a similarity distance computation during retrieval. Experimental results approve the supe-
riority of the proposed technique against powerful global and spatial color descriptors.

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The color composition of an image can turn out to be a powerful
feature for the purpose of content-based image retrieval (CBIR), if
extracted in a perceptually oriented way and kept semantically in-
tact. Furthermore, color structure in a visual scenery is robust to
noise, image degradations, changes in size, resolution and orienta-
tion. Eventually most of the existing CBIR systems use various color
descriptors in order to retrieve relevant images (or visual multime-
dia material); however, their retrieval performance is usually lim-
ited especially on large databases due to lack of discrimination
power of such color descriptors. One of the main reasons for this
is because most of them are designed based on some heuristics
or naı̈ve rules that are not formed with respect to what humans
or more specifically the human visual system (HVS) finds ‘‘rele-
vant” in color similarity. The word ‘‘relevance” is described as
‘‘the ability (as of an information retrieval system) to retrieve
material that satisfies the needs of the user”. Therefore, it is of deci-
sive importance that human color perception is respected whilst
modeling and describing any color composition of an image. In
other words, if and only when a particular color descriptor is de-
signed based entirely on HVS and human color perception rules,
ll rights reserved.

: +35 8033115 4989.
).
further discrimination power and hence certain improvements in
the retrieval performance can be achieved.

Accordingly, the study of human color perception and similarity
measurement in the color domain become crucial and there is a
wealth of research performed in this field. For example in [3],
van den Broek et al. focused on the utilization of color categoriza-
tion (called as focal colors) for CBIR purposes and introduced a new
color matching method, which takes human cognitive capabilities
into account. They have exploited the fact that humans tend to
think and perceive colors only in 11 basic categories. In [23], Moj-
silovic et al. performed a series of psychophysical experiments ana-
lyzing how humans perceive and measure similarity in the domain
of color patterns. Their experiments concluded five perceptual cri-
teria (called ‘‘basic color vocabulary”) which are important for
comparing the color patterns as well as a set of rules (called ‘‘basic
color grammar”) which are governing the use of these criteria in
similarity judgment. One observation worth mentioning here is
that the human eye cannot perceive a large number of colors at
the same time, nor it is able to distinguish similar (close) colors
well. Based on this, they showed that at the coarsest level of judg-
ment, HVS primarily uses dominant colors (i.e. the few prominent
colors in the scenery) to judge similarity. Henceforth, the two rules
are particularly related for modeling the similarity metrics of the
human color perception. The first one indicates that the two color
patterns that have similar dominant colors (DCs) are perceived as

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.imavis.2010.01.012
mailto:serkan.kiranyaz@tut.fi
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/02628856
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similar. The second rule states that two multicolored patterns are
perceived as similar if they possess the same (dominant) color dis-
tributions regardless of their content, directionality, placement or
repetitions of a structural element.

In short, humans focus on a few DCs and their (spatial) distribu-
tions while judging the color similarity between images and our
ability to extract such a global color view out of a visual scenery,
irrespective of its form, be it a digital image or a natural 3D view
is indeed amazing. However, it is not that straightforward to
accomplish this while dealing with digital images for CBIR purpose.
Note that on a standard 24 bit representation, there is a span of 16
million colors, which can be assigned on thousands of individual
pixels. Such a ‘‘high resolution” representation might be required
for current digital image technologies; however, it is not too conve-
nient for the purpose of describing color composition or perform-
ing a similarity measurement based on the aforementioned
human color perceptual rules. Nevertheless, it is obvious that hu-
mans can neither see individual pixels, nor perceive even a tiny
fracture of such a massive amount of color levels and thus it is cru-
cial to perform certain steps in order to extract the true ‘‘perceiv-
able” elements (the true DCs and their global distributions). In
other words the un-perceivable elements (we call them outliers),
which do not have significant contribution or weight over the pres-
ent color structure, in both color and spatial (pixel) domain, should
be suppressed or removed. Recall that according to two color per-
ception rules presented in [24], two images that are perceived as
similar in terms of color composition have similar DC properties;
however, the color properties of their outliers might be entirely
different and hence this can affect (degrade, bias or shift) any sim-
ilarity measurement if not handled accordingly. For example in the
well-known perceptual audio coding schemes such as MP3 and
AAC [2], in order to maximize the coding efficiency such outliers
(the sound elements that humans cannot hear) in both spatial
(time) and spectral (frequency) domains are removed and thus
more bits can be spent for the ‘‘dominant” sound elements. In a
similar fashion, the outliers both in color and spatial domain
should be removed for description efficiency. Henceforth in this pa-
per, we present a systematic approach to extract such a perceptual
(color) descriptor and then propose an efficient similarity metric to
achieve the highest discrimination power possible for color-based
retrieval in general-purpose image databases.

In order to remove outliers and to secure the global (perceptual)
color properties, one alternative is to apply non-linear filters (e.g.
median or Bilateral [42]). However, there would be no guaranty
that such a filter will remove all or the majority of the outliers
and yet several filter parameters are needed to be set appropriately
for an acceptable performance, which is not straightforward to do
so especially for large databases. Instead, we adopt a top-down ap-
proach both in DC extraction and modeling their global spatial dis-
tribution. This approach is in fact phased from the well-known
Gestalt rule of perception [48]: ‘‘Humans see the whole before its
parts”, therefore, the method strives to extract what is the (next)
global element both in color and spatial domain, which are nothing
but the DCs and their spatial distribution within the image. In or-
der to achieve such a (global) spatial representation within an im-
age, starting from the entire image, quad-tree decomposition is
applied to the current (parent) block only if it cannot host the
majority of a particular DC; otherwise, it is kept intact (non-
decomposed) representing a single, homogeneous DC presence in
it. So this approach tries to capture the ‘‘whole” before going
through ‘‘its parts” and whenever the whole body can be perceived
with a single DC, it is kept ‘‘as is”. Hence outliers can be suppressed
from the spatial distribution and furthermore, the resultant (block-
wise) partitioned scheme can be efficiently used for a global mod-
eling and due description of the spatial distribution. Finally a pen-
alty-trio model uses both global and spatial color properties and
performs an efficient similarity metric. After the image is (quad-
tree) decomposed, we then represent this global spatial distribu-
tion via inter-proximity statistics of the DCs, both in scalar and
directional modes. These modes of spatial color distribution (SCD)
can both describe the distribution of a particular DC with itself
(auto SCD) and with other DCs (inter SCDs).

The proposed method is fully automatic. Forming the whole
process as a Feature eXtraction (FeX) module into MUVIS frame-
work [19], allows us to test the mutual performance in the context
of multimedia indexing and retrieval. The rest of the paper is orga-
nized as follows. Before going into the details of the proposed ap-
proach, Section 2 presents the related studies in the area of color
based CBIR, stressing particularly their limitations and drawbacks
under the light of the earlier discussion on human color perception.
In Section 3 we introduce a generic overview of the proposed color
descriptor together with the extraction, formation of the feature
vector and calculation of the similarity distances. Section 4 pre-
sents the retrieval results of the proposed color descriptor. Sec-
tion 5 concludes the paper and suggests topics for future research.
2. Related work

There is a wealth of research done and still going on in develop-
ing content-based multimedia indexing and retrieval systems such
as MUVIS [19], QBIC [10], PicHunter [6], Photobook [32], Visual-
SEEk [38], Virage [46], Image-Rover [36], VideoQ [4], etc. In such
frameworks, database primitives are mapped into some high
dimensional feature domain, which may consist of several types
of descriptors such as visual, aural, etc. From the latitude of low-le-
vel descriptors, careful selection of some sets to be used for a par-
ticular application may capture the semantics of the database
items in a content-based multimedia retrieval (CBMR) system.
Although color is used in many areas such as object and scene rec-
ognition [35], in this article we shall restrict the focus on CBIR do-
main, which employ only color as the descriptor for image
retrieval.
2.1. Global color descriptors

In one of the earlier works on color descriptors, Kato et al. [12]
used the color of every corresponding pixel in two images for com-
parison and the number of corresponding pixels having the same
color determines the similarity between them. Recall the HVS fact
mentioned earlier about humans inability to see individual pixels
or to perceive large amount of color levels and hence this approach
did not provide robust solutions, i.e. slight changes in camera posi-
tion, orientation, noise or lightning conditions may cause signifi-
cant degradations in the similarity computation. Swain and
Ballard [41] proposed the first color histogram, which solves this
sensitivity problem. In their work color histograms are extracted
and histogram intersection method is utilized for comparing two
images. Since this method is quite simple to implement and gives
reasonable results especially in small to medium size databases,
several other histogram-based approaches emerged, such as
[6,9,10,19,26,32,36,37,44,47] and [49]. MPEG-7 Color Structure
Descriptor (CSD) [22], is also based on color histogram, but pro-
vides a more accurate color description by identifying localized
color distributions of each color. Unlike the conventional color his-
tograms, CSD is extracted by accumulating from a 8 � 8 structuring
window. The image is scanned and CSD counts the number of
times a particular color is contained within the structuring win-
dow. A good review and an efficient representation of color histo-
grams based on Karhunen–Loeve transform (KLT) can be found in
[43]. The primary feature of such histogram-based color descrip-
tors (be it in RGB, CIE-Lab, CIE-Luv, or HSV) is that they cluster
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the pixels into fixed color bins, which are quantizing the entire col-
or space using a pre-defined color palette. This two-fold approach,
clustering all the pixels having similar color and reducing the color
levels from millions to (usually) thousands or even hundreds via
quantization, is the main reason behind the limited success that
the color histograms achieved since both operations are indeed
the small steps through obtaining the perceivable elements (the
true DCs and their global distributions); yet their performance is
still quite limited and usually degrades drastically in large dat-
abases due to several reasons. First and the foremost, they apply
static-quantization, where the color palette boundaries are deter-
mined empirically or via some heuristics–yet nothing based on hu-
man color perception rules. If, for example, the number of bins are
set too high (fine quantization) then similar color pairs will end up
in different bins. This will eventually cause erroneous similarity
computation whenever using any of the naı̈ve metrics such as
L1; L2 or using the histogram intersection method as in [41]. On
the other hand if the number of bins is set too low (coarse quanti-
zation) then there is an imminent danger of completely different
colors falling into the same bin and this will obviously degrade
the similarity computation and reduce the discrimination power.
No matter how the quantization level (number of bins) is set, pix-
els with such similar colors but happens to be opposite sides of the
quantization boundary, separating two consecutive bins will be
clustered into different bins and this is an inevitable source of error
in all histogram-based methods. The color quadratic distance [10]
proposed in the context of QBIC system provides a solution to this
problem by fusing the color bin distances into the total similarity
metric. Let X and Y be two color histograms with total number of
N bins and if we write them as pairs of color bins and weight:
X ¼ c1;wX

1

� �
; c2;wX

2

� �
; . . . ; cN;wX

N

� �� �
and Y ¼ c1;wY

1

� �
; c2;wY

2

� �
;

�
. . . ; cN;wY

N

� �
g then the quadratic distance between X and Y is as

follows:

DQ ðX;YÞ2 ¼ ðX � YÞT AðX � YÞ ¼
XN

i

XN

j

ðwX
i �wY

i ÞðwX
j �wY

j Þaij

ð1Þ

where A ¼ ½aij� is the matrix of color similarities between the bins ci

and cj. This formulation allows the comparison of different histo-
gram bins with some inter-similarity between them; however, it
underestimates distances because it tends to accentuate the color
similarity [39]. Furthermore, Po and Wong in a recent study [33]
showed that the quadratic distance formulation has serious limita-
tions: it does not match the human color perception well enough
and may result in incorrect ranks between regions with similar sali-
ent color distributions. Hence, it gives even worse results than the
naı̈ve Lp metrics in some particular cases.

Besides the aforementioned clustering drawbacks and the
resultant erroneous similarity computation, color histograms have
computational deficiencies due to the hundreds (or even thou-
sands) of redundant bins created for each image in a database,
although ordinary images usually contain few DCs (i.e. <8), and
Fig. 1. Different color compositions of red, blue an
more than that cannot anyway be perceived by HVS [24] according
to the second color perception rule mentioned earlier. Therefore,
color histograms do not only create a major computational defi-
ciency in terms of storage, memory limit and computation (CPU)
time due to spending hundreds or thousands of bins for the few
DCs present, moreover their similarity computations will be biased
by the outliers hosted within those redundant bins. Recall that two
images with similar color composition will have similar DC proper-
ties; however, there is no such requirement for the outliers as they
can be entirely different. Hence including color outliers into simi-
larity computation may cause misinterpreting two similar images
as dissimilar or vice versa and usually reduce the discrimination
power of histogram-based descriptors, which eventually makes
them unreliable especially in larger databases.

In order to solve the problems of static-quantization in color
histograms, various DC descriptors, e.g. [1,7,8,22,24,49] have been
developed using dynamic-quantization with respect to image color
content. DCs, if extracted properly according to the aforemen-
tioned color perception rules, can indeed represent the prominent
colors in any image. They have a global representation, which is
compact and accurate and they are also computationally efficient.
We implement a top-down DC extraction scheme, similar to the
one in [7], where the method is entirely designed with respect to
HVS color perceptual rules. For instance, HVS is more sensitive to
the changes in smooth regions than in detailed regions. Thus in this
work colors are quantized more coarsely in the detailed regions
while smooth regions have more importance. To exploit this fact,
a smoothness weight (w(p)) is assigned to each pixel (p) based
on the variance in a local window. Afterwards, the General Lloyd
Algorithm (GLA, also referred to as Linde–Buzo–Gray and it is equiv-
alent to the well-known K-means clustering method [21]) is used
for color quantization.
2.2. Spatial color descriptors

Although the true DCs, which are extracted via such perceptu-
ally oriented scheme with the proper metric can address the afore-
mentioned problems of color histograms, global color properties
(DCs and their coverage areas) alone are not enough for character-
izing and describing the real color composition of an image since
they all lack the crucial information of spatial relationship among
the colors. In other words, describing ‘‘what” and ‘‘how much” col-
or is used will not be sufficient without specifying ‘‘where” and
‘‘how” the (perceivable) color components (DCs) are distributed
within the visual scenery. For example all the patterns shown in
Fig. 1 have the same color proportions (be it described via DCs or
color histograms), but different spatial distributions and thus can-
not be perceived as the same. Especially in large image databases,
this is the main source of erroneous retrievals, which makes ‘‘acci-
dental” matches between images with ‘‘similar” global color prop-
erties but different in the color distribution.

There are several approaches to address such drawbacks. Seg-
mentation-based methods may be an alternative; however, they
d white with the same proportions (weights).
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are not feasible since in most cases automatic segmentation is an
ill-posed problem, therefore, it is not reliable and robust for appli-
cations on large databases. For example in a recent work [40] DCs
are associated with the segmented regions but the method can
only be applied to a small size (i.e. 200) National Flags database,
where segmentation is trivial. Some studies used the local posi-
tions of color blocks for characterizing the spatial distributions.
For instance in an earlier study, Gong et al. [9] divided the image
into nine equal sub-images and represented each of them by a col-
or histogram. In a similar work, Stricker and Dimai [39] split the
image into five regions: an oval central region and four corners.
They tried to combine color similarity from each region whilst
attributing more weight to the central region. A similar approach
is proposed by Valova and Rachev in [45] where they split image
into 16 � 16 blocks and each block is represented by a unique
dominant color. Due to the fixed partitioning, such methods be-
come strictly domain dependant solutions. Ooi et al. [28] enhances
the idea of using a statistically derived quad-tree decomposition to
obtain homogeneous blocks but again comparing the matching
blocks (in the same position) to obtain SCD similarity. Basically
in such approaches the local position of a certain color in an image
cannot really describe the true SCD due to several reasons. First the
image dimensions, resolution and their aspect ratio can vary signif-
icantly. So an object with a certain size can fall (perhaps partially)
into different blocks in different locations. Furthermore, such a
scheme is not rotation and translation invariant. Pass et al. [31]
presented Color Coherence Vector (CCV), which partitions the his-
togram bins based on the spatial coherence of the pixels. A given
pixel is ‘‘coherent” if its color is similar color to a colored-region
and ‘‘incoherent” otherwise. For each color ci, let aðciÞ and bðciÞ
be the number of coherent and incoherent pixels, thus the pair
aðciÞ; bðciÞð Þ is called a coherence pair for the ith color, and the

coherent vector can be defined for an image I as:

CCVðIÞ ¼ fðaðc1Þ;bðc1ÞÞ; ðaðc2Þ;bðc2ÞÞ; . . . ; ðaðcNÞ;bðcNÞÞg ð2Þ

L1 metric is used to compare two images. A nice property of this
method is the classification of the outlier (color) pixels in spatial
domain (i.e. incoherent) from the prominent (i.e. coherent) ones.
They report a better retrieval performance than traditional histo-
gram-based methods. Yet, apart from the aforementioned draw-
backs of histogram-based methods with respect to individual
pixels, classifying color pixels alone, without any metric or charac-
terization for the SCD will not describe the real color composition
of an image. Another variation of this approach is characterizing
adjacent color pairs, i.e. color boundaries. Nagasaka and Tanaka
[25] developed a color matching technique to model color bound-
aries. Thus, two images are expected to be similar if they have sim-
ilar sets of color pairs. In a similar approach, Stricker [39] used the
boundary histograms to describe the length of the color bound-
aries. Another color adjacency based descriptor can be found in
[14]. Such a heuristic approach of using color adjacency informa-
tion might be more intuitive than the ones using fixed blocks, since
they at least used ‘‘relative” features instead of ‘‘static” ones. Yet
the approach is likely to suffer from changes in background color
or relative translations of the objects in an image. The former case
implies to a strong dissimilarity although only the background col-
or is changed whilst the rest of the object(s) or color elements stay
intact. In the latter case there is no change in the adjacent colors,
however, the inter-proximities of the color elements (hence the
entire color composition) are changing and hence a certain dissim-
ilarity should occur. Therefore, the true characterization of SCD lies
in the inter-proximities (the relative distances) of color elements
with respect to each other. In other words, characterizing inter-
or self-color proximities (e.g. the relative distances of the DCs)
shall be a reliable and discriminative cue about the color composi-
tion. This property is invariant to translations, rotations and varia-
tions in image properties (dimensions, aspect ratio and resolution)
and hence will be the basis of the proposed descriptor for spatial
color description.

2.3. The color correlogram

One of the most promising approaches among all SCD descrip-
tors is the color Correlogram [11,13], which is a table, where the
kth entry for the color histogram bin pair (i, j) specifies the proba-
bility of finding a pixel of color bin j at a distance k from a pixel of
color bin i in the image. Recently a similar technique, the color
edge co-occurrence histogram, has also been used for color object
detection in [17]. Let I be an W x H image quantized with m colors
ðc1; . . . ; ci; . . . ; cmÞ via RGB color histogram. For a pixel p ¼ ðx; yÞ 2 I,
let I(p) denotes its color value and let Ihcii � fpjIðpÞ ¼ cig. So the
color histogram value of a quantized color ci; hðci; IÞ, can be defined
as:

hðci; IÞ ¼WHPrðp 2 IhciiÞ ð3Þ

Accordingly, the color Correlogram cðkÞci ;cj
, for the quantized color

pair ðci; cjÞ and a pixel distance k 6 d can be expressed as:

cðkÞci ;cj
¼ Pr

p12Ihcii;p22I
ðp2 2 Ihcjikp1 � p2j ¼ kÞ ð4Þ

where ci; cj 2 fc1; . . . ; cmg; k 2 f1; . . . ;dg and jp1 � p2j is the distance
between pixels p1 and p2 in L1 norm. Since the feature vector size of
Correlogram is Oðm2dÞ, a simplified version, the so-called Auto-Cor-
relogram, which only captures the spatial correlation between the
same colors and thus reduces the feature vector size to OðmdÞ bytes,
was proposed in [11]. A variant of the Correlogram based on HSV
color domain is proposed in [27].

In the spatial domain and pixel level, Correlogram can charac-
terize and thus describe the relative distances of distinct colors be-
tween each other and thus such a description can indeed reveal a
high resolution model of SCD. Accordingly, Ma and Zhang in [20],
and recently Chun et al. in [5] conducted comprehensive perfor-
mance evaluations among several global/spatial color descriptors
for CBIR and reported that (Auto-) Correlogram achieves the best
retrieval performance among the others, such as color histograms,
CCV, color moments, etc. In another recent work, Li et al. [16] pro-
posed Markov Stationary Features (MSFs), which is an extension of
the color auto-correlogram and compared it with the auto-correlo-
gram and other MSF based CBIR features such as color histograms,
CCVs, texture and edge. Among all color descriptors, Auto-Correlo-
gram (extended by MSF) performs the best but only slightly better
than the Auto-Correlogram. Another extension is the Wavelet Cor-
relograms proposed by Lee et al. in [15] and it performs slightly
better than the Correlogram and surpasses other color descriptors
such as color histograms and scalable color descriptor. Moghad-
dam and Saadatmand-Tarzjan in [18] proposed another approach,
called Gabor wavelet Correlogram for image indexing and retrieval
and further improved the retrieval performance. Therefore, in this
work we shall make comparative evaluations of the proposed tech-
nique against the color Correlegram whenever applicable, because,
it suffers from a serious computational complexity and a massive
memory requirement problems. Nowadays digital image technol-
ogy offers several mega-pixel (Mpel) image resolutions. For a con-
servative assumption, consider a small size database with only
1000 images each of which in only 1 Mpel resolution. Without
any loss of generality, assume that W = H = 1000. In such image
dimensions, a reasonable setting for d would be 100 < d < 500,
corresponding to �10%–50% image dimension range. Any d setting
<100 pixels would be too small for characterizing the true SCD of
the image –probably describing only a thin layer of adjacent colors
(i.e. colors that can be found within a small range). Assume the
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lowest range setting: d = 100 (yet a Correlogram working over only
a 10% range of the image dimension is hardly a ‘‘spatial” color
descriptor). Even with such ‘‘minimal” settings, the naı̈ve algo-
rithm will require � Oð1010Þ computations (including divisions,
multiplications and additions). Even with fast computers, this will
require several hours of computation per image and infeasible time
is required to index even the smallest databases. In order to
achieve a feasible computational complexity for the naı̈ve algo-
rithm, the range has to be reduced drastically (i.e. d � 10) and
the images should be decimated by 3–5 times in each dimension.
Such a solution unfortunately changes (decimates) the color com-
position of the scheme and with such limited range, the true SCD
cannot anymore be characterized. The other alternative is to use
the fast algorithm. A typical quantization for RGB color histogram
can be eight partitions in each color dimension (i.e. 8 � 8 � 8
= 512 bins RGB histogram), the fast algorithm will speed up the
process around 25 times; however, it will also require a massive
memory space, (>400 Gb per image) and this time neither decima-
tion, nor drastic reduction on the range will make it feasible and
practically speaking, one can hardly make it work only for thumb-
nail size images and only when d < 10 and much coarser quantiza-
tion (e.g. using 4 � 4 � 4 RGB histogram) is used. Furthermore, its
massive storage requirement is another serious bottleneck of the
Correlogram. Note that for the minimal range (d = 100) and typical
quantization settings (i.e. 8 � 8 � 8 RGB partitions), the amount of
space required for the feature vector storage of a single image is
above 400 Mb. This allows the Correlogram barely applicable only
for small size databases, i.e. for 1000 image database the storage
space required is above 400 Gb. To make it work, the range value
has to be reduced drastically along with using a much coarser
quantization (4 � 4 � 4 bins or less). Unfortunately with such set-
tings, recall the problems of coarse quantization of color histo-
grams and such a diminished range setting. The only alternative
is to use Auto-Correlogram instead of Correlogram, which is even-
tually recommended and used in [11]; however, without charac-
terizing spatial distribution of distinct colors with respect to each
other, the performance of the color descriptor may be degraded.

Apart from all such feasibility problems, Correlogram may exhi-
bit several limitations and drawbacks. The first and the foremost is
its pixel-based structure, which characterizes the color proximities
at a pixel level. Such a high resolution description not only makes it
too complicated and infeasible to perform, it also becomes mean-
ingless with respect to HVS color perception rules simply because
individual pixels do not mean much for the human eye. As an
example, consider a Correlogram description such as ‘‘the probabil-
ity of finding a red pixel within a 43 pixel proximity of a blue pixel
is 0.25” and so what difference does it make to have this probabil-
ity in 44 or 42 pixels proximity for the human perception? Another
similar image might have the same probability but in 42 pixels
proximity, which makes it indifferent or even identical for the hu-
man eye; however, a significant dissimilarity will occur via Corre-
logram’s naı̈ve (dis-)similarity computation. Furthermore, since
Correlogram is a pixel level descriptor working over RGB color his-
togram, the outliers, both in color and spatial domains have an
imminent affect both over computational complexity and the re-
trieval performance of the descriptor. Hundreds of color outliers
hosted in the histogram, even though not visible to the human
eye, will cause computational (memory, storage and speed) prob-
lems, making the Correlogram inapplicable in many cases. Yet
the real problem lies in degradation caused by the outliers directly
over the description accuracy such as their bias (shift) over the true
(perceivable) probabilities (inter-color proximities). Finally, using
the probability alone makes the descriptor insensitive to the dom-
inance of a color or its area (weight) in the image. This is basically
due to the normalization by the amount (weight or area) of color,
hðci; IÞ, and such an important perceptual cue is lacking in the Cor-
relogram’s description. This might be a desirable property to find
the similar images simply ‘‘zoomed” as in [11], and hence the color
areas significantly vary but the distance probabilities do not. How-
ever, it may also cause severe mismatches especially in large dat-
abases since the probability of the pair-wise color distances
might be the same or close independent of their area and hence
regardless of their dominance (whether they are DCs or outliers).
An example of such a descriptor deficiency can be seen in a query
of the sample image shown in Fig. 2. In short, these properties
make Correlogram more of a colored texture descriptor rather than
a color descriptor since its pixel level, area insensitive, co-occur-
rence description is quite similar to texture descriptors based on
co-occurrence statistics (e.g. Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrix
(GLCM) [29]) only with a major difference of describing color co-
occurrences instead of gray level (intensity) values.

3. The proposed color descriptor

Under the light of the earlier discussion, the proposed color
descriptor is designed to address the drawbacks and problems
of the color descriptors, particularly the color Correlogram. In
order to achieve this, it is mainly motivated by the human color
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perception rules and therefore, global and spatial color properties
are extracted and described in a way HVS perceives them. Therefore,
outliers, in color and spatial domains, are suppressed or eliminated
by adopting a top-down approach during feature extraction. The
proposed color descriptor is formed by a proper combination of
global and spatial color features. During the retrieval phase, the
(dis-)similarity between two images is computed using a penalty-
trio model, which penalizes the individual differences in global
and spatial color properties. In the following sub-sections, we will
detail both indexing (feature extraction) and retrieval schemes.

3.1. Formation of the color descriptor

As explained in Section 2.1, the DCs represent the prominent
colors in an image whilst the unperceivable color components
(outliers) are discarded. As a result, they have a global representa-
tion, which is compact and accurate, and they represent the few
(dominant) colors that are present and perceivable in an image.
For a color cluster Ci, its centroid ci is calculated by

ci ¼
P

wðpÞxðpÞP
wðpÞ ; xðpÞ 2 Ci ð5Þ

and the initial clusters are determined by using a weighted distor-
tion measure, defined as,

Di ¼
X

wðpÞkxðpÞ � cik2
; xðpÞ 2 Ci ð6Þ

This is used to determine which clusters to split until either a
maximum number of clusters (DCs), Nmax

DC , is achieved or a maxi-
mum allowed distortion criteria, eD, is met. Hence, pixels with
smaller weights (detailed sections) are assigned fewer clusters so
that the number of color clusters in the detailed regions, where
the likelihood of outliers’ presence is high, is therefore suppressed.
As the final step, an agglomerative clustering (AC) is performed on
the cluster centroids to further merge similar color clusters so that
there is only one cluster (DC) hosting all similar color components
in the image. A similarity threshold TS is assigned to the maximum
color distance possible between two similar colors in a certain col-
or domain (CIE-Luv, CIE_Lab, etc.). Another merging criterion is the
color area, that is, any cluster should have a minimum amount of
coverage area, TA, so as to be assigned as a DC; otherwise, it will
Fig. 3. Overview of the proposed
be merged with the closest color cluster since it is just an outlier.
Another important issue is the choice of the color space since a
proper color clustering scheme for DC extraction tightly relies on
the metric. Therefore, a perceptually uniform color space should
be used and the most common ones are CIE-Luv and CIE-Lab,
which are designed such that color distances perceived by HVS
are also equal in L2 (Euclidean) distance in these spaces. HSV space,
although an intuitive color domain, suffers from discontinuities
and RGB color space is not perceptually uniform. Therefore, among
CIE-Luv and CIE-Lab, we select the former since it yields a lower
transformation cost from native RGB space. For CIE-Luv, a typical
value for TS is between 10 and 20, TA is between 2% and 5% [22]
and eD < 0:05. Based on the earlier remarks, Nmax

DC can be conve-
niently set to 8. As shown in Fig. 3, the DC extraction method used
is similar to the one in [7], where it is entirely designed with re-
spect to HVS color perceptual rules and configurable with few
thresholds, TS (color similarity), TA (minimum area), eD (minimum
distortion) and Nmax

DC (maximum number of DCs). As the first step,
the true number of DCs present in the image (i.e. 1 6 NDC 6 Nmax

DC )
is extracted in CIE-Luv color domain and back-projected to the im-
age for further analysis involving extraction of the spatial proper-
ties (SCD) of DCs. Let Ci represents the ith DC class (cluster) with
the following members: ci is the color value (centroid), wi is the
weight (unit normalized area) and ri is the standard deviation ob-
tained from the distribution of (real) colors clustered by Ci. Due to
the DC thresholds set beforehand, wi > TA; jci � cjj > TS for 1 6 i;
j 6 NDC .

During the back-projection phase, the DC, which has the closest
centroid value to a particular pixel color, will be assigned to that
pixel. As a natural consequence of this process, spatial outliers,
i.e. isolated pixel(s), which are not populated enough to be perceiv-
able, can emerge (e.g. see the example in Fig. 3) and should thus be
eliminated. Due to the perceptual approach based on the Gestalt
rule, ‘‘Humans see the whole before its parts”, a top-down approach
such as quad-tree decomposition can process the ‘‘whole” first,
meaning the largest blocks possible, which can be described (and
perceived) by a single DC, before going into its ‘‘parts”. Due to its
top-down structure, the proposed scheme does not suffer from
the aforementioned problems of some pixel-based approaches.

Two parameters are used to configure the quad-tree: TW , which
is the minimum weight (dominance) within the current block
color descriptor formation.
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required from a DC not to go down for further partition and Dmax
QT ,

which is the depth limit indicating the maximum amount of parti-
tion (decomposition) allowed. Note that with the proper setting of
TW and Dmax

QT , QT decomposition can be carried out to reach the pix-
el level; however, such an extreme partitioning should not be per-
mitted to avoid the aforementioned problems of pixel level
analysis. Using a similar analogy TW can be set in accordance with
TA, i.e. TW ffi 1� TA. Therefore, for the typical TA setting (between
2% and 5%), TW can be conveniently set as TW P 95%. Since Dmax

QT

determines when to stop the partitioning abruptly, it should not
be set too low so that it does not cause inhomogeneous (mixed)
blocks and on the other hand, extensive experimental results sug-
gest that Dmax

QT > 6 is not required even for the most complex scenes
since the results are almost identical to the one with Dmax

QT ¼ 6.
Therefore, the typical range is 4 6 Dmax

QT 6 6. Let Bp corresponds to
the pth partition of the block B, where p = 0 is the entire block
and 1 6 p 6 4 represents the pth quadrant of the block. The four
quadrants can be obtained simply by applying equal partitioning
to the parent block or via any other partitioning scheme, which
can be optimized to yield most homogenous blocks possible. For
simplicity we use the former case and accordingly a generic QT
algorithm, QuadTree, can be expressed as follows:

QuadTree (parent, depth)

� If depth = Dmax
QT then Return.

� Let Wmax be the weight of the DC, which has the maximum
coverage in parent block.

� If ðWmax > TWÞ then Return.
� Let B0 ¼ Parent.
� For 8p 2 ½1; . . . ;4� do:
	 QuadTree (Bp, depth+1)
� Return.

The QT decomposition of a (back-projected) image I can then
be initiated by calling QuadTree (I, 0) and once the process is over,
each QT block carries the following data: its depth D 6 Dmax

QT ,
where the partitioning is stopped, its location in the image and
the major DC, which has the highest weight in the block (i.e.
wmax > TW ) and perhaps some other DCs, which are eventually
some spatial outliers. In order to remove those spatial outliers, a
QT back-projection of the major DC into its host block is sufficient.
Fig. 3 illustrates the removal of some spatial outliers via QT back-
projection on a sample image. The final scheme, where outliers in
both color and spatial domains are removed and the (major) DCs
are assigned (back-projected) to their blocks, can be conveniently
used for further (SCD) analysis to extract spatial color features.
Note that QT blocks can vary in size depending on the depth,
yet even the smallest (highest depth) block is large enough to
be perceivable and carry a homogenous DC. So instead of perform-
ing pixel level analysis such as in Correlogram, the uniform grid of
blocks in the highest depth ðD ¼ Dmax

QT Þ can be used for character-
izing the global SCD and extracting the spatial features in an
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Fig. 4. Nðbi; kÞ templates in 8 � 8 block-grid ðDmax
QT ¼ 3Þ fo
efficient way. As shown in Fig. 3, one of the two modes, which
perform two different approaches to extract spatial color features
can be used. The first is the scalar mode, over which inter-DC
proximity histograms are computed within the full image range.
These histograms indicate the amount of a particular DC that
can be found from a certain distance of another DC; however, this
is a scalar measure, where the direction information is lacking. For
example, such a measure can state ‘‘17% of red is 8 units (blocks)
away from blue” but without any directional information. There-
fore, the second mode is designed to represent inter-occurrence
of one DC with respect to another over a 2D (proximity) grid from
which both distance and direction information can be obtained.
Note that inter-color distances are crucial for characterizing the
SCD of an image; however, the direction information may or
may not be useful depending on the content. For example, the
direction information in ‘‘17% of red is 8 units (blocks) right of
blue” is important for describing a national flag (and hence the
content) but ‘‘One black and one white horse are running together
on a green field” is sufficient to describe the content without any
need to know the exact directional order of black, white and
green. In the following sub-sections we will first detail both
modes and then evaluate their computational and retrieval per-
formances individually.

3.1.1. SCD description via proximity histograms
Once the QT back-projection of major DCs into their host blocks

are completed, all QT blocks hosting a single (major) DC with a cer-
tain depth ðD 6 Dmax

QT Þ are further partitioned into the blocks in
highest depth (i.e. D ¼ Dmax

QT ) so as to achieve a proximity histogram
in the highest block-wise resolution. Therefore, in such a uniform
block-grid, the image I will have N � N blocks, where N ¼ 2Dmax

QT ,
each of which hosts a single DC. Accordingly the problem of com-
puting inter-DC proximities turns out to be block distances and
hence the block indices in each dimension (i.e. 8x; y 2 ½1;N�) can di-
rectly be used for distance (proximity) calculation. Since the num-
ber of blocks does not change with respect to image dimension(s),
resolution invariance is, therefore, achieved (e.g. the same image in
different resolutions will have identical proximity histograms/
grids as opposed to significantly varying Correlograms due to its
pixel-based computations). As shown in Fig. 3, we can use either
L1 or L1 norms for block-distance calculations. Let b1 ¼ ðx1; y1Þ
and b2 ¼ ðx2; y2Þ be two blocks, the distance in L1 norm can be de-
fined as, L1 : kb1 � b2k ¼ jx1 � x2j þ jy1 � y2j, and for the L1 norm,
L1 : kb1 � b2k ¼maxðjx1 � x2j; jy1 � y2jÞ, respectively. Using the
block indices in both norms, the block distances become integer
numbers and note that for a full range histogram, the maximum
(distance) range will be [1,L], where L is N � 1 in L1 and 2N � 2
in L1 norms, respectively. A block-wise proximity histogram for a
DC pair ci and cj stores in its kth bin the number of blocks hosting
cj (i.e. 8bjjIðbjÞ ¼ cj, equivalent to the amount of color cj in I) from
all blocks hosting ci (i.e. 8bijIðbiÞ ¼ ci, equivalent to amount of color
ci in I) at a distance k. So such a histogram clearly indicates how
close or far two DCs and their spatial distribution with respect to
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k = 14k = 2k = 1

r three range values in L1 (left) and L1 (right) norms.
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each other. Yet the histogram bins should be normalized by the to-
tal number of blocks, which can be found k blocks away from the
source block bi hosting the DC ci because this number will signifi-
cantly vary with respect to the distance (k), the position of source
block ðbiÞ and the norm (L1 or L1) used. Therefore, the kth bin of the
normalized proximity histogram, Ucj

ci
ðkÞ, between the DC pair ci and

cj can be expressed as,

U
cj
ci
ðkÞ ¼

X
bi

X
bj

Dðbi; bj; kÞ where

Dðbi; bj; kÞ ¼
Nðbi; kÞ�1 if bi 2 IðciÞ; bj 2 IðcjÞ; kbi � bjk ¼ k

0 else

( )

ð7Þ

Note that the normalization factor, Nðbi; kÞ, by the total number
of neighbor blocks in distance k, is independent from the DC distri-
bution and hence it is only computed once and used for all images
in the database. Fig. 4 presents Nðbi; kÞ templates computed for all
blocks ð8bi 2 IÞ, both norms and some range values. In the figure
for illustration purposes N is kept as 8 ðDmax

QT ¼ 3Þ and note that nor-
malization cannot be applied for those blocks, where Nðbi; kÞ ¼ 0
since the range (k) is out of image boundaries and hence
U

cj
ci
ðkÞ ¼ 0 for 8ci.
Once the Nðbi; kÞ templates are formed, normalized proximity

histogram computation takes OðN4Þ. Note that this is basically
independent from the image dimensions, W and H, and it is also
a full-range computation (i.e. k 2 ½1; . . . ; L�Þ, which may not be nec-
essary in general (say, half image range may be quite sufficient
since above this range most of the (central) blocks will have either
out-of-boundary case, where U

cj
ci
ðkÞ ¼ 0 for 8ci or only few blocks

in the range, which is too low for obtaining ‘‘useful” statistics).
For Dmax

QT ¼ 5 ) N ¼ 32 and Nmax
DC ¼ 8, as a typical setting, it re-

quires 10,000 times less compared to Correlogram with a minimal
Fig. 5. The process of proximity grid fo
range setting (i.e. 10% of image dimension range). In fact the real
speed enhancement is much more since the computations in Cor-
relogram involve several additions, multiplications and worst of
all, divisions for probability computations; whereas, only additions
are sufficient for computing U

cj
ci
ðkÞ as long as Nðbi; kÞ�1 is initially

computed and stored as the template. The memory requirements
for the full-range computation are OðN2LÞ for storing Nðbi; kÞ�1

and plus OðN2
DCLÞ for computing U

cj
ci
ðkÞ, respectively. The memory

space required for the typical settings given earlier will thus be
�500 Kb, which is a significant reduction compared to Correlo-
gram. The typical storage space required per database image is
<17 Kb with L1, and <33 Kb with L1 norm), which is eventually
50 times smaller than the Auto-Correlogram’s requirement
ðOðmdÞÞ with minimal m and d settings.

3.1.2. SCD Description via 2D proximity grids
This is an alternative approach for characterizing the inter-DC

distribution by not only the respective proximities, but also their
inter-occurrences accumulated over a 2D proximity grid. The pro-
cess starts from the same configuration outlined earlier. Let the im-
age I have N � N blocks, each of which hosts a single DC. 2D
proximity grid, W

cj
ci
ðx; yÞ, is formed by cumulating the co-occur-

rence of blocks hosting cj (i.e. 8bjjIðbjÞ ¼ cj) in a certain vicinity of
the blocks hosting ci (i.e. 8bijIðbiÞ ¼ ci) over a 2D (proximity) grid.
In other words, via fixing the block bi (hosting ci) in the center
bin of the grid (i.e. x = y = 0), the particular bin, which corresponds
to the relative position of block bj (hosting cj) is incremented by
one and this process is repeated for all blocks hosting cj in a certain
vicinity of bi. Then the process is repeated for the next block (host-
ing ciÞ until the entire image blocks are scanned for the color pair
ðci; cjÞ. As a result the final grid bins represent the inter-occur-
rences of the cj blocks with respect to the ones hosting color ci,
within a certain range L (i.e. 8x; y 2 ½�L; L�; L 6 N � 1Þ. Although L
rmation for the block (X) for L = 4.



Fig. 6. Proximity grid vs. histogram for a sample color pair: red–blue.
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can be set as N � 1 for a full-range representation, it is, however, a
highly redundant setting since L P N=2 cannot be fit exactly for
any block without exceeding the image (block) boundaries. There-
fore, L < N=2 would be a reasonable choice for L.

The computation of W
cj
ci
ðx; yÞ can be performed in a single pass

through all image blocks. Let bi ¼ ðxi; yiÞ be the next block hosting
the DC ci. Fixing the bi in the center (i.e. W

cj
ci
ð0;0ÞÞ, all image blocks

within the range L from bi (i.e. 8bj ¼ ðxi þ x; yi þ yÞ 2 Ij8x; y 2 ½�L; L�)
are scanned and the corresponding (proximity) grid bin, W

cj
ci
ðx; yÞ,

for a color cj in a block bj ¼ ðxi þ x; yi þ yÞ 2 I is incremented by
one. This process is illustrated on a sample image shown in Fig. 5.
During the raster-scan of uniform blocks, the block with white DC
updates only three proximity grids (white to white, brown and blue)
since those DCs can only be found within the range of ±L. For illus-
tration purposes we kept Dmax

QT ¼ 5 ) N ¼ 32 and L as 4.
As a result such a proximity grid characterizes both inter-DC

proximities and the relative spatial position (inter-DC direction)
between two DCs. This is straightforward to see in the sample
images in Fig. 6, where proximity grid distinguishes the relative
direction of a DC pair, (red–blue) whilst proximity histogram can-
not due to its scalar metric. Note that W

cj
ci
ð0;0Þ ¼ 0 for i – j and

Wci
ci
ð0;0Þ indicates the total number of blocks hosting ci. Since this

is not a SCD property – rather a local DC property showing a
noisy approximation of wi (weight of ci), it can be conveniently
excluded from the feature vector and the remaining
ð2Lþ 1Þ2 � 1 grid bins are (unit) normalized by the total number
of blocks, N2, to form the final descriptor, W

cj
ci
ðx; yÞ, where

W
cj
ci
ðx; yÞ 6 1;8x; y 2 ½�L; L�.
Proximity grid computation takes OðN2L2Þ. Similar to proximity

histogram this is also independent from original image dimen-
sions, W and H, and for a full range process, ðL ¼ N=2Þ, the same
number of computations, OðN4Þ, is obtained. However, instead of
regular addition operations required for proximity histogram or
multiplications and divisions for Correlogram, proximity grid com-
putation requires only incrimination,. So for a typical grid dimen-
sion range, e.g. N=8 < L < N=4, the computation of proximity grid
takes the shortest time. The memory space requirement is in
OðN2

DC 
 L
2Þ and for a full range process ðL ¼ N=2Þ with the typical

settings Dmax
QT ¼ 5 ) N ¼ 32 and Nmax

DC ¼ 8, the memory required
per database image will be 256 Kb, which is still smaller than the
Auto-Correlogram ðOðmdÞÞ even with the minimal m and d settings
and it is equivalent to half of the memory required for the proxim-
ity histogram. Since W
cj
ci
ðx; yÞ ¼ Wci

cj
ð�x;�yÞ (symmetry with respect

to origin), the storage (disc) space requirement is even less,
OðN2

DCL2Þ; however, it requires 8 times more space than the prox-
imity histogram. This is the cost of computing full-range proximity
grid and therefore, it is recommended to employ the typical grid
dimension range (e.g. N=8 < L < N=4Þ to reduce this cost to an
acceptable level.
3.2. The proposed similarity metric: penalty-trio model

In a retrieval operation in an image database, a particular fea-
ture of the query image, Q, is used for (dis-) similarity measure-
ment with the same feature of a database image, I. Repeating
this process for all images in the database, D, and ranking the
images according to their similarity distances yield the retrieval re-
sult. As shown in Fig. 3, the proposed color descriptors of Q and I
contain both global and spatial color properties. Let CQ

i and CI
j rep-

resent the ith and jth ði 6 NQ
DC ; j 6 NI

DCÞ DC classes where NQ
DC and

NI
DC are the number of DCs in Q and I, respectively. Along with

these global properties, the proposed SCD descriptors of Q and I
contain either proximity histogram ðUcj

ci
ðkÞÞ or grid ðWcj

ci
ðx; yÞÞ

depending on the SCD mode. Henceforth for the similarity distance
computation over the proposed color descriptor, both global and
spatial color properties are used within a penalty-trio model,
which basically penalizes the following mismatches between Q
and I:

� P/ : the amount of different (mismatching) DCs,
� the differences of the matching DCs in:
	 PG : global color properties,
	 PSCD : SCD properties.
So the penalty-trio over all color properties can be expresses as,

PRðQ ; IÞ ¼ P/ðQ ; IÞ þ ðaPGðQ ; IÞ þ ð1� aÞPSCDðQ ; IÞÞ ð8Þ

where PR 6 1 is the (unit) normalized total penalty, which corre-
sponds to (total) color similarity distance and 0 < a < 1 is the
weighting factor between global and spatial color properties. Note
that all global color descriptors mentioned in Section 2.1 use only
the first two (penalty) terms whilst discarding PSCD entirely. Corre-
logram, on the other hand, works only over PSCD without considering



Fig. 7. One-to-one matching of DC pairs among three images (A–C).
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any global properties. Therefore, the proposed penalty-trio model
fuses both approaches to compute a complete distance measure
from all color properties.

Color (DC) matching is a key factor in the underlying applica-
tion. We therefore propose a two-level color partitioning: the first
level partitions the group of color elements, which are too close for
the human eye to distinguish, using a minimum (color) threshold,
Tmin

C . Recall from the earlier discussion that such close color ele-
ments are clustered into DC classes, i.e. jci � cjj 6 TS for 8cj 2 Ci

and using the same analogy Tmin
C can conveniently be set as TS. An-

other threshold, Tmax
C , is empirically set for the second level parti-

tioning above which no color similarity can be perceived. Finally,
for a given two DCs, where the inter-color distance falls between
the two levels, i.e. Tmin

C < jci � cjj < Tmax
C , there exists a certain level

of (color) similarity but not too close so as to be perceived as
identical.

Define such colors, which show some similarity, as ‘‘matching”
and let Tmax

C be used to partition the mismatching colors from the
matching ones. One can form two sets: matching ðSMÞ and mis-
matching ðS/Þ DC classes from CQ and CI by assigning each DC,
ci 2 Ci, in one set, which cannot match any DC, cj 2 Ci, in the other
(i.e. jci � cjj > Tmax

C for 8i; jÞ into S/ and the rest (with at least one
match) into SM . Note that SM þ S/ ¼ CQ þ CI and using the DCs in
S/; P/ can directly be expressed as,

P/ðQ ; IÞ ¼
P
ðwijCi 2 S/Þ

2
6 1 ð9Þ

The dissimilarity (penalty, P/Þ increases proportionally with the
total amount (weight) of mismatching DCs. In one extreme case,
where there are no colors matching, SM ¼ f/g ) PR ¼ P/ ¼ 1
means that the two images have no similar (matching) colors. In
another extreme case, where all DCs are matching, so
S/ ¼ f/g ) P/ ¼ 0, color (dis-)similarity will only emerge from
global (PGÞ and spatial ðPSCDÞ color properties of the (matching)
DCs. Typically, P/ contributes a certain color distance as a natural
consequence of mismatching colors between Q and I, yet the rest
of the distance will result from the cumulated difference of color
matching. This is, however, not straightforward to compute since
one DC in Q can match one or more DCs in I (or vice versa). One
solution is to apply color quadratic distance [10] to fuse DC dis-
tances into the total similarity metric. However, besides its serious
drawbacks mentioned earlier, this formulation can be applied only
to distance calculation from global DC properties and hence cannot
address how to fuse SCD distances (from proximity grid or histo-
gram of each individual DC pair). Another alternative is to enforce
a one-to-one DC matching, i.e. one DC alone in Q can match a single
DC in I by choosing the best match and discarding the other
matches. This, as well, induces serious errors due to the following
fact: DC extraction is a dynamic clustering algorithm in color do-
main and due to variations in color composition of the scenery or
its pre-fixed parameters (thresholds), it can result in over- or un-
der-clustering. Therefore, similar color compositions can be clus-
tered into different number of DCs and enforcing one-to-one
matching may miss part of matching DCs from both global and
spatial similarity computation. A typical example of such a conse-
quence can be seen in Fig. 7, where there are three images with
highly similar content, i.e. ‘‘an elephant under cloudy sky”. In
two images (B and C), the cloud and sky are distinguished during
DC extraction with separate blue and white DCs; however, in image
A, only one DC (light-blue) is extracted with the same parameters.
Consequently there is no (one-to-one) matching problem between
B and C and such a matching will naturally reflect similar global
and spatial DC properties, but between A and B or C, if the single
DC (light-blue) is matched only with one DC (white or blue) this will
obviously yield an erroneous result on both global and spatial sim-
ilarity computations since neither DC (white or blue) properties
(weight, distribution, proximities to other DCs, etc.) are similar to
the one in A (light-blue).
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As a result, before computing PG and PSCD, the DC sets in Q (or I),
which are in a close vicinity of a single DC in I (or Q) should be first
fused into a single DC. For instance, in Fig. 7, the DC light-blue in
image A is close to both white and blue in image B (and C); there-
fore, both colors in B should be fused into a new DC (perhaps a sim-
ilar light-blue color) and then PG and PSCD can be computed
accurately between A and B. In order to accomplish this,
Tmin

C ¼ TS is used for matching the close DCs and a two-fold match-
ing process is performed via function TargetMatch, which first ver-
ifies and then fuses some DCs in the target set, T, if required by any
DC in the source set, S. Let SM

Q � SM and SM
I � SM be the sets of

matching DCs for Q and I, respectively. Since any DC in any set
can request fusing two or more DCs in the other set, the function
is called twice, i.e. first TargetMatch ðSM

Q ; S
M
I Þ, then TargetMatch

ðSM
I ; S

M
Q Þ. Accordingly, TargetMatch can be expressed as follows:
TargetMatch ðS; TÞ
� For 8ci 2 S do:
	 Let LM

i be the matching DC list for ci

	 For 8cj 2 T do:

– If jci � cjj 6 TS then cj ! LM

i

	 If LM
i

��� ���P 2 then
– Let LN

i ¼ T � LM
i be the non-matching list

– CX ¼ FuseDCs LM
i ; L

N
i

� �

– UPdate T ¼ LN
i þ CX

� Return.
FuseDCs ðLM
i ; L

N
i Þ

� Create CX : fcx;wx;rxg by using 8Cj 2 LM
i

	 wx ¼
P

Cj2LM
i

wj

	 cx ¼
P

Cj2LM
i

wjcjP
Cj2LM

i
wj

and rx ¼
P

Cj2LM
i

wjrjP
Cj2LM

i
wj

� From both Xcx
cx

and ðXcj
cx � Xcx

cj
Þj8cj 2 LN

i

	 Xcx
cx
¼
P

Cj2LM
i

P
Ck2LM

i
Xck

cj

	 Xcx
cj
¼
P

Ck2LM
i

Xck
cj
j8cj 2 LN

i

	 Compute Xcj
cx from Xcx

cj
;8cj 2 LN

i

� Return CX
The function, FuseDCs, fuses all DCs in the list, LM
i , reforms the
SCD descriptors of all (updated) DC pairs ðUcj
ci
ðkÞ or W

cj
ci
ðx; yÞÞ and fi-

nally returns a new (fused) DC, CX . Then the target set, T, is updated
accordingly. Let Xcj

ci
be the SCD operator (i.e. U

cj
ci

or W
cj
ci

depending
on the SCD mode as shown in Fig. 3) and Xc1

ci
þ Xc2

ci
can be defined

as:

Xc1
ci
þ Xc2

ci
¼

Uc1
ci
ðkÞ þUc2

ci
ðkÞ8k 2 ½1; L�

Wc1
ci
ðx; yÞ þWc2

ci
ðx; yÞ8x; y 2 ½�L; L�

( )
ð10Þ

Let � be the fusing operator over DC classes. It is simple to show
that Xc1�c2

ci
¼ Xc1

ci
þ Xc2

ci
; c1;2 – ci. Once the DCs in LM

i are fused, then
they are removed along with their SCD descriptors whilst keeping
the DCs (and their internal SCD descriptors) in LN

i intact. The new
(fused) DC, CX (along with its SCD descriptors) is inserted into
the target set, T. Recall from the earlier remarks on SCD descriptor
properties, i.e. Ucj

ci
ðkÞ ¼ Uci

cj
ðkÞ and W

cj
ci
ðx; yÞ ¼ Wci

cj
ð�x;�yÞ, therefore,

once Xcx
cj
;8cj 2 LN

i are formed, it is straightforward to compute

Xcj
cx ; 8cj 2 LN

i . After the consecutive calls of TargetMatch function,
all DC sets in each set, which are close (matching) to a particular
DC in the other set are fused and thus one-to-one matching can
be conveniently performed by selecting the best matching pair in
both sets. As a result the number of DCs in both (updated) sets,

SM
Q ; SM

I become equal (i.e. SM
Q

��� ��� ¼ SM
I

��� ��� ¼ NMÞ. Assume without loss

of generality that ith DC class in set CQ
i : fcQ

i ;w
Q
i ;r

Q
i g 2 SM

Q matches

the ith DC in set CI
i : fcI

i ;w
I
i ;rI

ig 2 SM
I (i.e. via sorting one set with re-

spect to the other). So the penalties for global and SCD properties
can be expressed as,

PGðQ ; IÞ ¼ b
XNM

i¼1

wQ
i �wI

i

�� ��þ ð1� bÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPNM
i¼1 cQ

i � cI
i

� �2
q

Tmax
C NM

6 1

PSCDðQ ; IÞ ¼

PNM
i¼1

PNM
j¼1

PL

x;y¼�L
D W

cQ
j

cQ
i

ðx;yÞ�W
cI
j

cI
i

ðx;yÞ


 �
N2

Mð2Lþ1Þ2
6 1

PNM
i¼1

PNM
j¼1

PL

k¼1
D

U
cQ
j

cQ
i

ðkÞ

maxðwQ
i
;wQ

j
Þ
�

U
cI
j

cI
i

ðkÞ

max wI
i
;wI

j

� �
0
B@

1
CA

N2
M L

6 1

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>;

where Dðx� yÞ ¼
0 if x ¼ y ¼ 0
jx�yj
ðxþyÞ else

( )
ð11Þ

where 0 < b < 1, similar to a, is the weighting factor between the
two global color properties: DC weights and centroids. D is the nor-
malized difference operator, which emphasizes the difference from
zero–nonzero pairs (e.g. =1). This is a common consequence when
the DC pairs’ area is relatively small but their SCDs are quite differ-
ent. It also suppresses the bias from similar SCDs of two DCs with
large weights. Note that PSCD computation should be independent
from the effect of DC weights since this is already taken into consid-
eration within PG computation. As a result the combination of PG and
PSCD represents the amount of dissimilarity present in all color prop-
erties and the unit normalization allows the combination in a config-
urable way with weights a;b, which can favor one color property to
another. With the combination of P/, which represents the natural
color dissimilarity due to mismatching, the penalty-trio models a
complete similarity distance between two color compositions.

4. Experimental results

Simulations are performed to evaluate the proposed color
descriptor efficiency with respect to HVS perceptive criteria (sub-
jective test) and to compare retrieval (via QBE) performances with-
in image databases indexed by the proposed and competing
(Correlogram and MPEG-7 DCD [22,33]) FeX modules. We do not
see any need to compare with other color descriptors such as color
histograms, CCV, color moments, etc. since the study in [20] clearly
demonstrates the Correlegram’s superiority over them. In the
experiments performed in this section, we used four sample
databases:

(1) Corel_1K Image Database: There are total of 1000 medium
resolution (384 � 256 pixels) images from 10 classes with
diverse contents such as wild life, city, buses, horses, moun-
tains, beach, food, African natives, etc.

(2) Corel_10K Image Database: There are 10,000 images from
Corel database bearing 100 distinct classes, each of which
contains 100 images with a similar content.

(3) Corel_20K Image Database: There are 20,000 images from
Corel database bearing 200 distinct classes, each of which
contains 100 images with a similar content.

(4) Synthetic Image Database: There are 1089 synthetic images
covering various color compositions that are artificially created.
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The classes in Corel databases are extracted by the ground-truth,
considering the content similarity—not the color distribution sim-
ilarity. For instance a red car and blue car are still in the same
‘‘Cars” class, although their colors do not match at all. Accordingly,
color-based retrievals are also evaluated using the same ground-
truth methodology, i.e. considering a retrieval as relevant only if
its content matches with the query. Note that we had to select
all sample databases containing images with mediocre resolutions;
otherwise it is not feasible to apply Correlogram method and espe-
cially for Corel_10K and Corel_20K, as we have witnessed severe
feasibility problems due to its computational complexity. Finally
the performance evaluation is presented over Synthetic database
is to demonstrate the true description power of the proposed tech-
nique whenever color alone entirely characterizes the content of
the image. Moreover, the robustness of the proposed descriptor
is also evaluated against the changes of resolution, aspect ratio,
color variations, translation, etc.

All experiments are carried out on a Pentium-5 1.8 GHz com-
puter with 1024 MB memory. If not stated otherwise, the following
parameters are used for all the experiments performed throughout
this section: Nmax

DC ¼ 6; TA ¼ 2%; TS ¼ 15 for DC extraction,
TW ¼ 96%; Dmax

QT ¼ 6 for QT decomposition and Tmin
C ¼ 45;

Tmin
C ¼ TS;a ¼ b ¼ 0:5 for penalty-trio model. For Auto-Correlo-

gram, we set RGB color histogram quantization as 8 � 8 � 8
(m = 512 colors) with d = 20 for Corel_1K but 4 � 4 � 4 (m = 64 col-
ors) with d = 10 for Corel_1OK and Corel_2OK. For Correlogram,
we use 4 � 4 � 4 bins for Corel_1K and 3 � 3 � 3 bins Corel_1OK
with d = 10. We had to use only Auto-Correlogram for Corel_20K
due to Correlogram’s infeasible memory requirement for this data-
base size. We use the same DC extraction parameters for MPEG-7
DCD and the proposed descriptor. A MUVIS application, DbsEditor,
dynamically uses the respective FeX modules for feature extraction
to index sample databases with the aforementioned parameters.
Afterwards, MBrowser application is used to perform similarity-
based retrievals via QBE (Query-by-Example) operations. A query
image is chosen among the database items to be the ‘‘Example”
Fig. 8. Query of a three-color object
and a particular FeX module (e.g. MPEG-7 DCD) is selected to re-
trieve and rank the similar (based on color) images using only
the respective (MPEG-7 DCD) features and an appropriate distance
metric implemented within the FeX module. The recommended
distance metrics are implemented for each FeX module, i.e. qua-
dratic distance for MPEG-7 DCD and L1 norm for Correlogram.

In order to measure the retrieval performance, we used an unbi-
ased and a limited formulation of the Normalized Modified Retrieval
Rank (NMRR(q)), which is defined in MPEG-7 as the retrieval per-
formance criteria per query (q). It combines both of the traditional
hit-miss counters; Precision–Recall, and further takes the ranking
information into account as given in the following expression:

AVRðqÞ ¼
PNðqÞ

k¼1 RðkÞ
NðqÞ and W ¼ 2NðqÞ

NMRRðqÞ ¼ 2AVRðqÞ � NðqÞ � 1
2W � NðqÞ þ 1

6 1

ANMRR ¼
PQ

q¼1NMRRðqÞ
Q

6 1

ð12Þ

where N(q) is the minimum number of relevant (via ground-truth)
images in a set of Q retrieval experiments, R(k) is the rank of the
kth relevant retrieval within a window of W retrievals, which are ta-
ken into consideration during per query, q. If there are less than N(q)
relevant retrievals among W then a rank of W + 1 is assigned for the
remaining (missing) ones. AVR(q) is the average rank obtained from
the query, q. Since each query item is selected within the database,
the first retrieval will always be the item queried and this obviously
yields a biased NMRR(q) calculation and it is, therefore, excluded
from ranking. Hence the first relevant retrieval (R(1)) is ranked by
counting the number of irrelevant images a priori and note that if
all N(q) retrievals are relevant, then NMRR(q) = 0, the best retrieval
performance is thus achieved. On the other hand, if none of relevant
items can be retrieved among W then NMRR(q) = 1, as the worst
case. Therefore, the lower NMRR(q) is the better (more relevant)
(top-left) in Synthetic database.



Fig. 9. Three queries, qA–qC, in Synthetic database via Correlogram (left) and the proposed descriptor with proximity histogram (middle) and proximity grid (right). Some
dimensions are tagged in yellow boxes. Top-left image is the query.
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the retrieval is, for the query, q. Keeping the number of QBE exper-
iments sufficiently high, the average NMRR, ANMRR, as expressed in
Eq. (12) can thus be used as the retrieval performance criteria.
Table 2
4.1. Retrieval performance on synthetic images

The images in Synthetic database contain colored-regions in
geometric and arbitrary shapes within which uniform samples
from the entire color space are represented. In this way the color
matching accuracy can be visually evaluated and the first two pen-
alty terms, P/ and PG can be individually tested. Furthermore, the
Table 1
Similarity distances and ranks of A and B in Fig. 7 when C is queried in Corel_1K.

Query: C PR Rank

A B A B

Fusing 0.176 0.156 3 1
Without Fusing 0.585 0.205 258 1
same (or matching) colors form different color compositions by
varying their region’s shape, size and/or inter-region proximities.
Hence, this allows us to test both individual and mutual penalty
terms PG and PSCD. Finally the penalty-trio’s cumulative accuracy
and robustness against variations of resolution, translation and
rotation can also be tested and compared against the Correlogram.

Fig. 8 presents a snapshot of the query of an image with 3-color
squares on a white background. The proposed color descriptor is
used with proximity histogram as the SCD descriptor and the re-
ANMRR scores of the proposed and the competing descriptors for three Corel
databases.

Descriptors Corel_1K
(34 queries)

Corel_10K
(176 queries)

Corel_20K
(222 queries)

MPEG-7 DCD 0.18 0.458 0.461
Auto-Correlogram 0.222 0.381 0.444
Correlogram 0.195 0.357 NA
Proposed (Prox. Histogram) 0.154 0.263 0.357
Proposed (Prox. Grid) 0.162 0.291 0.39



Fig. 10. Four typical queries using three descriptors in Corel_10K database. Top-left is the query image.
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Fig. 11. Four typical queries using three descriptors in Corel_20K database. Top-left is the query image.
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trieval results are ranked from left to right and top to bottom and
the similarity distances are given on the bottom of the images.
Among the first six retrievals, the same amount of identical colors
are used and hence P/ ¼ PG ¼ 0, which allows us to test the accu-
racy of PSCD alone. The first three retrievals have insignificant (dis-)
similarity distances and this demonstrates the robustness of PSCD

against the variations of rotation and translation. The 4th, 5th
and 6th ranks present cases, where spatial proximity between
the three colors starts to differentiate and hence SCD descriptor re-
flects the proximity differences successfully. For the 7th ðP/ – 0Þ
and 8th ranks ðPG – 0ÞPR starts to build up significantly since the
color composition changes drastically due to emerging and missing
color components.

Fig. 9 shows three queries in Synthetic database with differ-
ent color compositions and resolutions. In qA, both proximity
histogram and proximity grid successfully retrieve images with
similar color compositions; whereas, the Correlogram cannot
due to its invariance to weight (area) and limited range. The area
invariance effect can be easily seen in 2nd and particularly 3rd
ranks, where entirely different red and green weights occur.
The same comments can be made for qB for 5th and all ranks
above 7th. Moreover in qB, it is obvious that Correlogram cannot
retrieve the image with identical color composition among the
first 11 ranks due to its resolution (pixel-based) sensitivity. Note
further that the proposed descriptor with both proximity histo-
gram and grid first retrieves the color compositions, where all
colors are perfectly matching ðP/ ¼ 0Þ with the weights in a
close vicinity ðPG – 0Þ and then balances between mismatching
colors and weight differences of the matching ones. qC is partic-
ularly shown here to emphasize the effect of image resolution
over Correlogram and the proposed descriptor. The query of
the largest image among the others with dimensions in five dif-
Fig. 12. Two queries in Corel_10K (left) and Corel_20K (right) databases, where (Auto-
image.
ferent resolutions logarithmically scaled from 60 to 960 but the
same color composition (four red squares over white back-
ground), result in accurate ranking for the proposed descriptor;
however, Correlogram retrieves accurately only one whilst the
other two are shifted to lower ranks and the one (with
60 � 60 dimension) is missed within the first 12 ranks.

4.2. Retrieval performance on natural image databases

In this section, three sample databases (Corel_1K, Corel_10K
and Corel_20K) are indexed using each FeX module and each indi-
vidual (sub-) feature is used for retrieval. As presented in Table 1,
the first retrieval experiment is performed to demonstrate the ef-
fect of DC fusing over the retrieval accuracy. Similar results of sev-
eral retrieval experiments approve that DC fusing becomes the key
factor for the success of the proposed descriptor. Therefore, DC fus-
ing is applied for the rest of the experiments presented in this
section.

Table 2 presents ANMRR results and the query dataset size of
each of the three Corel databases, respectively. The query dataset
is prepared a priori by regarding a certain degree of color content
coherency, that is, the content similarity can mostly be perceived
by color similarity; however, a unique, one-to-one correspondence
between content and color similarities, as in the synthetic images
given in the previous section, can never be guaranteed in such nat-
ural images due to the presence of other visual cues, such as tex-
ture, shape, etc. Nevertheless, according to ANMRR scores
presented in the table, in all Corel databases the proposed descrip-
tor with either SCD modes achieves superior retrieval performance
than the competing methods, i.e. Correlogram, Auto-Correlogram
and MPEG-7 DCD combined with the quadratic distance computa-
tion. Moreover, we observed that in the majority of the queries (be-
) Correlogram performs better than the proposed descriptor. Top-left is the query
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tween 58% and 78%), the proposed method outperforms (auto-)
Correlogram, whereas the figure is even higher (76–92%) with
MPEG-7 DCD. Finally, for shorter descriptor size with proximity
histograms, we use L1 norm since comparative retrieval results
promise no significant gain of using L1 (e.g. for Corel_10K, ANMRR
score of the proposed method with proximity histogram using L1 is
0.254).

For visual evaluation, we present four retrieval results in both
Corel_10K and Corel_20K databases using all three descriptors.
For the queries as shown in Fig. 10, we used proximity grid in
the proposed descriptor against Correlogram and MPEG-7 DCD.
In the 1st, 2nd and 4th queries, one can easily notice the erroneous
retrievals of Correlogram due to its color area insensitivity (e.g.
compare the amount of red, white and black colors between the
query and 5th ranked image in the 1st query). As mentioned ear-
lier, in such large databases the co-occurrence probabilities can
(accidentally) match images with significantly different color pro-
portions. Particularly in the 1st and 4th queries, erroneous retri-
evals of MPEG-7 DCD occur due to the lack of SCD description,
which also makes accidental matches between (dissimilar) images
with close color proportions (e.g. in the 1st query, the amount of
white, red and black colors is quite close between the query and
6th, 7th and 8th ranks; however, their SCDs are not).

For the queries shown in Fig. 11, we used proximity histogram
in the proposed descriptor against Auto-Correlogram and MPEG-7
DCD. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the retrieval results.
Furthermore, note that the amount of erroneous retrievals is in-
creased particularly in 2nd and 3rd queries since the database size
is doubled and hence accidental matches occur more often than
before. However, in both databases (Auto-) Correlogram may occa-
sionally perform better than the proposed descriptor, such as the
queries shown in Fig. 12, where significant (color) textures are
present in all query images. This is indeed in accordance with
the earlier remark stating that Correlogram is indeed a colored tex-
ture descriptor and hence it can outperform any color descriptor
whenever a textural structure is dominant.

5. Conclusions

The color descriptor presented in this paper characterizes the
perceptual properties of the color composition in a visual scenery
in order to maximize the description power. In other words, the
so-called outliers, which are the un-perceivable color elements,
are discarded for description efficiency using a top-down approach
while extracting global and spatial color properties. In this way, se-
vere problems and limitations of traditional pixel-based methods
are effectively avoided and in spatial domain only the perceived
(visible) color components can be truly extracted using QT decom-
position. In order to reveal the true SCD properties, proximity his-
togram and proximity grid, representing the inter-proximity
statistics in scalar and directional modes, are proposed.

During the retrieval phase, one-to-many DC matching is per-
formed in order to apply the penalty-trio model over matching
(and possibly fused) DC sets. This greatly reduces the faulty mis-
matches and erroneous similarity distance computations. The pro-
posed penalty-trio model computes the normalized differences in
both spatial and global color properties and combines all so as to
yield a complete comparison between two color compositions.
Experimental results approve the superiority of the proposed
descriptor over the competing methods in terms of discrimination
power and retrieval performance especially over large databases.
The proposed color descriptor has a major advantage of being
applicable to any database size and image resolution. Thus it does
not suffer from the infeasibility problems and severe limitations of
Correlogram. Finally, it achieves a significant performance gain in
ANMRR scores. However, this remained below our higher perfor-
mance expectations particularly when compared with Correlogram
due to two reasons: first and foremost, Correlogram has the advan-
tage of describing texture in color images thanks to its pixel level
analysis via co-occurrence probabilities. Yet the major reason is
that the color similarity alone does not really imply the content-
similarity. This degrades the retrieval performance of the proposed
technique in great amount on several experiments. For instance
when an image with gray horse on a green field and a blue sky is
queried, all retrievals with a gray elephant and similar background
are counted as irrelevant (since they do not belong to horse class)
although the color distribution is quite similar. Many other such
‘‘irrelevant” retrievals with similar color properties can be seen
in the figures in Section 4. In short color properties correlate with
the true content only in a certain extend, but cannot be used as the
single cue to characterize the entire content [34].

Current and planned research work include: configuring our
penalty-trio model dynamically and adaptively according to color
compositions of the images compared and integrating second or-
der statistics from both global and spatial properties into the
descriptor. Adopting a multi-scale approach into both SCD modes
will also be considered. Finally, combining the proposed approach
with successful texture descriptors, such as [30] may prove useful.
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper proposes a novel method for semi-supervised image 
segmentation that is particularly targeted for interaction on mobile 
devices with touchscreen. In order to extract an object from a 
complicated scene with minimal user input, superpixels are first 
grouped into overlapping regions based on their visual similarity 
and the groups belonging to the object are then selected via user 
scribbles. By moving the user interaction to the end of the whole 
process, users’ idle time is minimized hence an engaging user 
experience is achieved. The proposed method can effortlessly 
handle imprecise and inaccurate scribbles and is inherently suitable 
for touchscreen devices since it eliminates the necessity of a 
separate brush for marking the background as majority of state-of-
the-art methods do. A novel fine-tuning method is also proposed 
where both foreground and background corrections are possible 
without entailing the user to change the brush. Experimental results 
prove that successful results are achieved with a slick and pleasant 
user experience. 
 

Index Terms — Interactive image segmentation, user 
interaction, user experience, superpixel, region merging, Gestalt, 
perceptual grouping 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Breaking up images into meaningful objects, often referred as 
image segmentation, has been at the core of many computer vision 
and computational photography tasks since it enables 
understanding the semantics of the image. Understanding such 
semantics facilitates further applications such as image editing, 
image enhancement, image manipulation, object detection, object 
tracking, content based image retrieval, medical image processing 
etc. Even the basic discrimination of foreground (FG) and 
background (BG) in a visual scene significantly assists such 
applications. However, considering the variety of the context and 
applications where segmentation is required, definition of such FG 
and BG becomes rather ambiguous – turning fully automatic image 
segmentation into an ill-posed problem without any semantic 
knowledge of the target object [1]. Semi-supervised image 
segmentation, on the other hand, aims to overcome such 
difficulties by taking advantage of user input for assistance. 
Typically user specifies FG and BG objects, or at least gives hints 
about them. However, currently no successful algorithm exists that 
can produce satisfactory results for any image with few imprecise 
user inputs. Thus, the user is usually expected to further fine-tune 
the result for several iterations via precise scribbles around and 
within the object to be segmented. Such interactions can be 
exhausting for the user, especially if they need to be performed 

several times. Moreover, additional complications arise in case of 
touch devices where the brush size is determined by users’ finger 
which usually lacks the precision required for such interactions 
particularly on smaller screens. 

Graphcut [2] is one of the most popular and distinctive semi-
supervised segmentation method, where the user is asked to mark 
FG and BG regions via scribbles and an energy minimization 
algorithm is then applied in order to separate the graph (image) 
into two regions, i.e. FG and BG. Whereas numerous variants of 
Graphcut have been proposed, Grabcut [3] stands out not only due 
to its improvement in performance, but also because of the 
simplification it delivers in user interaction. Instead of providing 
separate scribbles for FG and BG, the user is only asked to mark 
the object of interest by drawing a bounding box. Even though 
such interaction is undeniably more desirable than providing 
separate scribbles, performance of the algorithm is far from 
satisfactory after the initial interaction. Hence the user is again 
expected to fine-tune the segmentation result via FG/BG scribbles. 
In [4], authors proposed a modified Graphcut with a much more 
intuitive, progressive painting interaction tool. The user simply 
scribbles the FG and selection automatically snaps to object 
boundaries. However, the proposed “multi-core Graphcut” comes 
with a loss in accuracy. A similar interaction is proposed in [5], 
where the selection (i.e. segmentation mask) is updated 
dynamically as the user scribbles the FG. They used dynamic and 
iterative Graphcut that works on superpixels and updates the 
segmentation mask locally, i.e. in close vicinity of the user input. 
Similar to [3], the user interactions in both [4] and [5] are clearly 
less burdensome and more appealing compared to regular 
Graphcut style interaction that involves FG and BG scribbles. 
Additionally, in [5] authors performed a user study in order to 
evaluate the user interaction in terms of easiness and entertainment 
and obtained better results than Grabcut and Intelligent Scissors 
[6]. A noteworthy feature of [5] is its error tolerant nature that 
allows it to work even with inaccurate user scribbles. If a recently 
scribbled superpixel is dissimilar to the object color model, the 
algorithm expects the next scribbled superpixel to be similar to that 
superpixel. If not, it is assumed to be accidentally scribbled and 
hence ignored. However such a control mechanism requires large 
enough superpixels relative to scribble size, which in return might 
affect the boundary adherence of the segmentation. Otherwise it 
can handle only very minor scribble errors. Moreover, the utilized 
Graphcut based approach brings in a laggy user interaction due to 
the relatively heavy computational costs for smooth real-time 
operations. 

Gestalt psychology suggests that perception is not simply the 
concatenation of one's senses, but is a result of perceptual 
organization [7]. Such organization is explained via laws of 
grouping among percepts based on their mutual properties; such as 



 

 

proximity, similarity etc. The idea of superpixels is a fitting 
example to demonstrate such grouping where individual percepts, 
i.e. pixels, are grouped into more perceptual clusters. They also 
serve as better primitives than pixels by getting rid of the pixel-
level image redundancies [8]. However, superpixels simply 
represent an intermediate state. Even though there are numerous 
approaches that utilize superpixels for a mere speedup, they have 
also been used as the building blocks of many algorithms. For 
instance region merging algorithms follow the same Gestalt 
philosophy and try to obtain objects by grouping superpixels. In 
[9], Peng et al. proposed a fully automatic segmentation algorithm 
via region merging and proposed solutions to two major problems 
of such algorithms, namely merging order and stopping criteria, via 
sequential probability ratio test and the minimal cost criteria. It is 
also claimed that the evolution of the regions follow Gestalt laws 
of perception. Another solution to these problems is proposed in 
[10] by incorporating user interaction. Users are asked to mark FG 
and BG regions (as in Graphcut) and the algorithm iteratively 
merges superpixels based on their color histograms. The merging 
process starts from the user marked superpixels and continues until 
none of the neighboring regions meet the merging criteria. A 
noteworthy property of the algorithm is that it doesn’t require any 
preset thresholds. A superpixel is merged to its neighbor only if it 
is the most similar neighbor to its neighbor. They compared their 
results with both pixel-based and superpixel-based Graphcut and 
achieved significantly better performance in terms of accuracy. 
However, the fact that a superpixel is merged with only one 
neighbor at each iteration introduces a significant slowdown, hence 
the algorithm is even slower than pixel based Graphcut. This 
shortcoming is pointed out in [11] and authors proposed another 
merging algorithm where any two adjacent superpixels with k-
global maximal similarity (i.e., one of the k most similar pairs 
among all possible pairs of adjacent superpixels) could be merged 
with each other if they are the same types of superpixels (marked 
as FG, marked as BG or unmarked) or either of them is an 
unmarked superpixel. Also one superpixel can merge with several 
superpixels in an iteration as long as their similarity scores are 
among the top k ones of all the scores. They achieved on-par 
performance with [10] with a significant boost in computation 
speed. However the user still has several seconds of idle time after 
providing the scribbles. It should be noted that, in practice, several 
iterations of user interaction is typically required in order to obtain 
the desired output. Therefore such repeated idle intermissions can 
be frustrating for the users. 

Almost all interactive segmentation methods take user input 
as the starting point and build the whole algorithm on top of it. The 
algorithm simply re-runs if further interaction is required (which, 
in most practical cases, is inevitable). Moreover, most interactive 
segmentation methods take the user input as the absolute truth (i.e. 
consider the labels given via user input are absolutely correct) and 
leave the user with little error space. However, in practice, 
particularly on touchscreen devices such as mobile phones where 
the screen is relatively small and the input is given with finger 
strokes, expecting such accuracy from the user can easily create 
erroneous results. Another restriction touchscreen devices impose 
is that providing separate FG and BG scribbles require bothersome 
menu operations weakening the user experience. In this paper we 
address all aforementioned issues and present a pleasant user 
experience with a proficient performance. User interaction is 
moved to the very end of the process so that the user does not wait 
idly after the interaction until the segmentation mask is updated. 
The user simply scribbles over the object of interest as in [5] and 

the segmentation mask is updated on-the-go as the user continues 
to scribble. All required information is gathered via FG scribbles 
negating any BG scribble. The algorithm is also capable of 
handling noticeable user errors. In order to achieve this, the 
method takes an initially over-segmented image (i.e. superpixels) 
as input and creates overlapping regions abiding by Gestalt laws of 
perception. Then the user merely selects the regions to be included 
in the object mask via simple scribbles. Experimental results 
compare the proposed method to state-of-the-art methods and 
prove that high performance is achieved with an intuitive and 
simple user interaction providing an outstanding user experience. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details 
the proposed method. Section 3 presents experimental results 
proving the proficiency of the algorithm. Section 4 concludes the 
paper.  
 

2. PROPOSED METHOD 
 

Stemming from Gestalt laws of perception, we propose a region 
merging algorithm aspiring to provide “better”, i.e. more 
perceptual, cues for interactive segmentation. The proposed 
method uses an over-segmented image (i.e. superpixels) as input 
and groups those superpixels based on their proximity and visual 
similarity. However, FG and BG may have similar visual 
properties locally or globally. Hence a straightforward merging 
may result easily in erroneous segmentation masks. In order to 
tackle such incidences, the proposed method merges superpixels 
into overlapping regions where each region is treated as an 
alternative way of grouping superpixels, i.e. hypothesis. The 
selection of object regions among these multiple hypotheses is 
accomplished via user input (see Section 2.2). 
 
2.1. Hypotheses Creation 
 
The algorithm takes an over-segmented image as input (i.e. 
superpixels) and creates a hypothesis { } NiiH ,...,2,1=

 for every 

superpixel { } NiiS ,...,2,1=
 in the image. In order to achieve this, each 

iS is compared to its neighbors { } Rj
j

iS ,...,2,1=
. If 

iS and j
iS are 

visually similar, j
iS  is included in the hypothesis iH . Then for 

each i
j

i HS ∈ , a set { } Kk
kj

iS ,...,2,1
,

=
 is formed from those j

iS ’s 

neighbors. Each kj
iS ,  is compared to iS and if iS and kj

iS ,  are 

visually similar, kj
iS ,  is included in the hypothesis

iH . Then, a 

new set is formed from the neighbors of 
i

kj
i HS ∈,  and the 

algorithm continues until the stopping criteria is met (Note here 
that each superpixel may have different number of neighbors, i.e. R 
and K might be different for each superpixel). Even though the 
information within 

iH  is kept local by comparing the neighboring 

superpixels always to the initial superpixel (i.e. ,...,kj
iS ’s to

iS ), 
the stopping criteria also acts as a buffer to prevent any possible 
error to propagate. Let ( )cc yxS ,  denote the center of mass of a 

superpixel S . Then, each i
kj

i HS ∈,...,  must satisfy: 

( ) Rcc
kj

icci TyxSyxSd <),(,),( ,...,
1                (1) 



 

 

where ( )qpd ,1  denotes the 1L distance between the points p and 

q. The decision on RT  should be defined in accordance with the 
user interaction and will be further discussed in Section 2.2. 

Another key decision is the visual similarity judgment 
between two superpixels. In order to evaluate such similarity, those 
regions first need to be represented via some descriptors. Whereas 
one can use any visual feature such as color, texture, edge etc., we 
preferred color histograms for their proven efficacy and simplicity. 
Moreover, the potency of texture and edge features diminish as the 
size of the region they are extracted gets smaller. Hence, they are 
not suitable for small superpixels. We used perceptually uniform 
L*a*b color space and uniformly quantized each histogram into 
8×8×8=512 bins. In the end, each superpixel is represented by a 
512 bin normalized L*a*b histogram. There are many possible 
ways to compare two histograms such as Euclidean distance 
(i.e. 2L ), Bhattacharyya coefficient [12], Histogram Intersection 
[13] and Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) [14]. We preferred EMD 
in our experiments for its significantly better performance; 
however, Bhattacharyya coefficient also provides satisfactory 
results and is relatively faster compared to EMD. Let the distance 
between two histograms be denoted as ( )21, HistHistdist . Then, 
two superpixels are considered as visually similar if their 
histograms satisfy: 

( ) histTHistHistdist <21,   (2) 

Then, the whole process for hypotheses creation can be 
considered as a function that takes all image superpixels as input 
and outputs the hypotheses: 

 

where the function CheckNeighbors is defined as: 

 
 
2.2. Hypotheses Selection 
 
In order to select the set of hypotheses that form the FG object(s), 
the algorithm resorts to user input. In terms of user interaction, on 
the surface, the proposed method is highly similar to [4] and [5]; 
such that the user draws simple FG scribbles and the segmentation 
mask is updated accordingly. However, unlike typical abstract 
scribbles, user provides continuous scribbles as if s/he is painting 
over the FG object and the segmentation mask is updated instantly. 

Fig. 1 shows how the algorithm proceeds as the user keeps 
scribbling where the top row illustrates what is visible to the user 
and the bottom row shows the input taken by the algorithm for 
hypotheses selection. The user is first presented with a dimmed 
version of the original image. As the user scribbles over the image, 
the selected hypotheses are included in the segmentation mask 
where the mask is visualized as the original, i.e. brighter, image is 
being revealed together with a border around it for better 
perception. A hypothesis is considered as “selected” if it is 
covered, i.e. painted over, by the user scribble more than a certain 
ratio. This is controlled by the parameter σ , which consequently 
determines the smoothness of the user interaction. Let α be 
defined as: 

H

S

A
A=α    (3) 

where HA is the area of the entire hypothesis and SA is the area of 
the hypothesis covered by the scribble. Then a hypothesis is 
regarded as “selected” if σα > . If σ  is too low (~0.1), so little 
user input can be enough to reveal the object. However, the 
algorithm will be more prone to errors. If, on the other hand, σ  is 
too high (~0.9), the algorithm will be more robust but it will 
require more scribbles to reveal the object. Hence the interaction 
will be more demanding, burdensome and unpleasant. Note here 
that even though the amount of work appears to be more than 
providing typical abstract scribbles, by avoiding a turn based 
interaction where the user waits idly while the algorithm executes, 
a more engaging and pleasant interaction is achieved. Such user 
interaction has already been proved to be easier and more 
entertaining than other single brush interactive segmentation tools 
such as Grabcut and intelligent scissors [5]. 

 
Fig. 1. Top row: User interaction of the proposed algorithm from 
user’s point of view (progresses left to right). Bottom row: User 
scribble used by the algorithm for hypotheses selection (invisible 
to the user). 

In order to provide a slick and appealing user experience, the 
selected region should be large enough to be able to snap to object 
boundaries that are further away from the user scribble. As 
discussed in Section 2.1, this is defined by the relation between the 
maximum size of a hypothesis, i.e.

RT , and the scribble size (the 
scribble can be considered as a circle dragged around the image, 
whereupon the size of the scribble refers to the radius of that 

CheckNeighbors( S, C, H ): 
for every neighbor N of S 
 if N is similar to C (N C) and d1(N,C)< TR 
   add N to H (N H) 
   CheckNeighbors( N, C, H ) 

end 
end 

CreateHypotheses({ } NiiS ,...,2,1= ): 
for every superpixel Si 

create a hypothesis Hi 
add Si to Hi (Si  Hi) 

 CheckNeighbors( Si, Si, Hi ) 
end 
return { } NiiH ,...,2,1=  



 

 

circle Br ). Since the brush represents the finger of the user, the 

size of the brush Br  should depend on the screen size of the 
device. Whereas on mobile phones the area covered by a finger 
would be an accurate choice, on larger displays such as tablets, that 
area can be too small compared to the screen size; hence a 
larger Br  can be used. 

Fig. 2 shows a more severe case where the user provided even 
more erratic scribbles. Boundary of the final segmentation mask is 
highlighted in Fig. 2b. Cases where the scribble is larger or smaller 
than the target object (or part of the object) may easily be 
encountered. Overlapping hypotheses for local sections of the 
image are shown in Fig. 2c and Fig. 2d. Note how several 
hypotheses cover the same part of the object and how the algorithm 
successfully selects the appropriate ones. 

 
Fig. 2. Error tolerance of the proposed algorithm. Hypotheses for 
which σα ≤  are excluded from the segmentation mask. 
 
2.3. Fine Tuning 
 
Despite the efficacy of the proposed algorithm, it is still possible to 
encounter erroneous results due to several reasons, such as 
complicated background where small background objects or object 
parts (segments) appear next to the object border. Since such small 
segments would form hypotheses themselves, they can easily be 
painted by the user scribble and included in the segmentation 
mask. Fig. 3 demonstrates such a case where small pebbles appear 
next to the snake (i.e. FG object) that are covered by the user 
scribble, hence included in the segmentation mask. Even though it 
is unlikely, it is also possible that a FG and BG superpixel have 
very similar color histograms and grouped together into a 
hypothesis. Whereas such occurrences are seldom encountered, 
they should also be handled for a well-founded segmentation 
algorithm. 

 
Fig. 3. Erroneous segmentation due to complicated background. 

In order to enable correcting such errors, we propose fine-
tuning as a final stage of the algorithm. In principle, this step is 
algorithmically no different than hypotheses selection except that 
here, each superpixel { } NiiS ,...,2,1=

 is treated as a 

hypothesis { }NiSH ii ,...,2,1, =∀= . In other words, the user 
simply paints over the initial superpixels instead of (relatively 
large) hypotheses which in return allows to obtain a more precise 

segmentation mask. Exactly the same algorithm is followed as the 
hypotheses selection. However, unlike the hypotheses selection 
stage where the user was selecting only FG regions, in fine-tuning 
stage, it is possible to select a superpixel as both FG and BG so 
that any preceding error can be corrected. As discussed in Section 
1 switching repeatedly between FG and BG brushes can be 
inconvenient for the user, particularly on touchscreen devices, 
which in return has a significant negative impact on user 
experience. Therefore we propose a novel technique for 
conveniently switching between FG and BG brushes where the 
type of the brush is decided based on the location of the initial 
interaction. In other words, the scribble “paints” the superpixels as 
FG if the user starts “painting” from a FG region, and vice versa. 
Fig. 4 shows an example of fine-tuning process where several 
regions were incorrectly classified as FG or BG (Fig. 4a). Note 
how FG scribbles initiate from a FG region and BG scribbles 
initiate from a BG region (Fig. 4b). 

 

Fig. 4. (a) Segmentation errors, (b) FG (white) and BG (blue) fine-
tuning scribbles, (c) final segmentation mask. 

The proposed fine-tuning method handles any user or 
algorithm related error and it seamlessly blends in to the proposed 
segmentation method. The essence of the user interaction is still 
the same, i.e. the user still “paints” over the object, without any 
necessity to select different brushes. One difference is that in fine-
tuning, since there are two separate automatically altering brushes, 
user scribbles are also visible to the user to improve awareness, i.e. 
so that the user knows which brush (FG or BG) s\he is using. 
However, this can easily be left as a design decision as it does not 
in any way affect the algorithm’s operation. Since no additional 
computation is done between hypotheses selection and fine-tuning, 
there is no idle waiting time at this stage either. Therefore the user 
experiences the whole process (hypotheses selection + fine-tuning) 
within the flow of the algorithm providing a pleasing user 
experience.  
 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
The proposed algorithm is tested on several images from [10] and 
[15] and compared to the algorithms in [5], [10] and [11]. We 
believe some images are too small to facilitate interactive 
segmentation, yet still included in the dataset for complete 
comparison with competing algorithms. SLIC superpixels [7] are 
used for initial over-segmentation due to their high performance in 
boundary adherence and computational speed. 1000 SLIC 
superpixels are extracted from each image with a compactness 
factor of 20 for both [5] and the proposed algorithm. Parameters 
for SLIC are selected empirically. Whereas the proposed method 
performs better with higher number of superpixels (i.e. ~2000-

a b 

c 

Scribbles start from this end 

a b c 
d 



 

 

3000), a trade-off with the computation time has to be made. Br  is 
set to 5% of min(image height, image width) to mimic user finger 
area on a mobile phone and

BR rT ×= 2 . EMD is used for 

histogram comparison with 15.0=HistT  and finally the 
smoothness parameter is set to 6.0=σ . Fig. 5 shows several 
segmentation results for the proposed and competing methods. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Experimental results for (top to bottom) bird, flower, monalisa, dogs, horses, tiger and sculptures. Left to right: Original image, 
Coloring [5], MSRM [10], KSRM [11], proposed, ground truth. 



 

 

Some examples in Fig. 5 also contain several minor errors as 
discussed in Section 2.3. For instance legs of the horse are too thin 
compared to user scribble, hence part of the BG is also included in 
the segmentation mask. A similar error can also be seen in 
sculptures due to local similarities between FG and BG. Note that 
such minor errors can easily be handled by the proposed fine-
tuning method (see Fig. 6). Even though fine-tuning is possible for 
any interactive segmentation method, mostly the algorithm is re-
run and the result is updated. However the proposed method 
enables fine-tuning within the flow of the application without re-
running the algorithm or introducing any further idle waiting time. 

 
Fig. 6. Fine-Tuned results for horses, tiger and sculptures. 

Table 1 shows the computation times for the methods in [10], 
[11] and the proposed method on images in Fig. 5. Computation 
time for [5] could not be included in the table since the algorithm 
performs the computation throughout the user interaction. Yet, it 
should be noted that the utilized Graphcut based approach induces 
noticeable lags during the interaction. Computation times for [10] 
and [11] are taken from [11] without any loss of accuracy since our 
systems are near identical. Note that the reported times for the 
proposed method are spent on hypotheses creation – which is an 
offline operation – and not reflected to the user, i.e. the user does 
not have to wait idly during the reported times unlike [10] and [11] 
or experience a laggy interaction as in [5]. 

Table 1. Computation Times for the tested images in Fig. 5. 

Time(sec.) MSRM 
[10] 

KSRM 
[11] Proposed 

Bird 2.68 0.53 2.63 
Flower 4.13 1.15 1.84 

MonaLisa 13.21 3.49 1.64 
Dogs 5.01 1.14 1.85 

Horses 22.43 2.28 2.37 
Tiger 8.49 2.14 1.94 

Sculptures 33.01 5.44 1.95 
 

The reader is referred to [5] for the evaluation of the user 
interaction compared to other interactive segmentation methods 
based on single brush. 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
An interactive segmentation method is proposed essentially 
targeted to improve user experience on touchscreen devices. The 
method achieves on-par performance with state-of-the-art methods, 
yet is distinguished in several ways: First, a single FG brush is 
used to avoid inconvenient menu operations to alternate between 
separate brushes. Second, by performing all time consuming 
operations before the user interaction, user’s idle waiting time is 
eliminated. Such operations can easily be handled while loading 
the image or even before, depending on the application. Third, the 

method can handle significant amount of user error. Such 
capability is particularly eminent for touchscreen devices with 
small displays and inaccurate input brushes (i.e. user finger). 
Finally, a novel fine-tuning method is proposed where both FG and 
BG corrections are enabled with automatically altering brushes in 
an intuitive manner. Such features are achieved by proficiently 
incorporating human perceptual rules and considering “the user” as 
the upmost concern of the entire design. 
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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, we propose a novel and robust modus operandi for fast and accurate shot
boundary detection where the whole design philosophy is based on human perceptual
rules and the well-known “Information Seeking Mantra”. By adopting a top–down
approach, redundant video processing is avoided and furthermore elegant shot boundary
detection accuracy is obtained under significantly low computational costs. Objects within
shots are detected via local image features and used for revealing visual discontinuities
among shots. The proposed method can be used for detecting all types of gradual
transitions as well as abrupt changes. Another important feature is that the proposed
method is fully generic, which can be applied to any video content without requiring any
training or tuning in advance. Furthermore, it allows a user interaction to direct the SBD
process to the user0s “Region of Interest” or to stop it once satisfactory results are
obtained. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm achieves super-
ior computational times compared to the state-of-art methods without sacrificing
performance.

& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The amount of available video content is growing
exponentially with the development in content creation
technology. Moreover, content sharing has become
immensely popular, enabling every individual to access a
vast amount of video content. YouTube, globally the 3rd
most popular website [1], announced that more than 72 h
of video are uploaded to the website every minute, and
more than 4 billion h of video are watched every month
[2]. It is therefore inevitable that such amount of visual
information and growth demands efficient content
management tools.
All rights reserved.

Program of Tampere

),
In [3], Thompson et al. defined a video shot as the
smallest unit of visual information captured at one time by
a camera that shows a certain action or event. Therefore, in
order to capture the entire visual content properly and
attain a complete grasp of the video, shot detection is a
fundamental step of content based video analysis.
Whereas there is a wealth of research on shot boundary
detection (SBD), the main bottleneck of the problem is the
relative difficulty in detecting gradual transitions (GT)
between shots compared to the detection of the abrupt
changes, i.e. abrupt cuts (AC). Even though gradual transi-
tions used to appear more frequently in professionally
edited videos, nowadays even personal cameras and
camera-equipped cell phones are capable of editing videos
to comprise such transitions. Therefore, a proficient SBD
algorithm should be able to handle gradual shot transi-
tions regardless of their nature (dissolve, fade, wipe etc.),
as well as abrupt changes. Whereas, any SBD algorithm
stems from the same assumption that there is a visual
discontinuity between consecutive shots, most of them
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suffer from performance, computational cost and some-
times even both.

Gargi et al. [4] presented a performance analysis for
several color histogram based SBD algorithms, where shot
boundaries are detected via computing the histogram
differences of consecutive frames in various color spaces
using various difference measures. They concluded that
the histogram intersection method [5] performed the best;
however, their evaluation did not cover GT detection. They
further analyzed different compressed domain algorithms
that utilize compressed domain features such as DCT
coefficients and motion vectors [6–12]. However, they
concluded that, despite being computationally efficient,
their performance levels were even below histogram
based approaches. In a more recent study, Teng [13]
proposed a method based on texture features extracted
from non-overlapping blocks, and classified video frames
via Support Vector Machines (SVM) to detect shot bound-
aries based on cosine distances. Another classifier based
method is presented in [14] utilizing the U component of
the YUV histogram and classifying the difference curves
using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). In [15], Hanjalic
provided a thorough analysis of the previous methods and
proposed a probabilistic method based on YUV color
components from non-overlapping blocks. The method
provides satisfactory results for AC and dissolves; however,
it requires a specific implementation for each individual
type of GTs. Another extensive evaluation came as a result
of TRECVid, which had an activity track for SBD from 2001
to 2007 joining 57 different research groups in order to
determine the best approaches [16]. Whereas the idea of
various algorithms working on a common dataset with
common scoring metrics provides the means for objective
evaluation, it also brings in a clear advantage for machine
learning algorithms since the whole TRECVid dataset
(developmentþtesting) is composed of vastly similar
content which in return inevitably bias the overall results.
The fact that 9 out of top 10 performing groups utilize
machine learning algorithms is a clear indication of such
bias where the algorithms are specifically tuned for the
development data which is highly similar to the test data.
Moreover, the fact that 6 out of top 10 performing
algorithms using flash detectors, which is a very specific
case commonly appearing in news videos (which also
constitutes most of the TRECVid dataset), is also a clear
indication that the competing methods were tuned to
perform only for the specific TRECVid dataset and ser-
iously questions the applicability of such methods to
generic video content.

In [17], Boccignone et al. proposed a perceptual stand
point to the SBD problem and suggested that “visual
attention” is the key to detect scene changes. They
extracted the focus of attention (FOA) points from each
frame, where the variations in the consistency of FOA
revealed shot boundaries. The motivation of the paper, as
the authors stated, was not only to achieve high SBD
performance, but also to introduce a different angle for
the problem. However, their results were still comparable
to the state-of-art algorithms. Another high level analysis
was proposed by Park et al. [18] where they made use of
object recognition techniques, namely Scale Invariant
Feature Transform (SIFT) [19]. They proposed that the
objects or background do not differ significantly within
the same shot, whereas a notable difference occurs across
shot boundaries. In order to measure such dissimilarity,
they extracted and matched interest points (SIFT) between
consecutive frames and monitored the variation in the
number of matches in order to detect ACs. However, their
method failed to detect GTs since the visual similarity
between two consecutive frames is significantly high
during a GT, which in return yields a high number of
matches. In order to cure this deficiency, the authors
additionally compared every Nth frame in order to attain
sufficiently high content change for GT detection. This
method can tell that a shot transition occurred somewhere
between those N frames, but it still fails to determine its
exact location. However, even though the method suffered
from the heavy computation of the SIFT that has to be
computed for each frame, it can still be regarded as
innovative due to its incorporation of objects and object
recognition algorithms in order to bring in a higher level
standpoint to SBD problem. Moreover, similar to the work
in [16] that used FOA in order to extract the essential
information throughout the frame, utilization of local
image features aims to achieve the same goal by detecting
objects through such invariant (to the scale, rotation and
translation) points and the features computed over the
local regions around them.

There have been several methods concerning local
image features prior to SIFT; however, it has been regarded
as a milestone due to its remarkably high performance and
stability under relatively reasonable computational costs.
One of the oldest methods, yet still popular, is the Harris
corner detector [20] that is based on the autocorrelation
matrix. Whereas being translation and rotation invariant,
Harris (corner) points are not scale invariant. The scale
invariant version of the Harris detector was proposed by
Lindeberg [21], which is also referred as Harris–Laplace
detector. Mikolajczyk and Schmid further improved this
method to provide an affine invariant detector called
Harris–Affine [22]. Lowe in Ref. [19] proposed SIFT, which
uses Difference of Gaussians (DoG) as an approximation to
Laplacian of Gaussians (LoG) and their local maxima to
detect scale and rotation invariant keypoints. Bay et al.
used integral images to detect keypoints in close to real
time [23]. Integral images were already known to be used
for fast computation of Haar wavelets. However, Bay et al.
used those to approximate the Hessian matrix, which they
claimed to be more stable and repeatable than Harris-
based detectors. There are numerous adaptations and
successors of the aforementioned detectors; however,
while choosing the appropriate local feature, typically a
trade-off has to be made between efficiency on one hand,
and accuracy or repeatability on the other. Harding and
Robertson [24] compared six keypoint detection methods
(namely SIFT, Harris–Laplace, SURF, MSER [25], FAST
[26,27] and Kadir–Brady Saliency [28]) with two visual
saliency methods and concluded that SURF has the highest
correspondence surpassing other methods by 15% higher
overlap. For a more comprehensive study on keypoint
detectors, the reader is referred to the survey by Tuytelaars
et al. [29].
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Fig. 1. Variation of adjacent frame similarity based on the number of
matched keypoints. Dashed lines denote the true shot boundaries.
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Despite the wealth of research in local image features
and their relevance to SBD problem, utilization of these
features in SBD has been surprisingly limited. Huang et al.
[30] reported that the work proposed in [18] is the first
method that employed keypoint-based analysis. They
further proposed a parallel approach to [18] where they
used a relatively light descriptor of their own design
extracted around Harris keypoints, i.e. Contrast Context
Histogram (CCH) [31], in order to avoid the computational
load of SIFT feature extraction. Additionally, they per-
formed a more in depth analysis of frame similarities in
order to detect both ACs and GTs with high accuracy. They
initially compare every adjacent frame and observe the
variation in the number of matched keypoints, where they
take every local minimum as a candidate shot boundary.
They assume that the local maxima before and after the
candidate transitions are the possible start and end frames
of the GT. They further require those local maxima to be
followed (and preceded) by a stable number of matches in
order to claim it as a shot boundary. This also allows them
to determine exact transition intervals. However, this
method still considers the frame similarity only between
adjacent frames. As we mentioned earlier adjacent frames
have significantly high visual similarity, hence such an
analysis can easily lead to false negatives or even false
positives. In order to avoid such deficiency, they followed a
similar strategy to [18] and compared frames that are
certain distance apart, namely the frames at the beginning
and end of the candidate transition interval. If those
frames are found to be similar they regard it as a false
alarm, otherwise the final decision is given as a shot
boundary. Whereas the authors reported significantly
higher accuracy compared to [18], computational cost is
an obvious drawback of the algorithm – not because of the
underlying feature detector and descriptor, but due to the
manner the algorithms searches for the boundaries. The
provided per-frame time analyses are encouraging, thanks
to the low computational cost of CCH. However, the total
processing time of the video will significantly be affected
by the employed searching algorithm, where every single
frame in the video is processed and matched to its
neighboring frames, and on top of that, the interval around
every single local minimum is inspected for a possible shot
boundary. In other words, the reported per-frame execu-
tion times will undergo considerable amount of repeti-
tions resulting in excessive computation times for videos.
In order to exemplify this, consider Fig. 1, which shows the
variation of the number of matched keypoints between
adjacent frames in a video. It is obvious that an innumer-
able number of local minima exists due to the oscillations
in the number of matches within a shot. Moreover, no
significant changes occur for certain shot boundaries
(particularly GT), verifying the fact that adjacent frames
have significantly high visual similarity and seeking shot
boundaries through such an inspection will inevitably lead
to erroneous results.

Following the advancements in content based image
and video analysis, state-of-the-art SBD algorithms are
inclined to use high-level descriptors such as object/scene
detection, visual attention analysis, rather than relying on
low-level descriptors. However, whereas almost all
previous attempts focused on the discriminative power
of underlying features, few seem to have realized the
importance of the employed search scheme. We believe
in the search for shot boundaries, how you search is as
important as what you search for. Therefore, it is of
decisive importance that a proficient search scheme is
followed in order to find the shot boundaries accurately
and efficiently. Humans enjoy an extraordinary ability to
recognize and interpret visual similarities, differences and
alterations. Hence, understanding human visual percep-
tion and how humans perform visual search will lead to an
effective and competent search scheme. There have been
numerous studies on human visual perception; however,
our understanding of visual perception comes substan-
tially from the Gestalt Psychology [32]. By taking a holistic
standpoint, Gestaltism focuses on the emergent properties
of visual stimuli rather than considering them individually.
Following its well-known rallying cry, “The whole is
greater than the sum of its parts,” Gestaltism provides a
set of perceptual rules (Prägnanz) in order to explain that
perception cannot be reduced to parts or even to piece-
wise relations among parts. Such a top-down manner has
been neglected in SBD methods so far, since almost all of
the previous approaches are designed in a bottom-up
fashion to build on the information that is based on the
relation between consecutive frames – which are basically
the parts of the video – instead of considering the fact that
transitions naturally emerge when the video is considered
as a whole.

In addition to perceptual psychology, the field of
Human-Computer Interaction is also particularly inter-
ested in the same question in order to understand “How
humans perform visual search?” and reflect the answer to
user interaction designs in order to provide effective
means of search tools to users. The well-known “Informa-
tion Seeking Mantra” was proposed accordingly by Ben
Shneiderman in order to provide better means of informa-
tion visualization [33]. In other words, it guides users to
the data they are searching for in a fast and efficient way.
In an abstract level, the Mantra abides by the following
principle: Overview first, than zoom and filter. The overview
phase lets the user gain an overall understanding of the
data such as distribution, internal relations, etc. Then, the
user zooms in to the particular item of interest and filters



Fig. 2. Outline of the proposed SBD method.
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out uninteresting items. Even though no perceptual roots
were mentioned in the proposal, the Mantra also agrees
with Gestaltism by its nature, where the whole visual
perception is assumed to be a top-down process. Such a
search scheme is particularly suitable for SBD since shot
boundaries emerge as we take a broader view to the video
instead of taking a close up view, i.e. consider only
adjacent frames. In order to illustrate this further, consider
that all frames of a video are arranged as a sequence of
images in temporal order. When we try to find the shot
boundaries (visually) we do not start from the first frame
and proceed frame-by-frame until we reach visually dif-
ferent frames to judge as the boundary. Instead, we have a
broader look at the images and recognize the difference
between two shots and gradually narrow our focus down
to the particular location where the transition occurs.
In other words, we first overview the video, and then zoom
in to the boundary filtering out the redundant frames. This
is the complete opposite of the manner that [30] searches
for the boundaries, where every single pair of adjacent
frames is compared and then zoomed out at every suspi-
cion of a boundary.

In [34], Feng et al. followed a similar “overview first,
than zoom in” mind-set in utilizing the encoded bitstream
in order to detect ACs. They compare the consecutive I-
Frames and continue analyzing that particular GoP (Group
of Pictures) if they notice a difference by sampling the GoP
further via selecting P and B-Frames. However, despite
getting the inkling of the idea, they failed to grasp the
importance of it since their intention was purely to exploit
the encoding algorithm. In [40] we have proposed a
similar approach in order to obtain the overview of the
video. But, instead of selecting the I-Frames from the
encoded bitstream, we performed uniform temporal sam-
pling since the number and frequency of I-Frames is an
encoding decision that mainly depend on the application
(streaming, storage, mobile etc.), not the content. If the
quality is of biggest concern, I-Frames might be too close
to each other, or if the video is intended for streaming they
might be too infrequent to save bandwidth. However, such
sampling is prone to errors in case of a GT since a sample
can easily be selected among the frames of a GT. Authors
realized this weakness in [34] and claim to detect ACs only,
however we have addressed this issue in Section 2.

Multi-Resolution Analysis (MRA) has also been
employed by several methods mostly in order to be able
to detect GTs [35–39]. MRA analyzes the video under
several “resolutions”, i.e. several levels of focus, such that
high resolution provides high precision whereas low
resolution enables to catch the GTs of various durations.
In analogy with the aforementioned methods in [34,40],
MRA samples the video with several frequencies varying
from frame-by-frame to “overview”. However, that results
in processing every frame in the video and analyzing every
possible pair-comparison resulting in a lot of redundant
computation. The method in [18] may also be considered
as MRA where the authors examined only two resolutions,
i.e. frame-by-frame and N frames apart.

As mentioned above, we have proposed an earlier
version of this work in [40], where we have also employed
the “Overview first, than zoom and filter” principle.
However, the aforementioned overview phase, i.e. uniform
sampling, in [40] suffers in GT detection performance since
a sample can easily be taken within a GT which in return
may result in missing that boundary. This deficiency is
discussed in detail in Section 2 together with the provided
solution. Moreover, we have proposed a better similarity
judgment through a more robust “similarity rate” defini-
tion and significantly decreased the time spent on feature
matching via “Fast Approximate Nearest Neighbors” pro-
posed by Muja and Lowe in [41].

In order to address the aforementioned drawbacks of
the state-of-the-art algorithms and provide an efficient
and accurate solution to the SBD problem, in this paper
we propose a method that is modeled based on
Shneiderman0s Information Seeking Mantra that employs
local image features in order to reveal inter frame dissim-
ilarities. The proposed algorithm incorporates the proven
potency of local image features, and the effectively utilized
top-down search scheme provides a fast and systematic
way to locate shot boundaries avoiding any unnecessary
feature extraction and feature matching. We further ana-
lyzed spatial distribution of keypoints in order to increase
the similarity judgment performance, which enables us to
adapt to the content and content changes more accurately.
The primary objective above all is to design a generic and
robust SBD technique, which neither requires nor relies on
any training or tuning while showing a superior perfor-
mance on any video content in a computationally efficient
manner.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2 the proposed method is explained in detail together with
the underlying feature extraction, spatial analysis and the
top-down search scheme. Section 3 provides the perfor-
mance evaluation of the proposed method and Section 4
concludes the paper.
2. The proposed SBD algorithm

Under the light of earlier discussion, the proposed
algorithm is designed to overcome the limitations and
deficiencies of the preceding SBD algorithms. Such
improvements are achieved by taking a perceptual point
of view under the supervision of information visualization
tools. The proposed algorithm starts with overviewing the
video and gradually zooms in wherever a shot boundary
exists as illustrated in Fig. 2. In order to judge frame (dis)
similarities, local image features and their spatial distribu-
tion are analyzed. An earlier version of the proposed work
was briefly described in [40]. The following subsections
provide details of the proposed algorithm with justifica-
tion. First, we explain the employed search scheme, i.e.
how we perform the search, without going into details of
the underlying feature, i.e. what we search for. The latter is
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clarified in the next subsection by giving details of how
visual similarity judgment is performed.
2.1. The top-down search scheme

Stemming from perceptual rules of Gestalt psychology,
we designed a top-down SBD scheme that follows the
aforementioned “Information Seeking Mantra”. Recall that
the Mantra suggests a perceptual path for efficiently
accessing the desired information: Overview first, than
zoom and filter. Accordingly, by completely rejecting a
frame-by-frame processing manner, we implemented a
method that provides the overview of a video, i.e. roughly
gives the locations of shot boundaries. Hence, at the end of
the overview phase the algorithm provides the informa-
tion of how many shots exist in the video and imprecise
locations of their boundaries. Then, in the next step, the
algorithm gradually zooms in to those locations in order to
localize the boundaries precisely. Since the algorithm only
zooms in wherever there is a boundary, unnecessary
processing of video frames within any shot can naturally
be avoided. In other words such massive number of
“uninteresting” frames are filtered out from the search.

In order to obtain the overview of the video the video is
uniformly sampled in temporal domain and successively
sampled frames are compared for visual similarity. The
algorithm concludes that a shot transition has occurred
between those frames whenever a visual discontinuity is
detected. The judgment of such visual discontinuity will be
detailed in Section 2.2. Let us denote the nth frame of the
video as F(n). Then, for every n¼N, 2N, 3N… F(n) is
compared to F(n�N) where N is the temporal sampling
period. With the proper choice of N, such sampling
permits sufficient content change to occur and hence
enables the system to detect both AC and GT. Fig. 3 shows
the overview of the same video that is used to generate
Fig. 1 with N¼30 (1sec.). Whereas sharper variations
“near” shot boundaries are clearly seen, only �3% of the
total frames are processed in order to acquire that
information.

In order to classify those variations as boundaries, we
have detected the peaks and required the peaks to be
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Fig. 3. Overview of the video that is used to generate Fig.1. Dashed lines
denote shot boundaries.
“deep enough” to be regarded as boundaries. Let s be the
set of similarities obtained in Overview such that si denotes
the similarity between (i�N)th and ((i-1)�N)th frames.
Then the detection of the boundaries is achieved via the
function FIND_BOUNDARIES(s) as follows:

FIND_BOUNDARIES (s)

1 for every si i¼1,2,…
2 if si o si�1 and si o siþ1 : if si is a peak
3 then L’i-1, R’iþ1 : find left and right end
4 while sL o sL�1 {L’L-1} of the peak (sL, sR)
5 while sR o sRþ1 {R’Rþ1}
6 if si o sL� Tov or si o sR� Tov
7 then zoom in to [F((i-1)�N), F(i�N)]

where Tov is the threshold to judge how “deep” the
peaks are.

Note that the choice of the sampling period N is of
decisive importance. Whereas a sparse under-sampling
results in lower computational complexity, a reduced
accuracy in return is inevitable especially for videos having
many shots with short duration. This is due to the fact that
if N is too large, an entire shot may end up in between the
sampled frames and, therefore, missed. Also high object
and/or camera motion may easily yield false positives. On
the other hand an oversampling with a very low N value
increases the computational cost and more importantly
gets us closer to frame-by-frame analysis that we strive
to avoid in the first place. Therefore, a reasonable and
practical assumption for the minimum shot duration
should be considered while deciding on N. Considering
the definition of a shot (see Section 1) it should be long
enough to comprise of a certain event or action. The
selection of N can also be left up to the encoding scheme
as in [34] where the authors selected the I-Frames to
sample the video and focus on that particular GoP if there
is a noticeable change. However, as we have discussed in
Section 1, the distance between two I-Frames is decided
during encoding depending on the target application and
does not reflect the content by any means.

It should be noted that this information, i.e. the number
of shot boundaries and their approximate locations, might
be sufficient for various applications; however, further
analysis is needed for accurate localization of the shot
boundaries. The next step of the proposed search scheme
realizes that by zooming into the locations where signifi-
cant discontinuities in visual similarity are observed dur-
ing the overview phase. That is achieved by gradually
decreasing the distance between the frames that are
compared for similarity. As the distance decreases, the
Fig. 4. Overview and zoom in phases of the proposed search scheme.
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Fig. 5. Variation in the number of matches as the algorithm zooms in, reveals both the exact location and type of the transition, i.e. AC (a) or GT (b).

Fig. 6. Shifted tracing in the overview phase. (m�n¼N/2).
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change in frame similarity reveals not only the location of
the shot boundary, but also the nature of it.

Consider the case in Fig. 4, where a shot boundary is
detected between F(n) and F(nþN). Then, the algorithm
gradually decreases the distance between frames and
starts comparing F(n) to F(nþN�k) where k¼1, 2, 3…
N�1. The variation in the similarity of frames as k
approaches N�1 unveils the exact location and nature of
the transition.

Fig. 5 illustrates how visual similarity between frames F
(n) and F(nþN�k) changes as the algorithm zooms in (i.e.
k: 1-N-1). Two different cases are exemplified, namely for
AC (Fig. 5a) and GT (Fig. 5b). In case of an AC, the visual
similarity abruptly drops, also revealing the exact location
of the transition. On the other hand, when there is a GT,
frame similarity gradually diminishes. It is rather easy to
detect and distinguish between AC and GT by simply
monitoring the change in visual similarity (the number
of matches in this case) at each distance. If the change is
larger than a predefined threshold TZ, an AC is revealed
with its exact location, otherwise it is a GT. Note that the
algorithm zooms in to the interval between F(n) and F
(nþN) if and only if a boundary is detected during the
overview phase; otherwise, the frames in the interval are
“filtered out” avoiding unnecessary feature extraction and
matching.

2.1.1. Shifted tracing
Although the search scheme that is discussed so far is

capable of achieving high accuracy with considerably low
computational demand, it comprises an apparent imper-
fection. The fact that uniform temporal sampling is utilized
“may” produce false negatives if F(n) is sampled among the
frames within a GT. In that case, since the visual content
changes gradually during that interval, the sampled frame
will somewhat be similar to both the preceding and the
succeeding shots; hence the aforementioned algorithm
will fail to realize the shot boundary by filtering it out. In
order to avoid such misjudgment, we propose an
improved version of the overview phase. Fig. 6 depicts
the proposed shifted tracing of the video where the same
sampling and comparison procedure is applied with an
[N/2] frames shift. In other words, overview of the video is
obtained twice with temporal shift of [N/2] frames. This
way, if a shot boundary is missed due to a GT during the
first trace, it will be detected during the second one.
Considering the insignificant computational weight of
the overview phase, a significant improvement is achieved
with such a minimal effort.

It should be noted that shifted tracing is not a blind-
folded reiteration of the overview phase. As its purpose is
to enhance the accuracy of single trace overview, it there-
fore, avoids any redundant recalculation that has already
been carried out by the first trace. In other words unne-
cessary “zoom in” are avoided by simply ignoring any
boundaries if they have already been detected by the other
trace. Consequently, the shifted tracing allows a complete
overview of the video, detecting every single shot bound-
ary and eliminating the shortcomings arising from any GT
and uniform sampling applied.

In addition to avoiding unnecessary processing of video
frames, the proposed algorithm is also suitable for parallel
processing by its nature which further enables significant
performance improvement. Both the shifted traces in the
overview phase and every single “zoom in” are indepen-
dent processes, hence can be handled in parallel.
2.2. Frame similarity via local features

In order to judge whether two video frames belong to
the same shot, the following test is performed: if the same
objects are detected in two different frames, they are
considered to belong to the same shot. Such a manner of
similarity judgment also tackles the prominent problem of
object and camera motions innately, since the objects will
still be detected (either on the foreground or background)
despite any object or camera motion assuming that the
two frames are not excessively apart from each other in
temporal domain. Still, the choice of image feature should
be able to handle possible object deviations such as
variations in scale, rotation, and translation.
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Local image features that are invariant to those changes
are thus utilized in order to match objects between frames.
First, interest points are detected throughout the frames,
and then descriptors around each point are extracted. The
proposed SBD method is independent of the underlying
point detector and descriptor, and in this work, SURF is
chosen for both detection and description due to its high
correspondence with human visual saliency, improved
repeatability over other detectors and lower computa-
tional complexity (see Section 1). Finally, descriptors from
two frames are matched against each other to find visual
correspondence. However, in addition to feature extrac-
tion, another source of the computational load is feature
matching particularly if a blunt linear search is utilized. In
order to further reduce the overall computational cost, we
employed “Fast Approximate Nearest Neighbors” [41]
which has proven to speed up the matching process up
to several orders of magnitude compared to linear search
by using multiple randomized k-d trees. The algorithmwas
tested for SIFT descriptors and achieved significant perfor-
mance improvement with minimal loss in accuracy. Simi-
larly, during our experiments using SURF descriptor, no
significant performance loss is observed despite the con-
siderable decrease in computational cost.

As discussed in the previous section and depicted in
Figs. 3 and 5, variations in the number of matches between
frames reveal the location of the shot boundaries. How-
ever, it should be noted that the number of total interest
points detected in a frame depends entirely on the content
of that frame. The variations in substantial amount of
matches are relatively informative; however, with the
limited number of matches due to the limited number of
keypoints, the reliability of such variations degrades sig-
nificantly. Considering that the keypoints reflect the visual
content of a video frame, the change in the content should
be revealed regardless of the number of keypoints it is
represented with. In order to achieve this, we normalize
the number of matches with the total number of keypoints
in both frames which gives us the degree of similarity
between two frames. Consider the case where K and L are
the number of keypoints extracted from F(n) and F(nþN),
respectively, and M is the number of matched keypoints
between those frames. Then, the rate of similarity, R,
between F(n) and F(nþN) can be formulated as:

R¼ 2M
KþL

ð1Þ

This phenomenon can easily be observed by comparing
Figs. 3 and 8. Note that in Fig. 3 the variation around frame
500 can easily be mistaken as a boundary since it is
comparable to real shot boundaries, whereas in Fig. 8 the
variation in similarity rate is minor compared to the bound-
aries. Similarly the variation in the number of matches around
frame 1650 may not be enough to detect it as a boundary, yet
the change in similarity rate in Fig. 8 clearly signifies it as a
shot boundary.

2.2.1. Spatial analysis of keypoints
Matching objects in order to reveal visual similarity is a

well-reasoned perceptual approach; however, a compre-
hensive discussion has been made in [42] that merely
matching individual local features is far from reflecting
human perception. Again, following Gestalt0s rule of per-
ception “the whole is greater than sum of its parts”, it is
shown in [42] that matching complete objects is more
(informative) than the sum of individually matched key-
points. Hence, following the aforementioned “Prägnanz”,
certain perceptual constraints are imposed by considering
keypoints0 spatial distribution. In other words their spatial
proximity is taken into account and it is proposed that if two
keypoints are spatially close to each other, it is highly unlikely
that their corresponding matches are significantly isolated.
This is due to the natural fact that the objects are solid and
follow a slightly rigid motion within a shot. This is no longer
valid for (accidental) matches between the frames from two
distinct shots (e.g. see Fig. 7). Thus, whenever a match is
found, their neighborhoods are matched against each other in
order to validate the match and hence to avoid any potential
false positives. Following this principle the number of both
false positives and false negatives can be decreased consider-
ably; and due to the nature of the imposed criteria, groups
of matches emerge naturally instead of single individual
matches as shown in Fig. 7b.

In addition to its undeniable improvement in matching
performance, elimination of false negatives as in Fig. 7c
particularly assists the detection of shot boundaries by
providing sharper variations (i.e. deeper peaks) in the
number of matches (thus, the rate of similarity) during
shot transitions as shown in Fig. 8.

Huang et al. [30] also made use of the spatial informa-
tion of keypoints in a similar manner. However, their
analysis of spatial distribution is limited to matching
adjacent frames only such that they simply limit the
spatial displacement of possible matching keypoints to a
certain number of pixels. In other words, a keypoint is not
allowed to match another if their spatial locations are
separated by more than a predefined distance threshold.
However, such a limitation is reasonable only for neigh-
boring frames due to the considerably limited content
change among adjacent frames. For cases where frames at
a certain temporal distance apart are compared for simi-
larity (as in the overview phase of the proposed algorithm
or the false alarm detection in [30]), such a restriction
should definitely be avoided since any object or camera
motion can easily violate this constraint.

Fig. 9 summarizes the whole algorithm visually. To sum
up, the Overview phase uniformly samples the video by
taking every Nth frame from the video and compares
consecutive samples to obtain the similarities si. FIND_-
BOUNDARIES function detects the intervals where a shot
change has occurred by analyzing the change in si. Then
the algorithm zooms in to each of these intervals and
monitors how the similarity changes as the interval
gradually narrows down. The nature of the change in
similarity also reveals the nature of the transition, i.e.
AC or GT.
3. Experimental results

In order to demonstrate the performance of the pro-
posed algorithm and prove its improvements over the



Fig. 7. Local feature matching of two frames from the same shot (a and b) and two consecutive shots (c and d) with (b and d) and without spatial analysis
(a and c).
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Fig. 8. Overview of the video that is used to generate Figs.1 and 3 in
single trace with spatial analysis. Dashed lines denote shot boundaries.
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state-of-the-art methods, we performed SBD experiments
on two separate video databases: First set is the TRECVid
2005 SBD test set [16]. The dataset contains 12 videos (7 h,
744,604 frames) and has 4535 total transitions (60.8% AC,
39.2% GT). Even though we discussed in Section 1 that the
strong similarity between the development and test sets of
this dataset induces a strong bias to the results especially
when machine learning algorithms are considered, we
provide our results for the sake of completeness since it is
still considered as one of the benchmark datasets for SBD.
Moreover, there is still one fully automatic method that
managed to make its way to the top 10 performing
algorithms. The second dataset over which we performed
our experiments is an extension of the dataset we have
used in [40] and consists of five publicly available video
sequences from Open Video Project [43]. The selected
sequences were chosen to comprise various transition types
such as wipe, dissolve, fade in/out etc., object/camera
motions and to be in different video qualities. Additionally,
we included some video sequences that are used in [30].
Strictly speaking, we believe that none of the videos used in
[30] are suitable for testing the SBD performance due to
their ambiguous content such as unclear and highly sub-
jective shot boundaries and transitions, embedded subtitles,
etc. For example, sequences shorter than 10 frames hardly
qualify as shots since they are barely perceivable, yet they
occur abundantly in the dataset. Transitions as long as 200
frames may even be considered as a separate shot (an
overlaid shot for dissolve type transition for instance). An
object passing in front of the camera is structurally identical
to a wipe transition and it requires semantic comprehen-
sion to distinguish them. Embedded subtitles can be con-
sidered as a part of the visual information, but then the
definition of a shot should also be well-defined in advance,
i.e., what happens if subtitles stay intact but the background
content changes – a new shot? Such occurrences and more
arise abundantly in the dataset used in [30] which will
inevitably bias the results both positively and/or negatively
due to such ambiguous occurrences. Fig. 10 shows examples
of such occurrences where on the top row the object in
focus moves outside the camera scope within �10 frames
and the blurred background gradually comes into focus
(structurally this is not different than a dissolve transition).
Similarly the second row shows a sequence where an object
occludes the entire view as the camera moves to the right
and the scene continues as the camera keeps moving and
leaving the object outside the view (again, structurally the
same as a wipe transition). A similar instance also occurs in
the third example. Despite such deficiencies and inaptness,
we decided to include three video sequences from the
dataset used in [30] for the sake of completeness, namely
News1, Documentary1 and TV Serial (Lost).

Table 1 summarizes the eight video sequences in the
second set used in the experiments. Video#1 consists of 10
TV commercials each separated by �50 blank frames.
Video#2 and #3 are educational videos that contain various
synthetic content (such as animations, frame borders, etc.).
Video#4 and 5 are excerpts from industrial documentaries
and together with Video #6, #7 and #8, they have relatively
small frame size. Video#6 is a NASA documentary containing
mostly dissolve type GT and also various shots with sig-
nificantly short duration (only 25–30 frames). Video#1, #4,
#5 and #6 are all from 1950s, thus have low video quality.
Moreover, particularly Video#4 comprises challenging
boundaries where shots with high motion are connected
with slow wipe or dissolve type GT around 2 s. (�50–60



Fig. 10. Examples of misleading shots from the videos used in [30].

Table 1
Experiment Dataset 2.

# Name Size Total # of Frames AC GT Total

1 1955 Chevrolet Screen Ads 480�368 15,802 69 9 78
2 Volcano Eruptions 720�480 3332 25 2 27
3 History Of Flight 720�480 2801 19 4 23
4 American Look 320�240 1945 3 8 11
5 Human Dividends from

American Industry
320�240 1870 19 1 20

6 Documentary1 (ANNI005) 320�240 11,363 37 29 66
7 News1 (19980328_ABC) 352�264 23,642 116 50 166
8 TV Serial (Lost) 352�240 30,705 297 1 298

Total 91,460 585 104 689

Fig. 9. Summary of the proposed algorithm.
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frames). Video #8 is particularly challenging due to style that
the series is shot where very close facial shots dominate the
video. Such a technique results in significant content change
even under the slightest object movements. Moreover,
significantly short shots (as short as 10 frames) and high
motion content makes this video further challenging. Fig. 12
can be referred in order to grasp the gist of the contents of
the videos.

As mentioned in Section 2.2, we used SURF for both
feature detection and description due to its consistency
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Fig. 12. Excerpts from the SBD results of the proposed method from the second dataset. Video#1 (top row)-Video#8 (bottom row).
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Table 2
Performance of the proposed method in TRECVid 2005 dataset.

Algorithm F Time Time
(Overview only)

CLIPS-IMAG 0.88 �2.3 N.A.
Proposed 0.83 �0.82 �0.52

Table 3
Performance analysis on the second dataset.

Name Precision Recall Q

1955 Chevrolet Screen Ads 0.83 1.00 0.83
Volcano Eruptions 0.87 1.00 0.87
History Of Flight 0.95 0.91 0.87
American Look 0.85 1.00 0.85
Human Dividends from American Industry 0.83 1.00 0.83
Documentary1 (ANNI005) 0.83 0.94 0.78
News1 (19980328_ABC) 0.85 0.93 0.79
TV Serial (Lost) 0.73 0.92 0.67
Average 0.84 0.96 0.81
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with human visual saliency and ease of computation [24].
Videos are sampled with 0.5 s. period (i.e. half of the frame
rate of the video) in the overview phase, inferring from the
definition of a video shot in Section 1 that any shorter
duration will be impractical if not imperceptible. More-
over, as opposed to the initial conception, a more sparse
sampling (larger N) does not yield smaller computation
times since a larger N means more frames to process
during zoom-in. Even though such a condition is heavily
dependent on the video content (i.e. number of shots in
the video), we observed insignificant variations in compu-
tation times for those N settings for 1sec. and 0.5 s.
sampling. Also Tov¼0.5 and TZ¼0.5 are used for all the
experiments. The ground truths are extracted manually for
all videos in the second dataset and precision-recall (P–R)
values are calculated as performance measures. In order to
provide a complete comparison in each dataset, perfor-
mance measures used by competing methods have also
been calculated: F1-score for the first dataset [16] and Q-
value for the second dataset [45]. The experiments are
carried out on a hardware with 4.00GB RAM and 2.20GHz
Core2Duo CPU. The software relies on OpenCV libraries
[44] for loading videos, querying frames and extracting/
matching keypoints.

In addition to performance evaluation, computational
time analysis is also provided in order to demonstrate that
such performance is achieved with tremendous computa-
tional efficiency. In order to exhibit the improvement
achieved by the employed search scheme over frame-by-
frame methods in the second dataset, we followed the
same search scheme utilized in [18,30] and compared
every adjacent frame by extracting features from every
frame in the video by the same descriptor, SURF. By doing
so, we intend to demonstrate how much time it would
take if a frame-by-frame search scheme is instead utilized
as in [18,30]. In order to provide an accurate comparison
against the competing methods, any approximate measure
(such as [41]) is avoided. To our best knowledge, [30]
achieved the best SBD performance using local image
features. Despite the inappropriateness of the videos
(Video #6, #7 and #8), the proposed approach achieved
results on a par with [30]. Visual excerpts from the
detection results are also provided in Fig. 12 where
different types of GTs such as wipe, fade and dissolve are
easily observed together with ACs. An immediate remark
from Fig. 12 is that some of the ACs, particularly in
Video#2 and #3, appear like dissolve type GTs. This is
due to the fact that a single transition frame exists that is
imperceptible by the human eye, yet detected by the
proposed method.

Despite the clear advantage that the machine learning
algorithms have which we discussed in Section 1, our
method still managed to achieve a performance on par
with all the top 10 performing algorithms on the first
dataset. Excluding the machine learning approaches for
the obvious reasons, our algorithm ranked the second
among all algorithms involved in TRECVid 2005 based on
F1-measure. The best performance came from the CLIPS-
IMAG laboratory which does not use any machine learning
algorithm, yet still uses specifically selected algorithms for
TRECVid dataset. To be exact their system is composed of a
cut detector, a flash detector (vastly present in the dataset)
and a dissolve detector (78% of the GT0s in TRECVid dataset
are of dissolve type). However, despite its significant
performance, the algorithm runs considerably slow. Over-
all performance and execution time comparisons in the
whole TRECVid 2005 dataset are given in Table 2 where
time measures are given relative to real-time. The results
in this dataset are a clear demonstration of the huge
efficiency gain that the proposed SBD scheme provides
without sacrificing high performance. In fact, the proposed
method runs even faster than several machine learning
algorithms (ranks 5th among all) despite the fact that the
time for training the whole system is excluded from those
algorithms0 execution time.

Table 3 summarizes the results of our experiments on
SBD performance on the second dataset. The results
indicate that on the average 96% of the shot boundaries
can be detected by the proposed SBD technique in a
generic way. This is most likely in the close vicinity of
the upper recall limit that can be achieved without any
training, learning or manual tuning involved. Considering
that the experimental set contains a wide selection of GT
types, video qualities, frame sizes and shot durations, it
can easily be inferred from the results that the proposed
algorithm is capable of detecting any type of GT and AC
with such an elegant recall rate.

It should be noted that the main goal of the proposed
algorithm is not only to achieve such an elegant perfor-
mance, but also to achieve it under low computational
costs. The computational times for the second dataset
presented in Table 4 demonstrate that the proposed
method is significantly superior in terms of computational
efficiency. On the average around 87% improvement is
achieved in terms of computation complexity compared to
the methods [18,30] that employ frame-by-frame analysis.
In other words, the proposed scheme enables around 7
times faster processing compared to any frame-by-frame
processing scheme. Even though [30] has a comparable



Table 4
Computation time analysis on the second dataset.

# Name Total (sec) Overview (sec) Zoom-In (sec) [18,30] (sec) Computational
Gain

1 1955 Chevrolet Screen Ads 692.17 508.97 183.20 6104.74 �0.11
2 Volcano Eruptions 239.17 153.19 85.98 2463.71 �0.10
3 History Of Flight 236.06 152.24 83.82 2874.00 �0.08
4 American Look 47.94 34.45 13.49 349.92 �0.14
5 Human Dividends from

American Industry
61.22 36.54 24.68 397.81 �0.15

6 Documentary1 (ANNI005) 218.88 147.88 71.00 1606.38 �0.14
7 News1 (19980328_ABC) 914.90 678.37 236.53 5784.65 �0.16
8 TV Serial (Lost) 689.87 412.46 277.40 3575.83 �0.19

Average 387.53 265.51 122.01 2894.63 �0.13

Fig. 13. Two adjacent frames belonging two adjacent shots (Video#5).
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detection performance, it is obvious that their frame-by-
frame analysis leads to an impractical computational com-
plexity for a real-time SBD operation. Moreover, note that the
computation time for the proposed approach is obtained by
fully employing the “Overview, zoom-in and filter” proce-
dure (including the spatial analysis of the keypoints),
whereas times for the frame-by-frame analysis approach
includes only the feature detection, extraction and matching.
It should be noted that, particularly [30] performs significant
number of additional keypoint matchings and an intensive
and computationally complex analysis on the number of
matched keypoints which are excluded from the computa-
tional times reported in Table 4. It is possible to decrease the
computation times given in Table 4 by using simpler and
faster feature detectors/extractors (as in [30] via CCH), yet
that possibility exists for any approach utilizing local image
features bearing in mind that the proposed SBD scheme is
independent of the utilized image feature. In other words,
thanks to the efficiently utilized top-down search scheme,
the computational supremacy of the proposed approach over
any frame-by-frame processing algorithm will still prevail.

In short, the main advantage of the proposed algorithm
is the ability to find out the exact locations of shot
boundaries with a significantly low computational com-
plexity (see Table 4). As discussed in Section 2.1 the
outcome of the overview phase is the total number of
shot boundaries and their imprecise locations (with a
maximum deviation of N�1 frames). Note that this
information alone can be useful and even sufficient for
various applications, e.g., consider the case where a
storyboard is to be extracted from a video where each
shot is represented by a single video frame. Whereas the
selection of representative frames (i.e. keyframes) among
all shot frames is another research topic, the proposed
overview scheme provides an immediate and fast solution
to the problem without requiring any further implementa-
tion and computational cost. Another crucial advantage of
the proposed method is that it allows the SBD results to be
presented to the user in a progressive manner and
furthermore allows user interactions with the ongoing
process; i.e. the initial results (outcome of the overview
phase) can immediately be presented to the user while the
system can then continue to the zoom in phase if the need
arises or alternatively, it can be stopped by the user if the
results found so far are satisfactory. By doing so, not only
excessive idle intervals are avoided, but also the possibility
to interact with the system is granted to the user. Consider
another use case where the user aims to extract only
certain shots from the video. The overview phase initially
provides representative frames from each shot in the video
(those are the sampled frames mentioned in Section 2.1).
This way, the user can directly access the shots of interest
and the proposed method will then only zoom in to those
shots0 boundaries, thus avoiding redundant processing.

Performance vs. Computation Time analysis is also
provided in Fig. 11 comparing the proposed approach with
the top 10 performing algorithms in TRECVid 2005 dataset.
For illustrative purposes, we have also added the algo-
rithm in [30] despite the fact that there is no evaluation
data on TRECVid dataset for that algorithm. Thus, we have



Fig. 14. Four frames from the same shot in Video#2. The map is left almost imperceptible by the appearing colored regions.
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used the performance score they have reported in [30] and the
computation timewe have simulated and reported in Table 4. It
is clear that despite the high performance score reported in
[30], the computational efficiency is a huge handicap. The
figure also demonstrates the on-par performance and compu-
tation time achieved by the proposed algorithm despite the
aforementioned controversial objectivity of the machine learn-
ing algorithms used in TRECVid 2005.

Despite the fact that remarkable results are achieved in
terms of accuracy, localization and computational com-
plexity, there are rare cases where the proposed method
failed to detect shot boundaries. One example of such
occurrences is from Video#5 and shown in Fig. 13, where
both shots are from the same scene and have the same
camera angle. Moreover, considerably dark content of the
shots weakens the discriminative power of the features,
yielding a misjudgment that both frames belong to the
same shot. Note that although these frames are from the
same scene, a shot-cut occurred in between.

Another case, which is shown in Fig. 14, arises mainly
from the uncertainty about the definition of a shot. The
frames are from Video#2 and all from the same shot, where
the color regions and text appears on top of the map
gradually and leave the map vaguely visible. Such a change
is regarded as a GT by the proposed algorithm. Yet, since
those changes cannot be regarded as object or camera
motion, it is hard to classify such artificial content changes
as shot boundaries or not, even by a human observer.

4. Conclusions

A novel modus operandi for shot boundary detection is
proposed where Gestalt laws of visual perception are
taken as a model for both recognizing shot changes and
seeking the location of the boundaries. In order to locate
shot boundaries accurately and quickly, an efficient search
scheme is proposed based on the “Information Seeking
Mantra”. The proposed method provides an outstanding
improvement in terms of computational complexity while
achieving an elegant performance. Yet, the key contribu-
tion of the paper is in demonstrating how a proper
understanding of human perception can lead a simple
and effective solution for content analysis, and avoiding
any over-engineering of the problem under the guidance
of human psychology and human-computer interaction.
Furthermore, the proposed method allows a user interac-
tion to direct the SBD process to user0s “Region of Interest”
or to stop it once satisfactory results are obtained. Con-
sidering that SBD is a prominent enabler in video content
analysis, such interaction might be of valuable importance
to certain applications minimizing user0s idle time and
further lowering the computational cost significantly.
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